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Secretary Of
Defense Aide
Coming
James C. Evans, civilian assist-
ant to Secretary of Defense,
Charles E. Wilson. will address
the 33rd annual program of the
Brotherhood of Metropolitan Bap-
tist church on Sunday, Jan. 27 at
3 p.m.
Another feature of the day will
be a panel discussion at 7:30
p.m. by white and Negro citizens
on the topic "Easing Racial Ten-
sions Locally."
Atty. H T. Lockard Is general
chairman for the day with W. T.
Gurney as chairman of, the fi-
nance committee and T. R. Mc-
Lemore as publicity chairman.
Rev. S. A. Owen is church min-
ister.
Brotherhood
Week Group
Is Announced
Adm. Harold M. ,Martin, USN
(retired). chairmyrf of the local
observance of Brotherhood Week
Feb. 17-24, ,has named his ar-
rangemenpr chairmen.
They. kre:
•Lesler A. Rosen. religious organ-
izations; Bruckner Chase, clubs'
Tom O'Ryan, advertising; Sam
Al-
vin Tate, jr., newsnapers: W. W.
Scott. speakers and Ira W. Pyron,
sr., dinner.
The Memphis observance is
sponsored by the Memphis Rourd
Table of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews.
Louis B. Seltzer editor cf the
Cleveland Press, is national chair-
man.
NCC Coed Wins
• Digest Award
- DURHAM, N. C — Goalie Lee
Chasten, 19-year-old student at
North t arolina college, was re-
. centky declared winner of 6500
prise from the Reader's Digest. An
; additional $500 will go to the col-
- legs.' scholarship fund.
fl) Miss Chasten said she will use
the money to pay her tuition and
fees for the semester at North
Carolina,
LOOK AT THESE CUTE
youngsters. They are victims
ef the modern day crippler,
known as POLIO. Certainly
you can spare a dime, or a
bit more to help "finish the
fight" in this dreaded dis-
ease. We urge you to do so dur-
ing the campaign now under-
way. The four children shown
are all Memphians tad they
are counting on -you In aid
them. Left to right are: Rob-
ert Williams, 4. of 2361 Shas-
ta; Glennie Malone, of 733 Da•
4id, who got polio at the age
of one year; Ella Bell, of 1142
Donnelly and Joseph Johnson.
of 1440 May, who is very sick
but is expected to recover.
Alt children are at Cripple
Children's hospital. Their
nurse is Mrs. Elizabeth spent.
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!robe Mysterious Dea0 Of Youthful Mother
In Army Intelligence Slays Wife, White Man
Then Turns Finds Body
Gun On Self In Park
MAJOR ALFRED W. TURNEY
Major Alfred W. Turney, mill-
taty intelligence officer, visited
Memphis last week. A Negro is
rarely found in the capacity in
which he serves. Major Turney
has had 16 years experience in the
Army, with duty in a number of F
European cities. He served in the ormer Teacher
Far East in a unique capacit).
The intelligence officer was the
only Negro member of the Armis-
A
tice commission in Korea. A
former resident of Greenville,
Miss., he is the son of Mrs. Hazel
Turney of that city. A graduate
of Sacred Heart Catholic school,
of Greenville, he attended Jack-
son college, the University
of Maryland and the Erlangen
university in ErIagen. Germany.
He speaks five languages.
Major Turney is mar-
ried to the former Miss Pearl
Cobb. of Greenville and is the
father of one son, Albert, jr., 13.
His family resides in Los Angeles,
Calif. While in Memphis We of-
facer was the house guest of two
old friends, Mrs. Charlestine Miles
and Mrs. A. J. Williams. of 1621
South Lauderdale. (Withers Photo)
rrested Here
Floyd Jesse Cawthorn. of 780
Josephine and Los Angeles, a for-
mer Melrose High school teach-
er. was arrested last week on a
charge of fraudulent breach of
trust.
Albert L. Todd, uT 2389 Cables
told police he loaned Cawthorn
an expensive camera in March
1956 and that Cawthorn took it to
California with him.
Cawthorn reportedly told offi-
cers the camera is still in Cali-
fornia.
Residents of Brownsville. Tene.
were shocked to learn of the slav-
ing and suicide that claimed
lives of 'the heads of tine of ilie
West Tennessee towG's better
known families.
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Shaw, par-
ents of 12 living children, t h
youngest now a sophomore in
igh school, had bcen married
eller than 40 yearS last Thtfirs-
11Y a week ago when Me. Shaw
6.4k shot his 56-year-old Wife to
death with a shotgun, went into
the house and shot himself.
Two of the children reside in
Memphis. They are Isiah Shaw,
jr., of 321 Jubert and Mrs. Kath-
eryn Mathes. of 1464 Humbert.
The murder-suicide took place
at the family farm about 51/2 miles
east of Brownsville.
WHAT HAPPENED
C. A. Rawls, manager of th.
Rawls Funeral Home of Brown,
which handled funeral ar-
rangements for the couple, gave
this version of the shooting:
Mrs. Shaw was preparing to go
to a funeral with one of her
daughters Mrs. Jeanette Spring
field and her husband. Mr. Shaw
did not want her to go. The feel-
ing was that they probably had
disagreed earlier on something
else.
When she walked out to get in
the car to go, Mr. Shaw came
out with a 12-gauge shotgun in
his band and when his wife turn-
ed, he shot her The charge-
struck her flush in the face be-
tween the eyes.
KILLS SELF
Mr. Shaw ran back into the
house. After a while one shot
was heard, then another.
Police arrived on the scene but
it was some-time before anyone
went to the house, thinking that
Mr. Shaw was barricaded inside
waiting to open fire on anyone
who approached.
About an hour later the shots
were heard, Joe Zannie Rawls,
brother of C. A. Rawls crept to
a window of the house and looked
He saw Mr. Shaw seated on a
trunk head slumped downward,
the shotgun resting against t h e
trunk between his legs. He had
shot himself under the chin.
TEMPORARY INSANITY?
It was thought that Mr. Shaw
suffered temporary insanity in his
anger leading up to the shooting.
Services for the couple were
See SLAYS Page 3
Feted For Doing Good job
THE FIRST ANNUAL PAR.
TY for Negro boys and girls
of the School Safety Patrol
was held Saturday morning
at Handy theatre with approx-
imately 600 youngsters enjoy-
ing it. On hand to praise the
Kiwanis club for their work
and the boys and girls for
theirs was Matthew Thornton,
seated right, who was instru-
mental in getting the safety
FIRST TIME
patrols for Negro schools. He
was presented by Dr. Mar-
shall Wingfield. seated left.
Standing lett la right are Miss
Louise Jones, 14, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I,. Jones,
of 280 N. Manassas, a mem-
ber of the Carnes patrol:
Hearn Tidwell, chairman of
the safety committee of the
Kiwanis club, sponsor of the
saret.y patrols, and Clarence
Bolton, jr., it, son ol Mr. and
Mts. Clarence Bolton, of 20a4
('amass, a member of the
Dunn Avenue school patrol. Al
right, Gene Glare, director of
the newly formed Safety ('nun-
nt. laughingly demonstrates
sonic of the regalia patrol
members "might" be using
20 sears from now. Included
an umbrella-hat for wet days
end a comic book for slow
periods.
Kiwanis Club Honors 600
Safety Patrol Members
Approximately 600 boys and girls came to the first from Manassas High.
annual party for members of the School Safety Patrol for and
 girls were served
and shown movies.
Negroes, sponsored by the Kiwanis club, and were told
"that is a Wonderful duty you have, taking care of your
fellowman."
The speaker was Matthew
Thornton, the 83-year-old Mem-
phis personality known as "May-
or of Beale Street " It was "May-
or" Thornton who was instrumen-
tal in getting safety patrols in Ne-
gro schools.
"If it had not been for the fine
work of the Kiwanis club," Mr.
Thornton told his youthful listen-
ers "some of you sitting out there
now probably would not be here
today,"
The patrol members presented
Mr. Thornton a beautiful spray of
flowers.
They were welcomed to the par-
ty, held at the Handy theatre,
by Bert Ferguson, president of the
Radio Station WM.
Mr. Ferguson told them, "You
boys and girls are doing a won-
derful job on those corners and
crossings."
Hearn Tidwell, chairman of the
Safety committee of the Kiwanis
club, was in charge of the par-
ty. Others participating included
Dr. Marshall Wingfield. who gave
the invocation and introduced
Mr. Thornton and Gene Glaze, di-
rector of the recently formeci Safe-
ty Council.
Mr. Tidwell said the estimated
600 enthusiastic boys and girls
were an "awfully good turnout"
but that "we would like to see
more of the principals and teach-
er-advisors come out."
He assured that the party would
be an annual event.
Music for the patty was pro-
vided by the Rhythm Bombers,
harm or destruction of prop
They reminded that the Amer-
ican judicial system allows for ap-
peals and suggested that restraint
be guaged to the possibility that
whatever ruling is handed down
here might be appealed.
In another resolution in opposi-
tion to introduced hills which
would curb activities of the
NAACP, the association said:
The boys
ice cream
Homicide Chief W. W:,,Wilkino
an said Monday his„olfice was
still investigating the death of a
36-year-old woman whose body
was found in Forrest Park, near
Madison and Manassas, escheat
MRS. RUTii YOUNG. 36, of Mid
East, seen holding a granddaugh-
ter, Nettie Ruth Ihung, was found
dead. apparently of stab wounds
in Forrest Park early Saturday
morning. Investigation. Into the
slaying continued this week.
Saturday morning, apparently kill.
ed by stab wounds, -
An unidentified while.man found
the body of Mrs. RottrYoung, oi
680 East, and called', police. An
ambulance moved the body to John
Gaston hospital.
Police theorize the Woman was
murdered someplace else and her
body taken to the ...park later,
A WIDOW
Children of the woman,' a with),
for about three yeaTi fines the
See BODY Page
Urge Restrakt If
Buses Desegregate
Memphis Ministers Association "anticipating" Mon-
day the forthcoming Federal Court ruling on bus desegra-
lion that will affect Memphis. urged restraint' by both
races to prevent movements which might leadito bodilz
erty.
'The suppression or curtailment
of any organization seeking peace.
fully to farther its cause or to
champion what it considers right
for any segment of people is in
conformity with the practices of
atheistic Communism and con-
trary to the great principles of
American democracy.4,,
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News In Nutshell
'Let Me In Or I'll Shoot's
Mn. Alice Duckett, 31, of 3167
Ford rd., a night maid at Gill's
Tourist Court, Highway 62 and
Mitchell rd., was victim of a
holilup early last Friday at the
hands of a robber shir described
as 'probably only about 15 years
Fired Worker Ge
The president of the Mid-South
Refrigerated Warehouse Co., last
week denied a Teamsters Union
charge that the firm fired a Ne-
gro employe because of union ac-
tivity. A company spokesman said.
"We fired him because he did
an unsatisfactory job, and we
old." She said the boy appeared
at the office door at 12:25 a.m.
aed said, "Let me in right now,
or I will shoot you." She opened
the door and stood back while the
youth took about 636 in a paper
bag and left running. She gave
deputies his description.
ti Some Support
oidn't know whether he was a
member of the Teamsters or not."
Local 984 of the Teamsters filed
a discrimination suit with the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board on
Jan. 10, and put a picket tine at
the warehouse. The charge is be-
ing investigated by an NLRB ex-
aminer.
Three Gang Up On Newsboy
•
William Vincent, jr, a 15 year- 14 to 18. grabbed and beat him
old newspaper carrier, residing at until he gave them his money.
407-E Foote said he was making lie had collected 30 cents. His
description of his assailants led tocollections on his papers at 6:30 the three boys' arrest and deten-
Wednesday night in the 400 block lien on charges of strong-armed
Of Georgia when three other boys, robbery.
Ran Long And Hard, But Caught
Willie Moses Thomas, 24, of 287 er's license. Two companions. Lee
Allen and Eddie Davis, both of
652 Walker, were charged with
resisting arrest and being suspic-
ious persons. They gave no ea-
rful* chase through crowded planation as to why they chose
South Memphis. Thomas is charg- to try to outrun police officers who
ed with reckless driving, resisting were stopping to question them
arrest, running three red lights about their suspicious actions
and four stop signs, being a sus-, while sitting in their parked
picious person and having no (iris-, car.
Gets 15 Years For Murder
' A penitentiary term a not more rd., also pleaded guilty for act-
than 15 years for second degree Ing as accessories after the fact
murder of his wife, Mrs. Iola Mil• •
Boyd, was arraigned on 11 char-
ges in Traffic Court last week aft-
er leading police in a fast, five-
Ion, last Sept. 3 was given Joe
Milton last week on his guilty
plea in Criminal Court. T w o
'friends of Milton, Robert Whitfield
to murder. They were given 10-day
sentences in the workhouse.
They placed the mur•lered wom-
an's body in a bed after cleaning
up the blood resulting from the
beating, in an effort to conceal
and Cornelous Brody, of 66 Farris the facts from officers.
Justice Enters Assault Case
WASHINGTON — With sharp the mayor of Selma. Ala., in 1953.
words from both sides, the U. S. Chief Justice Earl Warren deliv-
Supreme Court set aside 6-3, the ered the court's opinion which
conviction of 27-year-old William •held that the circumstances under
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
Basketball is in the eyes and
minds of most students in and
around Ripley dully this season
of the year.
The L. H. S. basketball teams,
both girls and boys, journeyed
to Mt. Pisgah school, Shelby coun-
ty, Jan. 11, and played a dual
game. The L. II. S. girls lost
by a small margin. The L. H. S.
boys team was not pleased with
girls score and they -went oot on
the floor with blood in their eyes
and won by large score of 86-64.
Knox Harris was the high point
boy for Ripley, scoring 38 points.
tie was making SG Many bas-
kets from all angles and posi-
tions it was reported that a spec-
tator at the game asked. if Knox
was going to play the following
Sunday night at the auditorium
with the Harlem Magicians.
The Allen White basketball teams
no doubt heard about Ripley's
girls losing recently, came to Rip-
ley Tuesday night. .tan. 15, like
Lang Busters with high spirit but
the L. H. School team girls and
bey, won both games and they
went away like lights out in low
spirit, yet good sports. The girls
won by a score 51-20. Martha Rob-
inson was the high point girl
for Ripley. The score was closer
between the boys 78-69. Coaches
for Ripley — S. E. Moore and
Levi Moore, principal is J. C.
Brent.
Johnson Consolidated school en-
tertained West Side school, Dyers-
burg, Tenn.. with a boys game
Monday night, Jan. 14. West Side
boys won by a large margin. John-
son Consolidated school has not
lost a game in the county Shia year
but they have balanced that re-
cord by not winning a single game
out of the county this year. Big
Jo Jo Smith. the sensational cen-
ter, and little Lawrence Taylor,
the outstanding forward. could not
make things click. Palmer Turner
school lost to Durhamville Con-
solidated school Jan. 17, by a small
margin.
• •
Earl Fikes to a sentence of which confessions were taken Palmer Turner's PTA president,death for burglary and intent to' from Fikes went "beyond the al- Mrs. Ruth Spivey. who is alsocriminally assault the daughter of lowahle limits."
More Dynamite In Clinton
curom — A stick of dyna- 'rocked Anderson county during the
mite was exploded near the home past five months. Police said they
of Clinton Police Chief Francis are without clues. They have de-
Moorefuiaday aiteht Of last Week. dined to speculate on whether ra-
Police said damage was negli- cial integration of Clinton High
gible. 'The blast was one of a school is connected with t h
series of explosions which have blasts.
Breaks Out Of Pen; In Again
Penal Farm escapee Percy Pe-
terson, 26, of 1428 Florida, is back
In custody, charged with burglary
at •Lanksky's, famous Beale st. Pachuco gang member, still
clothing store. A cab driver re- bearing the tatoo of the no•orious
ported seeing a man stumble out California criminal organization
of the store' at 1 .30 a.m., one on his hand. He had escaped
morning last week. He w a s from a workhoused gang sev-
loaded down with clothing. The eral days before the Lankskv bur-
cab driver called the police. Pe- glary.
Young Fire Bugs On Rampage
Two 13-year-old white boys and a hended following extensis a loses-
53
-year-old Negro girl have ad_ ligation by Fire Department offi-
cers. The boys said they set firemilted setting 10 fires at Mem-
to a house to see if "an awning
phis houses in separate arson cas- 
would burn." The girl didn't give
es Fire Chief John C. Klinck said any clear reason for setting the
last week. The girl admitted set- fires. Chief Maynard, the inves-
ting fires, one at her own home. tigator said. -she appeared to us
The boys and girl were appre- to be emotionally disturbed.-
terson was picked up about three
blocks away with the loot on
him. Police said he was 3 former
Church Raises $5,000
Under New Minister
Dr. H. Ralph Jackson. the man.
who is known as father of the
new Connectional Budget adopted'
the African Methodist Episcopal
church in Miami, does more than
jest think about how money should
be raised or spent
Five weeks ago. Rev. Jackson
was transferred to St. Andrew
AME church in Memphis
This past Sunday night his con-
gregation reported 55 000 in a fi-
nancial campaign of just a feu
seeks. Dr. Jackson- might have
Set some sort of record in thi,
raising of such a grand sum in
such a short period of time.
The church's 1.450 members, un-
der: some 100 captains, drew the
warm praise of Dr. Jackson. who
credited their fine cooperation
end hard wotk for the success
of the drive.
Dr. Jackson announced Sun-
DR. H. R %LPN J ACKSO's
day that church would turn its at-
tention to a more active role in
civic and political movements in
Memphis.
He later told the Tri-State De-
fender he intends to see that ev-
ery member of his church be-
comes a registered voter and that
this campaign would begin some-
time in February after the an-
neal church conference.
-The church cannot sit idly
West Tennessee Regional District
PTA president, attended the Re-
gional District Teachers meeting
Jan. 11, at Bruce high, Dyersburg.
Tenn.
She states that she was very
•inuch impressed with the meeting.
Mrs. Euler Eaton's house and
everything was lost by fire Jan.
15. She has three children in Palm-
er Turner school and one not old
enough to enter school.
The men of Morning Baptist
church believe in masculine lead-
ership; therefore they selected
January the first month of the
year, as the month for men's spe-
cial activities. The Men are closing
the month's activities with a wom-
anless wedding Sunday night, Jan.
27. in order to demonstrate what
men can do alone. Some of the
characters are George Coe, Will
Walker, William Mann. Will Wash-
Arthur Lewis Watkins, Willie B.
alker. William Mann, Will Wash-
ington and many others. This
promises to be one of the high-
lights of the month. If the doctor
has told you not to laugh be sure 410,
and not come.
It has been said that a child
was in the store at the time
George Coe was trying on his
fabulous uniform and this child
looked up and saw George Coe,
began laughing and has been
laughing ever since. Be sure and
come early if you want a seat.
Sunday. Jan 13. the Chapel Hill
M. B. church held its regular
worship in an old fashioned re-
FOUNDER'S DAY was ob-
served by the Beta Tau chap-
ter, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori-
ty, at LaMoyne college in
January with Soror Georgia
Harvey. Soros.; in front row,
left to right:. Mary Jones,
Jean Harris, Lassie Lee, Sheri-
dan Hicks, I.ila Smith, Gloria
Wade, Gloria McKinney and
Shirley Westbrooks. Back row,
from left; Sorors Yvonne
Brown, Moselle Gordon, Doro-
LeMoyne AKA Sorors
Mark Founders Day
Beta Tau chapter of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha sorority presented its
49th Annual Founders Day Thurs-
The. guest speaker was Soror
Georgia V. Harvey, an English in•
structor at Manassas school. She
day, Jan. 10, at LeMoyne college. IS also basileus a Beta Epsilon
Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority.
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority has
instituted many worthwhile and
useful projects. Among them are ,
the Mississippi Health p r cej e c t
which preceded the Nati onal
Health project and has received
vival form. The pulpit guests in-
cluded Rev. C. W. Watkins, a
member there, along _with Rev.
Wagd and Rev. Love, who accom-
panied the pastor. Rev. L. T. Shep-
herd preached a strong soul stir-
ring sermon from the following
words: "Pure Religion," found
James 1:1-10. 3:30.
James Baltimore and Mrs. Sa-
rah Turner sponsored a short pro-
gram which consisted of welcome
address, Miss Rosa V. Turner. re-
sponse, J. B. Fisher, jr , First
Baptist of Parson, Tenn., solo;
Walter Miller, reading; Miss Bes-
sie M. Wells, music; the Temple
Airers of Parson, Tenn.; introduc-
tion of speaker, Rev. L. T. Shep-
herd; Sermon, Rev. S. W. Hollo-
way, pastor of First Baptist, Par-
son. All music was rendered by
the Temple Airers with the ac-
companist of .1. B. Fisher at the
piano. Mr. Fisher is also an in-
structor at the High school of
Parson. Other out of town guests
included Mr. and Mrs. 1ith. of
Home Baptist church, Jackson':
Tenn., and Mr. Akins, 'Mt Dyers-
burg. The financial report was
$151.75 MISS Rosa V. Turner, re-
porter, Rev. L. T. Shepherd, pas-
tor.
• * •
e •
Attention all Lauder.% County
Amusement Lovers — The New
Homemakers of America is pre-
senting a Masquerade Party at the
Lauderdale High gymnasium Fri-
day night. Jan. 25, 7:30 p. m. Ad-
mission 15 cents per person.' Ev-
eryone is asked to come in cos-
tumes. Bruce High, Dyersburg,
Tenn . and Carver High, Browns-
ville, Tenn., will be guests. Miss
Geraldine Lewis, president, Mrs
Earlene Halliborton. advisor, J, C.
Brent, principal.
thy Tolliver, Faye Wade, Geor-
gia V. Harvey, basileus of
Beta Epsilon Omega chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori
ty, and Margaret Johnson,
basileus of Beta Tau chapter.
(Withers Photo.)
non-partisan lobby initiated by
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
Scholarships and fellowships are
given to undergraduate and grad-
uate students throughout the coun-
try. These and many other suc-
cessful plans have brought recog-
nition to Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority, not only in America, but
thtoughout the world.
Because of this recognition and
because of the greatness of our
founders the sonars of Beta Tan
Chapter celebrated their. Annual
Founders Day to pledge them-
selves anew to uphold, raise and
perpetuate the ideals and high
standards of Alpha Kappa Alpha
the afi gnaonvceiarinn l assistanced 
the
la o Af the sororily•ion
can Council on Human Rights
which is the outgrowth of the
Slays
(Continued From Page 11
held at the Upper Salem Baptist
church, with the former church
• pastor. Rev. L. T. Shepard, of
Jackson. Tenn.. officiating.
Concensus of opinion among
Brownsville residents was that
Mr. Shaw was "a little peculiar
, in that he was not a good mixer,
: but was a gopd, upright, honest
, and hardworking man who went
about! hie own business."
i GOOD CHRISTIAN
They considered him '•a good
, Christian who fulfilled his obliga-
tions to his church."
Mr. Shaw was a deacon at Upp-
er Salem Baptist.
Children, in addition to the Mem-
phians and Mrs. Springfield who
lived in Brownsville. were:
Fred Shaw of Detroit; Miss
Betty Shaw, ot New Rochelle, N.
Y.; Robert D. Shaw, of Detroit;
Mrs. Rebecca Ester, of Browns-
ville; John D. Shaw, a student
at Tennessee State university at
Nashville; Cpl. Earl Shaw, sta-
tioned in Germany; Pvt. Leomi
Shaw, stationed u n Maryland
Miss Ella Mae Shaw, of New Ro-
chelle and James E. Shaw, of
Brownsville,
by as though riding peacefully in
an ark while the world battles
with the boistrous ways of world
conflict, econoical and social:.
Dr Jackson said.
"The church must define ita
standards, defend its faith, justi-
fy its existence and prove its
ability to lead a confused world
to sanity and Christ
All ABOUT THE WEST INDIES
Did you know that many famous Negroes in the United States are
from the West Indies, including the Borough President of Manhat-
tan in New York City, the prettiest lady boogie.woogie pianist,
and several of the greatest baseball players. Read about them In
THE FIRST ROOK OF THE WEST INDIES by I,angston Hughes
Did you know that esers. time Columbus sighted a new island in
the West Indies he was moved to exclaim that it was the prettiest
land he ever saw 7 Each island seems lovelier than the last as il
lustrated in colors in
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Jamaica Cuba, Trinidad, Barbados, Antigua, Dominica, the Vir-
gin Islands all are described in vivid word pictures in
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Designed for children but interesting to adults, too, order your
copy today of THE MST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES at 81•95
plus 5 cents postage. Simply put two dollars cash or money order
Into an envelope with this coupon and mail to: University Place
Bookshop, 69 University Place, New York 3, N. Y.
NAA4 I
CITY AND STATII
GRAND PIANO FOR SALE
BR. 5-3967
SPENCER- FURNITURE COMPANY
WE BUY ANT) SELL
Alt CiRADES OF USED FURNITURE
SIDt7/21 AND SEWING MACHINES
PROMPT SERVICE — REASONABLE
veNCE is 8-2.222.
STEAMING. Painting. Papering Ti,. best.
J 4 wan white 01 2-5393-EL 7.2127
EXTRA CASH
We Fee It
1-HOUR TV SERVICE
Dar-Nite-Bundar
KZ Tunis Pig Tube è Repair
DIVE %/DE TV 3/04 CHELSEA
On II-1252
Bi.),Lr Rooms. (Wages Concrete Porch
-1
tw. n•Ivewit76. Plastering and Brick
Work Will Davis. BR 3-7897.
EXPERIENCED Negro Carpenter Availabi;
Immedistelg Allen Wilson PA 3-3617
HELP WANTED
ALL NECIRO 3ERVICE STATION
OPERATION
EXTRA CASH SPARE TIME, Sell vertu- Unusual opportunits for sober. etependable.Mee magic cushion shoes Over 133 steles aaaaa FM, men willing to Work towardNo investment No tereereire It,,,,, en- real future Write Rog 1,238 - Croastown:
neat. Commissions to *450 pair. plus Memphis State qualifications No apoll-Oonti, slid vamitions Pree suefli Para- rations ,ow}Ide.•Pd 11111.11, written in own
coo Shoe. 79./ Sudbu,s /eoston handwritina
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Wintertime meals often settie
down into a monotonous round of
hearty, nourishing Maffei; without:
a spark of imagination or an ele•
Aent of surprise about them
Coon surprise pie is a delicious.'
ly different cold weather dish The
flavor of crisp sweet corn kernel,
contrasts with the tang of deviled
ham and cheddar cheese to•pro-
vide a tasty main course for lunch-
eon or supper.
Baked in a tender pie crust,
this dish has a touch of the French
about it, but the ingredients are
as American as our native corn
Try it for dinner with a green
Salad, old fashioned cake lot des-
sert and good refreshing milk to
drink.
CORN SURPRISE PIE
1 to•inch unbaked pie shell
1 family size can deviled ham
4 eggs,
2 tsps flour
I no. 303 can .1 lb.) cream style
or drained whole kernel corn
2 tsps. prepared mustard
'a tsp. salt
:1-5 cup milk
1.8 tsp. pepper
1 cup grated process American
cheddar cheese
with deviled ham. In howl beat
eggs and flour, then beat in milk,
corn, mustard salt and pepper.
Stir in cheese. Pour over ham in
pie shell.
Bake at 425 degrees for 15 mir•
tiles, then reduce heat to :25 de-
grees and conttnue baking for 40
minutes or until silver knife in-
serted in center come); out clean.
Serves 8.
Now for this good and just right
cake using nutmeg sauce for add
ed spice. Old-fashioned goodness
BUSY making preparations
for the Sixth Annual Mothers
March Against Polio, a r e.
from left — Mrs. Lucille
Price, Mothers March chair-
man for the second conse-
cutive year; Mrs. Mary Louise
Davis. coordinator of t h e
Memphis and Shelby Counts
chapter and Mrs. Mamie Hid.
bert, chairman of special
events for 1957. The 19;7
Mothers March will be held
Thursday, Jan. 31, from 6:::0
p.m. tit 7:30 p.m. and all
residents are asked to put
their norch lights on fp help
with the theme "Let Your
Light So Shine". Contribu-
tions to the annual drive are
being receii ed at the local of-
fice, 390's Beale at, (Reese
Photo)
leaches its peak with this gingery
cake, chock-full of raisias and lop.-
pod with a nutmeg sauce.
This modern recipe is adapted
from a favorite new England cake
of 1845. It will make a 10-inch
tube cake.
OLD FASHIONED CAKE
5 cups sifted all purpose flour
2's cups raisins
2's taps. baking soda
taps. ginger
1 cup butter. softened
34 cup sugar
3-4 cup molasses
1 cup light cream
Ss cup water
14 cup plus 2 taps vinegar al
Combine 1-4 cup flour & raisuA
mix well. Sift baking soda, salt,
ginger & remaining flour together.
Beat butter, sugar & Molasses un-
til light and fluffy. Add eggs 1
at a time. Beat well after addl.
lion. Add sifted ingredients alter-
nately with cream and wator,
peat well after each addition.
Add raisin mixture and vinegar
Mix well. Turn into well-greased .
10 inch tube pan. Bake in mod-
erate oven .1350 degrees) 1 hour
and 20 minutes, or until cake I
tests done. Serve with nutmeg
sauce made this way:
Combine 1 tablespoon c ore.
starch, 1-4 teaspoon salt and 'A
cup sugar. Blend. Gradually add
1 cup water & cook over low heat.
Stir constantly until thickened and
clear. Add 2 tablespoons vinegar,
I teaspoon nutmeg, and 2 table.
spoons butter. Cook, stirring oc-
casionally until butter is melt
Serve Warm. This recipe ma
about 1 1-4 cups.
Body
(Continued From Page I)
death of her husband, Milton
Young, a former city employee,
said they saw her at home Friday
about 10 a. m.
They say she was seen around
10 _p. in. Friday night in the com-
pany of a man friend and two
women at a sundry on Poplar. As
far as they had been able to
learn the four were supposed to
go on tater to the home of one
of the women.
A niece of the dead woman
one of those in the party,
FIVE CHILDREN
Mrs. Young was a native Oi
Collierville. Tenn. She was br
to Memphis at a young age*
attended Manassas High school
here.
Funeral arrangements were in-
complete at press time.
Her children are Milton Young,
jr,, 21; Miss Lena Marie Voting,
is, Zack Young, 17: William
Young. 15. and Charlie Young, 13.
`She also had two grandchildren,
1 -Nettie Ruth Young and Linda
I Faye Young.
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!6
klm-hil-M I DELICIOUSI HANIRUROER
or any other dish— testa; its best when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
In the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
at your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.
STERUNO SALT—in the box with the premium offer on the bads
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further proceedings.
The board of education had con-
tended that "Memphis State col-
lege at Present has the largest en.
rollment in its history and is phy-
sical facilities would be inade-
quate, should unrestricted admis-
sion be decreed."
Purportedly to off-set this situa-
• tion the State Board had offered
its gradual integration p I a n,
Which was approved by the Dis-
trict Judge, Marion Boyd, prior
to the decision of the Court of Ap-
peals. The gradual integration
plan called for the admission of
Negroes to all state supported
▪ schools on the college level begin-
ning with the graduate schools
and the senior classes beginning
in 1956-57. Negroes would he ad-
mitted to the graduate, senior and
nior classes in the term 1957-59,
and so on down the class levels
to the scholastic year 1058-59,,
when admissions would be grant-
ed to qualified students to all class-
es-
On the surface, the proposal
may lead one into thinking that
It is fair and just.
The majority opinion of the U.
S. Appeals Court may serve as
an eye-opener for anyone who
Was so deluded.
The decision declares: "T h e
, state must provide education for
plaintiffs under the equal protec-
tion clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment and must provide it
as soon as it does to applicants in
any racial group.
• "The record shows by uncon-
, tradicted evidence that 143 non-
resident. of Tennessee were en-
rolled In the Memphis State col-
lege for the fall semester of
1935; that 1,079 non-residents of
Memphis were, currently enroll-
• ed In the college.
"Of the out-of-state students
currently enrolled approximate-
ly 50 were first-year students
and approximately 30 were ind-
• ef.-state second-year students.
• 
"Giving full consideration to the
• • fact that the Ifegis!atere has not
allocated sufficient funds to the
college to authorize unrestricted
expansion of the student body, and
that such unrestricted expansion
might threaten the maintenance
of accredited collegiate standing,
the majority of the court thinks
that the defendants' adopted plan
proposes to set up a system of
admission to the college which
does not recognize the rights of
these plaintiffs."
Having made the above search-
Ailing analysis of the situation at
IIIIMemphis State, the majority opin-
ion proceeded to outline the prop-
er course to pursue.
"It would be feasible and le-
gitimate," the decision mein-
nes, 'for Memphis State col-
lege, in order to prevent over-
crowding and loss of accredita-
tion, to limit its substantial out
of state membership, but the
plan (gradual integration plan)
contemplates no such limitation.
"It would be legitimate to lim-
it the size of the student body
The New Light Civic club held
1 its installation services at the St
John Baptist church on Deadrick.
Offiers installed were:
Anderson Mitchell, president
Preston Deberry, vice president;
Mrs. L. Hill, secretary; Mrs. C.
V. Cawthon, assistant secretary;
Mrs. J. S. Edwards, treasurer,
and Mrs. M. Polk. corresponding
secretary.
Committee chairmen: •
Mrs. Viola Cawthor,, political
action committee; Mts. M. Mc-
Cargo, program; E. Stanback.
publicity; Mrs. Marie Sims mem-
bership: Mr. Evans, employment;
Luther Fteddick, finance; Frank
Newsom, ways and means; Mrs.
C. Booth, social and sick; Mrs.
Bernie* Hihler, City Beautiful and
Ralph Lofton, parliamentarian.
The board of directors will meet
on the last Wednesday of each
month.
SCommissioner Henry Loeb willddress the club on the first Tues-
day night in Febniary.
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Campaign
Again Led
By Wilson
Abe Scharff Branch, Young
Men's Christian Association, Fri-
day evening of this week will
formerly open its 1957 Member-
Court Opinion On MSC An Eye-Opener ship Enrollment for a record-breaking goal of 5,000 members.
Some interesting information has on a basis nondiscriminatoey tu To attain the quota, the branch
come to light in the Memphis State any group, or race, but the plan has been successful in securing
college case (Ruth Booker, etc. vs. adopted postpones these quail. the professional services of Dun-
the State of Tennessee Board of fled plaintiffs Inc IS C SCIis in bar Reed, associate secretary,
Education), in which the majority their admissions to the fresh. Southern Area Council, National
opinion of the United States Man class, and expressly con. 
Council, YMCA, as campaign di-
'ourt of Appeal for the Sixth templates that white students 
rector.
',Circuit in Cincinnati, Ohio revers- 
But the success of the campaignwho have registered later than -
ed the judgment of the District these plaintiffs shall be admit-
will still depend upon the active,
Court and remanded the case for ted earlier, 
participation and interest of lay
"This is a clear discrimina-
tion between the races. It is an-
other form of discrimination
leaders and volunteer workers,"
Mr. Reed stated following arrival
in Memphis from his Southern
Area Council headquarters in At-that plaintiffs may be compell•
tante, Ga,
ed to seek education elsewhere
in order to avoid discrimination "We'll succeed in this member-
ship drive if our total team or-and to secure a college educe-
ganization functions right downlion now without being deferred from the top echelon to the indi-for several years.
vidual workers of each of our
"It is less expensive in time teams," Secretary Reed added,
and money for these qualified ap- First financial reports were!
plicants to attend a college with- scheduled to be made Tuesday,in the district than to be cumpell- January 22, through the Special
ed to seek college education else- Gifts committee headed by Prof.
where. Blair T. Hunt, chairman of the
"An excusion on account of race board of directors of Abe Scharff
and color which forces an appli- Branch. Working with Mr. Hunt
cant to attend a distant school at as associate chairman is J. T.
greater expense is discriminatory. t Chandler, Sr., board secretary.
It seems that the deciding factor The Special Gifts committee is
in the case was the admission of composed of approximately 25
approximately 50 out-of-state, first. community leaders, including
year white students and t.hciet 30 majority of the 33 members of
out-ofstate second year students the board of directors.
to Memphis State college, when Editor L. Alex Wilson of the
there were five Negro applicants Tri-State Defender newspaper, is
residing right here in the city who again heading the 1957 Member-
were denied enrollment. Thus the
contention about inadequate facil-
ities, though it has some merit,
became secondary when it w a
discovered discrimination was ob-
vious. closely knit organization with all
Maybe within the near future its compenent parts function,
some of our qualified high school
graduates will be able to stay at
home and get an education at tax-
supported Memphis State college.
Appreciation is due the counsels
for the plaintiffs: Robert L. Car-
ter of New York; J. F. Estes, H.
T. Lockard, B. L. Hcoks and A.
W. Willis, all of Memphis.
ship enrollment as general chair-
man. His associate chairman is
Dr. C. H. Roulhac, Sr. Both are
board directors.
"This campaign calls for a
ing in harmany with each other,
Chairman Wilson asserted. "With
the presence of Mr. Reed, from
our Area Staff to give profes-
sional director the drive, we
cannot miss our goal." I am im-
pressed with the overall setup
for the campaign."
Prof. Floyd M. Campbell, prin.
"Y" CAMPAIGNING for big,
Initial gifts are these two com-
munity leaders, Prof. B. T.
Hunt, left, chairman of the
board of directers. Abe Scharff
YMCA branch, and chairman
of the Special Gifts comniittee
of the 1957 membership enroll-
ment, and J. T. Chandler, Sr..
board secretary and co-chair-
man. They are shown here
cipal of Melrose High school, and
Joseph Nelson, manager of Clea-
bron-Foote Homes, are serving as
the respective sectional leaders in
the campaign. Each of the two
sections (A and B) is composed
of five divisions whose leaders in-I
elude Prof. Frank Lewis, Dan J.
Thomas, 11, John R. Arnold, jr.,
Prof. J. \V. Falls, Prof. Harry
Cash, Prof. E. L. Washburn, Mrs.
E. R. Kirk, Mrs. Flora Churchville
Cochran, Rev. B. L. Hooks and
Prof. J. D. Springer.
Each of the divisional lead-
ers is responsible for selection of
team cantains who in turn chose
their workers. Total organizational
personnel comes to 337 persons
who will canvass the community
in an unprecedented push for 5,000
members.
All campaign workers will be on
hand at Abe Scharff YMCA, 254
South Lauderdale street, this Fri-
day night, Jan. 25, for the formal
"Kick-Off." There will be a brief
program including a pep talk by
a community leader who was yet
to be named at this writing; mu-
sic by the Booker T. Washington
High school band, of which Prof.
W. T. McDaniels is director; the
checking card assignments
preliminary to taking the field
for memberships. Formal open-
ing of the 1957 eiembershtp
campaign has been set for this
Friday night, Jan. 25, when all
337 workers in the drive are
being summoned for the
"Kick-Off." Editor L. Alex
Wilson, of the Tri-State 1),-
fender, is general chairman.
YMCA Glee, Crab and two vocal-
ists. The remainder of the one-
hour meeting, however, will be
given over to card assignments for
the community-wide canvass.
CARD ASSIGNMENTS
No solicitation in this campaign
will be made except through card,
assignments. This means that eachl
campaign worker who takes the'
field will be assigned so many 1
cards with which he will make
personal contacts with prospec-
tive members.
"This method will prevent two
or more persons calling on the
same prospects, "it was pointed
out.
L. 0. Swingler, executive secre-
tary of Abe Scharff branch, said
that this type of membership cam-
paign is the best possible way
for the "Y" to observe its
20the anniversary.
"It was in 1937 that the seed
for the local Negro branch was
planted, and in the 20 years that
have followed the program h a s
continued to be developed as a
spiritual, moral and physical force
for community advancement,"
Secretary Swingler commented.
"But our memberships in the
Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9
Prices Good FrI„ Sat. and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities—Free Parking!
FRUIT-PIES
BISCUITS GLADOLIA▪ CAN 10'
FRESH MILK DEANS FULL1/2 GALLON
SHORTENING
BIG 3-Lb. CAN
BACON CSOLUICNETDRYSMSOTKYELDE LFBOSR. S1 00
INSTANT COFFEE BIHK(INVIET JAR 1 9
FLOUR
HENS
Rev. McKinnon
To Speak At
Mt. Moriah
Rev. S. I. McKinnon, minister
of the St. James Baptist church of
Chattanooga, will be the guest
speaker at 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan.
27. at the Mt. Moriah al aptist
church where the annual Men's
Day celebration is being observ
ed.
J. W. Westbrook* general chair-
man for the day, joins the church I
public to hear the dynamic Rev.
McKinnon.
A Mace° Walker, president of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany and executive vice president
of the Tri-State Bank of Memphis,
will address the Sunday Sehoel
at 10 a. m.
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy is min-
ister of Mt. Moriah Baptist. The
chur•sh is located at 2634 Carnes
ave.
S. I. McKINNON
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When I tell you teat my recipe
this week is fur Barbecued Ham-
burgers, I know you'll probably
think "who needs a recipe for
hamburgers!" Well, I used to
think that too, until I found out'
hew mut h better hamburgers can
be, made from this Pet Evaporat.
ed Milk recipe. They're so much
more tender...juicier, too.. than
hamburgers made the usual way.
They're always big and plump,
and just chock-full of good, rich
meaty flavor. In fact, you can
actually get four great, big, juicy
hamburgers from just one - half
pound of meat, with this recipe!
You see, the secret is that double-
rich Pet Milk, the flavor-blending
milk. In this recipe. Pet Milk
helps blend the mixture of meat
and rolled oats into hamburgers
with delicious all-meat flavor. Or-
dinary milk wouldn't do it, of
. course, but Pet Milt is different-
- its good whole milk concentrated
to double richness. Next t I in e
Abe Scharff Branch have not been;
representative of Memphis,"
Swingler continued. "We have rais-
ed money without securing mem-
berships. Weshould have an active
membership of 10,000 in a city the
size of Memphis. ln our 20th year
we are going ell out to get at
least fifty per cent of that num-
ber."
you're having hamburgers at your
house, make them this Pet MU
way. I'll guarantee you'll be MOM
than pleased!
BARBECUED HAMBURGERS
I lb. ground lean beef
ta cup uncooked rolled oats
2.3 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
3 Tablespoons finely cut onion
1 teaspoon salt
1-8 teaspoon peeer
3 Tablespoons hot fat
ss cup bottled barbecue sauce or
catsup
8 round sandwich bans, split NA
toasted.
Mix well the beef, rolled oats,
milk, onion, salt and pepper. With
wet hands, shape into 8 flat pat-
ties. Brown patties slowly on both
sides in hot fat in skillet. Spread
each with equal parts of barbecue
sauce. Cover and cook 5 minutee
longer. Serve in toasted b u n a.
Makes 4 servings of 2 sandwich-
es each.
Rev., Mrs. Cunnigham
To Mark 25th Year
Presaging social interest In so- I
cial and religious circles through-
out Memphis and the Mid-South,
is the announcement of the ap-
proaching 25th Wedding Anniver-
sary of Rev. and Mrs. D. C. Cun-
ningham, to be celebrated Satur-
day, Jan. 26, at Collins Chapel
('ME church's reception hall at
5.30 in the afternoon.
Rev, Cunningham is the Pastor
of Collins Chapel and was former-
ly pastor of Scruggs Memorial
CME church of St. Louis, Mo.
Since coming to Memphis, Rev.
Cunningham and Mrs. Cunning-
ham have been prominently identi-
Levi Jackson is sold
on Luckies...because
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
is ms
TOASTED"
to taste
better I
lied with religious, civic and so-
Cie activities of the city.
On hand to join in the celebra-
tion of 25 fruitful years of mar.
nage will be their children, Mrs.
Nancy C. Hickman, of Memphis,
Ronald M. Cunningham, just re-
cently discharged from service ia
i the U. S. Marine Corps and possi-
l bly, A-2e David S. Cunningham,
I jr., of the Air Force, now stationed
in London, Eng., and hoping for
leave to be on hand for the family
celebration and reunion.
Many guests are expected to alo
tend the celebration of the anni-
versary of the well-known couple.
Tale football taptaln In 1949, Lei-1
Jackson is now a labor-relations rep-
resentative, He also finds time foe
speaking date. all over the country.
Flying is nothing new to Levi—but he
still enjoys it. He enjoys Luckies, too.
Says Levi, "Lucky after Lucky has
the same good taste."
Levi goes in for a variety of spare-
time /porta — but just one brand of
cigarettes. "Taste is the big thing,"
he says. "Luckies taste better."
A Lucky is all cigarette—nothing but
fine, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to taste even better. Says
Levi Jackson, "I'm happy with
Luckiea." Re happy yourself—go
Lucky. You'll say it's the hest-tasting
cigarette you ever smoked!
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
PRODUCT OR je.,RenstaZO. larateiReRy..7 ANZIDCA'S LARDING LIANUTACTURBR CRP OBORRIT1110
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Every now and then it falls myl
task to go past a place that calls.
for much thinktig on my part.
On one of the prominent streets
of this city you will find this sign!
"HOME FOR THE INCU R-
ABLES."
The very word 'incurables' stirs
within me a deep-seated feeling of
futility. A futility that destroys all
hope of improving one's condition.
What a terrible thing it must be
when men get in situations where
they lose all hope of bettering
their condition. It is at this point
that I feel that a man loses all
hopes of ever improving his con-
ditions. Yet man is constructed
thusly. Many men spend all of
their lives reaching for a goal that
time after time slips through
their slippery fingers.
On and on this procedure goes
— man holding out hope against
hope that ma.ybe next time it will
be his chance. With this idea hid-
den deeply in his bosom he is in-
spired to go on and on. But one
day he sits down, weighs every
angle and then one day realizes
that there is no use of trying to
go further, his case is hopeless.
When men reach this point in
life it is then and only then that
they are old. These unfortunate
men women and children sitting
behind that sign "HOME FOR
THE INCURABLES" WOULD AU-
TOMATICALLY MAKE 0 N E
STOP AND THINK. This sign
could easily read, 'HOME FOR
THOSE FOR WHOM THERE IS
NO HOPE.
HOW TRAGIC
How tragic must be the condi.
tion of one who sits around day
after day waiting for an end that
is inevitable! How pitiful must be
the fate of that one who watches
his fellowmen of the same state
missing day after day He knows
that some day in the small hours
of the morning he too, will quiet-
ly steal away into another wcrld.
Now he sits and waits hour after
hour waiting for that hour that
apparently never comes. L if e
mans much to every man as long
as in his breast there is a hope
of... a better day. •
This is true in every walk of
life. As long as man can look
forward to achieving some of his ,
most cherished goals life has a
meaning but once man throws
In the towel and cries out, "Oh,
What's the use!" man is a lost
Pout.
The very fact that a man can
still hold forth hopes that one
day he will reach some of his
goals we have a young man, hut
once man gets at the place in
his thinking that life is a hops-
less thing he is through. As long
as man is in a position to hope
that tomorrow will be better than
today he is in a position to do
something worthwhile but once
man arrives at the point that he
feels that life is a hopeless thing
be has at that point become an in-
curable.
WHEN HOPE DIES
It is alwaNs unfortunate the'
many men have allowed life
to arrive at a point where they
have gotten into a rut from which I
there is no escape. Life is in a1
bad shape I love to see a young
man and his wife starting off
•,
with all of their 'air-castles'. I
feel that the very presence of
'air-castles' is a hopeful sign. How
unfortunate it would be for a
young couple to marry with no
ideas of family life, of a beau-
tiful home one day, or no day
when Johnny or Sue would be get-
ting married etc. Life would be
a dreadful thing.
But the things that we hope that
tomorrow will bring forth always
stand before us as a stimulus to
keep on going on. It is at this
point and only this point that man
can continue to grow and hold
forth for brighter tomorrows
forth the candle of hope. As long
as man is in a position to hold
there is hope in his life. Once
man arrives at the point that we
are here in the home for the in-
curables there is no hope for him.
A life that holds forth the worth-
while and the noble for a man
also offers this man a possibil-
ity of making life a noble tribute
not only to himself, but to all
with whom he comes in contact.
PARTICIPANTS on the pro-
gram at Melrose last Friday
in which la new members
were inducted into the Na-
Girl Scout Cookie Sale
Training Tea Jai. 30
The TENN-ARK-511SO Girl
Scout Council will kick off its 1957
Cookie Sale with a training tea
for Cookie Chairmen on Jan. 30 at
Temple Israel at 10 a.m. Cookie
Mrs. Golden
'Speaks To
Miss. Guild
The New Year started off with
a tremendous success, especially
for the Wesleyan Service Guild at
Holly Springs, Miss.
Sunday was climaxed with a
very enthusiastic message by Mrs.
J. W. Golden, secretary of Mis-
sionary personnel of the Woman s
Society of Christian Service. Cen-
tral Jurisdiction. She explained
the function of the Guild and ef-
fectively told us the importance of
a pleasing personality. To add to
the emphatic program. the Rust
college Singers gave two enjoy-
able numbers.
Mrs. Golden was accompanied
by Dr. Golden, who gave some
inspiring remarks at the close of
the service.
Brazil is seeking atomic feel
from the U. S. for electric power
reactors in return for atomic raw
materials.
tional Honor Society w e r e,
from left. Miss Virginia Oli
ver. a senior who stated the
acceptance for the inductees.
Principal Floyd M. Campbell,
Sale procedures will be reviewed
step by step by members of the
committee.
The Cookie committee includes
Mrs. James K. Leipper, chair-
man; Mrs. James Bach, Mrs. N.
H. Frost, Mrs. M. Sexton, Miss
Annie Lee Thompson and Mrs. C.
H. Wray.
Mrs. Bach is in charge of ar-
rangements for this meeting. Cof-
fee will be served, and, of course,
Girl Scout Cookies.
The Girl Scouts will be selling
Weston Biscuit company cookies
this year. There will be three
kinds — sandwich cream, choc-
olate mint and short bread.
Last year Girl Scouts aold ap-
proximately 118,000 boxes of cook-
l ies. The proceeds from the sale
were used to build a new unit at
each established camp, Kamp Ki-
wani, Hardy, Ark., and Camp Tap.
awingo, Sardis, Miss. Improve-
ments were made at Fisherville,
a troop camp site which cookie
money built in 1955.
With many new troops and more
Girl Scouts, the cookie committee
hopes to exceed last year's sale.
who presented certificates
and presented guests and Set'
vie Smith, chapter president.
Mr. Smith gave the purpose
(Newson Photo)
Melrose Honor Society Inducts 16,
Hears Talk By Supt. Ernest Ball
The great weakness of the
Memphis School system today is
scholarship. Supt. Ernest C. Ball
said Friday morning at Melrose
Hie, where he was main speak-
er ior the annual program of the
Melrose chapter of the National
Honor Society.
"We are improving on it but
we still have a long way to go,-
Mr. Ball said. He blamed lazi-
ness and lack of ambition f o r
much of the shortcomings in
scholarship.
Mr. Ball said "we are graduat-
ing some brilliant children, some
capable and ready to enter col-
lege in the 11th grade. It is that
indifferent group. coming from
indifferent homes, of which I
speak.'•
"ADULT'S F.ALLING"
Ilelping produce the indlferent
About 25 gallons of water are attitude in the children a r e
needed to produce one gallon of -grownups who are falling by the
aviation gasoline. wayside." Mr. Ball said.
, Mr Ball said the -records at
'juvenile court, in the principles
and superintendents offices, indi-
cate that parents are not encour-
aging their children to study.
i that the parents don't know where
they are most of the time or what
they are doing."
He said the single thing about
the local school system of which
he is ashamed is its failure to
recognize the simple justice of
teachers wages.
e
Seven seniors and nine juniors
ere inducted into the Melrose
'honor society, joining seven other
members to give the chapter a
membership of 23.
Members welcoming the induct-
ees were Velvie Smith. president:
Miss Annette Parham. vice presi
!tent; Miss Ella Storey. secretary:
Miss Jauwice Tucker, assistant
secretary: Miss Blanche W e s t.
treasurer: Charles Hicks and Al-
vin Crawford.
Seniors inducted were Geraldine
Alexander. Faye Davis. Ruthie
Oliver, Eddie Wadell and Robert
Haley.
Juniors inducted were Theodore
Boga. Robert Cox. Syble Mann..
Tyroneza Richmond. Imogen e!
Sayles. Edward Smith, Anita Sig-
gess, Steve Taylor and James
Westbrook.
Inductees were presented their
certificates by Principal Floyd M.
Campbell, who also presented par-
ents. relatives and others repre-
senting the inductees. A large
number were present.
Music for the program was pro-
vided by the hand under Rich-
ard (Tuffi Greene. the Junior
Boys' chores and the senior glee
club.
Sponsors of the Melrose Honor
Society are Mrs. Mary Collier.
Mrs. Gladys Sharp, Mrs. Minnie
V. Echols. Mr,. Lytia McKinney
and Cecil Goodlow.
•
,eyvc wi I 11 pri&s. e.
AFTER INDEUTION ('ERR- High school, no-lithe). oosiat
MONV in annuzi Henn' So- for this group photoglaph
dely pro' i am at Melrose Hooks Photo)
Recruiters Make
'The downtown 'dice of t ti
Army Recruiting Service at 25 So
Reoalad et., will remain open even-
t:1gs from 6 to 9 p.m. These addi-
tional hours started .lar 21.
ars being (Art aside for soung men
It Easy For You
is liti as urdeleii mildaty obloza
tam who. now. are working dur
mg the dayliehl hours.
An Arms recruiting serve:,-,
wtli be available each c‘t
from Mondays thru Fridays
OK BODY SHOP
126 Mapassas
Expert—Automobile
Repairs
Phone: JA. 6-3629
RETIRED TEACHERS —
Members of the Retired
Teachers Council. composed
of former teachers of Mem-
phis City Schools, are seen
at their recent meethng at
Vance Avenue YWCA, with
their guests, Mrs. Basel ee
Green and Mrs. Thomas N.
Watkins. Among those pres•
cot are Miss Emma West,
Mrs. Floy Johnson, Mrs. Sar-
ah Brown, Mrs. Marie Johns,
Mrs. Eliza Bridgeforth, Mrs.
Estelle Perkins, Mrs, Effie
Flagg, Mrs. Blanch McClar-
en, Mrs. Estelle J. Campbell,
Mrs. Isabele Roulhac, Mrs. W.
0. McKissack, Miss Laura
0. McKissack, Miss Laura Han
rig, Mrs. Maggie Ratcliffe, Mrs.
J. Gertrude Johnson, M r 5.
Lillian Chaim's, Mrs, Sylvia
Owens, Mrs, Bernice Thomas,
Miss Elmira Pritchett, Miss
Emma Johnson and Prof. J.
Ishton Hayes. Mrs. Bernice
Thomas and Mrs. Lillian
Chatman conducted the open-
ing ceremonies and grected
visiting cuests. After the reg•
ular business of the organisa-
tion, Mrs. Hesolee Green, one
of the guests, gave a very in
teresting address which every-
one enjoyed. Remarks were
made by Mrs. Thomas Wat•
tins, another guest. The eroup
was happy to receive Mrs. SO.
via Owens into the Council.
Following the session. Prof.
J. A. Hayes, the only gentle-
man of the group and his
group of ladies served a de-
es al ada me,
These wintry days call for
added calories on the menu to
give the warmth and energy
that is needed by your family.
Yet with the costs of foods it
is very hard to make that ever
tilting budget balance. Jack
Sprat is always willing to come
to your rescue with money sav-
ing as well as time saving sue-
gestions. Why not try this en-
ergy stocked low cost meal to-
day?
MEAT AND VEGETABLE PIE
2-3 cup cubed carrot
2-3 cup cubed potatoes
1 small onion. sliced
Meat gravy about l's cups
1 cup cubed cooked meat
recipe rich Jack Sprat bis-
cuit dough
lielous lunch. Despite the se-
vere cold weather, a large
number of members were
present for t h e interesting
meeting. Mrs. Sank Brown is
the council's president a n d
Mrs. .1. Gertrude Johnson, the
reporter.
Marks 2nd Year At Auto Sales
SECOND YEAR as Sales Lead- 1
er Charles W. Washburn, popu-
lar Bluff City businessman is cel-
ebrating his second year as sales
manager at Automobile Sales
Company.
Mr. Washburn has distinguished
himself as the first Negro sales
manager of a major auto firm
doing business in the South.
A family man, Mr. Washburn is
the father of four children —
CASH FOOD STORES
Cook the vegetables in boiling
water until almost tender.
Drain. Add some of the cook-
ing liquid to the gravy if need-
ed to make about l' a cups. Mix
vegetables, meat and gravy to-
gether. Heat thoroughly a n d
pour into a baking pan. Cut
biscuits and arrange on top of
meat mixture. Bake at 425 de-
grees Fahrenheit (hot oven) un-
til biscuits are done and pit
is hot, about 15 minutes Serves
four.
JACK SPRAT BISCUITS
2 cups Jack Sprat flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
1 egg
Is to 3-4 cup milk
2 teaspoons salt
4 tablespoons lard
i.:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111111U
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QUALITY STAMPS
are Better, because ...
MORE NAME BRANDS
(Westinghouse, Spalding, Remington, G. E.
Samson, etc.)
FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES
PAID FOR YOU
FILL BOOKS FASTER
Only 1200 Stamps To Fill a Book)
CHURCH and CLUB PLAN
(Special Arrangements Can Be Made Wherein Your
Church or Club Can Obtain Organs, Choir Robes,
or Anything You Need.)
CONVENIENT LOCATION
(216 S. Clereland—Bomah Center)
of REDEMPTION STORE
==
Charles Cecil, a sophomore a()
Kentucky State college; Jacque-
lyn, a senior at Booker T. Wash-
ington; Paula, who is attending
'
Cooperative school; and Aubrey
two years old.
Mr. Washburn with his wife
Cassie, formerly attended Tuske-
gee Institute. He invites his many
friends to visit him at Memphis'
value headquarters for over 40
years. at 309 Union: AUTOMO-
BILE SALES COMPANY.
JANA C. PORTER
Sift dry ingredients together.
Cut in lard. Whip egg and add
enough milk to make 3-4 cup.
Add egg and milk mixture
slowly. Blend well place oh
board that has been floured
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour. Knead lightly. Roll
inch thick and cut with biscuit
cutler. Proceed as directed
'above. Meat and vegetable pie
is especially tasty when served
with a fresh fruit salad or
grapefruit and baked custard
Fl‘e for now,
Jana Porter
YOUNG STARS OF TOMORROW DISPLAY EXCELLENT ON BIG STAR SHOW !
VOL NEVER KNOW when a young performer will develop into
a "big time" star of the future. Definitely, young talent needs op
ruirtunity is mrpres5 itself and your Rig Star Food Stores Sr
happl to bring the opportunitv to boys and girls or liw Mid south.
Thcre's no doubt about. from these Youthful s'ars will come
excellent topnotch talent as the years roll by. Yes every Rig Star
pre.roted overWDIA at 11;Ra each Salardir Warning
brings a new east of talented boys sod girls for the 02t1"South to hear. If you would like to have ail audition tre-out itoa
contact WDIA and ask for the Rig Star Show. Pictured 'hove froai
row left to right: Fred Jordan Ill, Gall T,wnsel. and Melvin Cu
her. Second mu left to right: Yvonne Tounael. Marie Avid",
Lillie R. Amain s..4 Barbara tiriffiti,
•
•
•
•
•
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CAMTALIA HAD A FIRE last
Friday morning when t h e
beating system (seen at left)
In the rear of the Castelia
supermarket caused A fire
that spread and threatened
THE FLYING NESBITTS
to destroy two other adjoin-
ing businesses, the Ma '2110ila
Sundry and David's r i I I.
NaL;tts" You Saw Here
To Be N Sullivan Show Feb. 17
Mcmpluans get another chalice
to enjoy the nerve-tingling: leak
I
of the Flying Nesbitts, only pro-
fessional Negro acrobatic net in
the U S on Sunday Feb. 17,
when they appear on the Ed Sul-
livan show.
The Flying Nesbilts were seen
In Memphis at Ellis auditorium ei
a real entertaining performance
during intermission time when the
lialirlem Magicians, the Goose Ta-
o turn and Marques Haynes cage-festers, played Memphis.
FAMILY ACT .
This marks the first time they
Will have appeared on the widely
seen Sullivan TV show. However.
the Washington, D. C. family act
is a three-time winner of the Paul
Whiteman Television Show a u
has appeared on Super Circus
from Chicago.
Members of the famed Nesbitts
are Russell, 33: his wife Madge-
line, 32; and their two slaugh-
ters, Georgette, S. and Lanette, 4.
The two girls, despite their tend
(ter ages, are important members
of the act and already held envi-
able positions as entertainers,.
Mr. Nesbitt, native of Char-
lotte, N. C., who moved to Wash-
ington, D. C. at an early age,
met his wife on 3 talent show
at Cordova High school in Wash-
ington in 1942. They trained to-
gether and started out from the
12th Street YMCA in Washington.
Later when he was in the Air
Fume, special service, she went
around wherever he went as his
double in their acrobatic act.
Georgette came into the act last
year and Lanette- just this year.
GIRLS GOOD PERFORMERS
Right now Georgette is billed a,
the werld's youngest one.hand art- ,
1st and onlookers are always
amazed to see the small child bal-
ance her father in thc air from
a position flat on her back.
Mr. Nesbitt says no other childi
has advanced -so far in risley.
That is foot juggling, or any act
that has one artist using another's
LANETIE NESBITT does Chi-
nese spilt, most difficult of splits.
(Withers Photo)
feet as a starting point in his per-
formance.
Both, girls alsd do the most dif-
ficult of all splits, the Chinese
split.
Harlem Magicians fans w h o
saw' the act are sure that other
Memphians who tune in the Ed
Sullivan show Sunday, Feb. 17.
and, catch the act will enjoy -it
tremendously.
"
Center photo shows firemen
undi•i• romm).nd of t Mei 1.
D. Johnson eva minim) dam•
age to the supermarket. Three
limas answered the call to
the fire. ,Nt right, in David's
Grill, David Pulliain, Jr., elql•
ter, Nliss Dorothy Williams,
left, and Mrs. Clare Johnson
King Cotton Jumps Sharp' March 8
At Auditorium To Honor Jubilect
The Memphis Cotton Nla'sers'
Jubilee presents its annual "Jul).
ilect" at Ellis auditorium on Fri-
day. March 8, at 8 p.m.
The theme of the show this year
is "King Cotton Jumps Sharp".
The producer, the inimitable A. C.
Williams, with a strong support-
ing corn miitee nrothises e
greatest extravaganza in all Jubl-
lect history. Wear" under supervision of Miss
The theme will be carried out I Cecelia Willis.
M a Musical Fashion's Motif with I Manassas High school comes on
Miss Bernice Kirkland
Married To Mr. Jackson
Salem Baptist Church in For-
rest City, Ark., was the setting I sories. After a wedding trip
recently for a wedding of interest couple will live in Chicago.
in eastern Arkansas, that of Miss
Bernice Kirkland and Eddie Jack-
son.
The bride, a popular member
of the young social set, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Kirkland. Mr. Jackson is the sou
Of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jackson,
of Chicago, Ill.
Rev. W. A. Owens officiated be-
fore a background of ivy entwin-
ed white arched trellis and white
gladioli. Tall tapers burned in
wrought-iron candelabra.
Miss Judy Mae Scott, pianist,
and Miss Fannie Lofton, soloist.
presented the music.
BRIDE'S DRESS
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, the bride wore a gown of
white net, enhanced .with designs
of ruffled net stitched with satin
thread on the bodice and skirt,
and a veil of white net. She wore
white nylon mesh gloves and car-
ried white carnations
Miss Betty Frierson was maid
of honor. Bridesmaids we r e
Misses Doreen Ford, Elizabeth
Lucas, LaRuth Eldridge, Dorothy
Mays, Laneal Lucas,DianeDavis
and Gladys Mosby. The attendants
wore cocktail length gowns of
white, blue, and pink net and lace.
The flower girls, little Gloria
Kirkland. the bride's niece, Rite
Moseley. and Deborah West, wore
white net dresses.
Alvin__Walker was best man.
Groomsmen were Clifford Kirk-
land, the bride's brother, James
Pitts, Melvin McAllister, and Ray-
field Black. Little Walker Flem-
ing, jr., was ring-bearer.
RECEPTION
A reception was held at the
Church Fellowship House, where
guests were served pieces of the
beautiful three tiered wedding
'cake, decorated with pink roses
and green leaves and topped with
the miniature bride and groom
and frappe.
For travel the bride wore a coa-
1 tume suit of 'blue satin with a
O'NEAL
MERCURY
Your West Memphis Mercury Dealer
Invites you to see and drive the ALL new
1957 Mercury. We give long terms
and Liberal Trade-!n Prices.
For The Best Deal
See O'NEAL
1508 E. BROADWAY
West Memphis, Arkansas
OPEN SUNDAYS
Phone - RE. 5-2630
rhinestone collar and black acces-
the
mphi, schools in and Roll" fronts and of course —
J backdrop of the best talent 'stage in the current rage of "Rock
Irons eight Me 
dazzling dance and musical num- Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey will see
St110111's to it that they rock the house
Hamilton High's group — direct. during their performance.
ed by Miss C. C. Sanders. will Melrose will be suave in "Eve-
perform in the "play-togs" nine Wear" with Miss Erma Clan.
Scene. ton in charge.
Douglas will model and per- St. Augustine, always a crowd
form their routine in "e t r ee t pleaser will carry on in "Sports
Wear", coached by Miss Geral-
dine Burke,
Booker Washington will bring
glamour to the front in "Lining.
inj, ('ostumes," with a dance
staged by Mrs. Norma Jean Grif-
fin.
JUNIORS ADDED
This year the Jubilect has add-
ed talent from our two junior high
schools: Lester and Porter. The
Lester group is training under the
talented Miss Evelyn Bagsby and
the Porter group is getting ready I
Your favorite
rice...
A/Ow 6-14 1
in New Modern
PACKAGES
ROLAND
with Iwo men employes. tier-
man Taylor and James vVil-
hams, surve) the damage.
with Aliss Elsa W)un. Roth of
these young groups will come
on in "Schoolwcar".
General production staff of the
Jubilect, in addition to the teach-
ers already named, includes Mrs.
Frankelle Wand, well • known
.•ript writer and radio personali•
1) Robert "hones boy" Thomas,
Henri D. Perkins, Prop.
Pit STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Jon, 26, 1957
Greatest damage to David's
Grill was first thought smoke
damage. (Reese Photos
popular Decjay of WDIA sod A
t' Williams, promotion consultant
for the Goodwill Station and Lew-
is Williams of Union Protection
Assurance.
See next neck's paper for ticket
locations and more news about the
Jubilect, March 8, at Ellis Audi-
torium.
PHOTOS-PERKINS-PERKINS
HO TO
MEMPHI
Art Photography in Technicolor
Automobiles * Homes * Children * Sports
Burials * Portraiture * Social Functions
367 BOYD ST. 15 RUE HUERCO
Memphis, Tennessee
Tel. JA. 7-6967
CE
its the SAME natural
RICELAND RICE
that.'s so easy to cook!
The Ricetancl Rice in the new picture pachape is the SAIME
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
for years.
Only the PACKAGE ham been changed. The RICE is the
SAME easy-to-cook, poaranieed-fluffy Riceland Rice. Get yours
tri die new, modem package today!
--...----....---
RICELAND
RICE
...
, 4-
TPIRR Us
TANGIER, MOROCCO
Tel, 7605
SAME
R10E
NEW PACKAGE
Even a cnild can
cook RICELAND INCE
perfectly every time!
As ahaays, Riceland Rice is the NATURAL perfect-
caiolang rice. It's guaranteed fluffy!
As a/ways, Riceland Rice is so easy to cook that even
is child can cook it perfectly enery time,
Get this SAME natural Riceland Rice in its new
modern package today!
-4141,771EL(INNER
•IIIPTT• ru
' Dear Mme. Chante: I wouid like
to correspond It ith a nice :.oung
lady who would appraalate a good
man. I am 37 years of age, light
brown colored, weigh 160 ponds
and 5 ft. 71/2 inches tall in perfeat
health and a good education. I
Student Shows How To 'Milk' A Snake
I Freshman At
'loud dresser. I love all sports
and own three homes and have
:wo cars. I would like to corres- M
mid with a light colored girl be-
tween the ages of 18 to 25, nice
hair and a good mixer with a
sense of humor. I promise to an-
promise to answer all letters .•:eer all letters and exchange pho-
.
and exchange photos. Alneice Fui- tos Johnny Mingo, 712 E Myrtle,
Ice. Gen. Del., Topeka, Kans. Flint 5, Mich. BALTIMORE — Ever thought
that milking a cow poses prob-,-
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like Dear Mme, Chante: 1 am a Ja. lems? Then you should try milk.
to correspond with a man, 39 to maican woman and would like to ing snakes.
45 years of age 5 ft. 91a inches correspond with an American Vernon Burnett, 19-year-old
tall or 6 ft. who is interested in
marriage. I do not want an al-
coholic or drunkard, but some one
who is sincere. I am a Practical
nurse, 39 years of age. 5 ft. 2
Inches tall, dark brown skin and
enjoy church and sports. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Louise Gray, 472E. S. El-
lis, Apt. 1 C, Chicago, Ill,
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a Ja-
Maican, 28 years of age, brown i
akin, black wavy hair and dark /
eyes. I am 5 ft. 4 !nches tail and /
weigh 189 pounds. considered nice /
looking, I would like to correspond p
with pen pals and I promise to /
iinsiaer all letters and exchange
tahotographs. Faith Lyon, 22 5-8
Widtham Park rd., Whitfield Town
P.C1-.....K.Mgston, Jamaica. B W. I.
M me. Chante: I am de- h
1
of having pen pals in your a
bquntry and will answer all let- /
ters written to me. I am 18 years T
bf age, and at present attend
Kingston college on a scholarship.
My hobbies are photography, ey-
eing, reading and I enjoy jazz
tied blues music. Barrington Huie,
15 Johns Lane, Kingston, p. 0. t
Jamaica B. W. I. a
• • • a
", -Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja- e
blaiean woman and would like to
borrespond with an American gen- I
kleman. I am 5 ft. 3 inches tall,
late 35 and weigh 165 pounds. I
km a grade "A" cook and also 8
member of the Baptist faith.tiolet Williams, 48 Johns Lane,
.fingston P. 0., Jamaica, B.W.I.
• • •
1. Dew Mtn& Chante: I am 18
years old, 5 ft. 7 inches and weigh
185. I would like very much to
join your pen pal column. I am
senior at Central High and part
time clerk-typist for the W a t e r-
mans-Hdw. store. I enjoy listen.
log to all the latest records and
learning the latest dances. I would
Pio, receiving letters from male
w..n pals 18 to 21 years old and
ft. or over in height. Also I
!Would like to have pen pals for
tby brother. James, serious, sin-
Were young ladies. from 23 to 30.
Re is 5 ft. 10 inches. a slender
260 brown skin, with black curly
hair, 30 yrs. old. Will exchange
Yhotos and answer each letter
ritten. Shirley Anne Moore, 1338
Ifickory at., Flint, Michigan.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
I/Wean woman, 5 ft. 10 inches
tall, weigh 130 pounds and 36 years
bf age. I would like to correspond
With an American lady or gen-
tleman. My profession is that of
la dressmaker and I am of the
Baptist faith. I promise to answer
hill letters and exchange photos.
Cecile Lobban, 126 Matthews Lane,
ILingston P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading your column for some
time, and I think you are doing
a wonderful job helping others. I
lin a newcomer to this city and
am now a patient in the veterans
hospital. I haven't had chance to
alike any acquaintances, a n d
Would appreciate it very much
If you would print this letter. I
trould like very much to hear
from a true intelligent christian
Young girl between 21-30 years of
age. Complexion doesn't matter,
bight between .5 ft. 5 inches weight
-between 120 to 140. I'm 6 ft. I
Inch, weight 208, dark brown corn
plexion, high school graduate and
have a steady good paying job.
I am 35 years of age. James Win-
tar. VA hospital, Ward 8-A. 820 S:
Vamen ave , Chicago, Ill.
• • .
Dear Mine, Chante: I an a Ja-
knaican girl, 5 ft. 6 inches tall.
weigh 170 pounds and 21 years oi
age. I would like to correspond
With an American lady or gentle-
knan who enjoys writing. I am of
the Baptist faith. I promise to an-
lover all letters and exchange pho-
tos. Eunice Clarke, co Violet Rob-
Inaon. 136 3-4 King st., Kingston,
r. 0. Jamaica, B. W. I.
• •
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a J a-tnalcan girl, dark colored and
would like to correspond with a!Oen pal of the male sex. I am
..:16 years of age and promise tobnsWer all letter's and exchange
,3 photos. Duncan Edie, 1 Berkley
live., Vineyard Town P. 0., de-
limit', B. W. J.
• • .
.1 Dear Mme. Change: I am a
37 years of age, 5 ft. 11
ladies tall, weigh 195 pounds, tan
Wilerwith straight black hair. dark
:lama eyes, keen features and a
lady or gentleman. I am a grade
"A" cook and also a member
of the Baptist faith My height
ft. 6 inches. age 21 and wc;gh
150 pounds. Lucile Kinlew, 40
Johns Lane, Kingston P. 0., Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am at
present working with the govern-
nent of Jamaica. I am a single
man, 5 ft. 7 inches tall, my com-
plexion is fair and I am of toed-
urn build and weigh 135 pounds.
would like to correspond with
ien pals of America. I promise
o answer all letters and exchange
bolos. Charles Thomas, 22 Lady
iuggins ave., Constant Spring P.
0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 18
-ears of age, 5 ft, 6 inches tall,
ight brown in color with black
air. I work at a dress shop and
m now seeking pen pals. I prom.
se to answer all letters. Merle
ate, 6 Kensington rd.. Windward
Road, P. 0., Jamaica, B. W. I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with pen pals be-
ween the ages of 30 to 50. who
re American. I am 6 years of
ge, dark complexion, 5 ft. 6 inch-
s tall, have black hair and a good
ersonality. My hubbies are dam-
rig, sewing and the movies. 1 am
a hair stylist by profession. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Carmen Sullivan.
Sixth st., Jonestown P. 0., Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 5 ft.
6 inches tall, weigh 140 pounds
and would like to correspond with
men and women who enjoy cor-
respondence. I promise to answer
all letters. Czthilda Hines, 11 Gar-
rick Lane, Kingston P. 0., Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a Ja-
maican who would like to corres-
pond with an American, male pen
pal. I am 36 years of age, 5 ft.
8 inches tall, dark skin and weigh
156 pounds. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Agusta C. Clementson, 9 Metcalf
st., Denham Town P. 0. Jamaica
B. W. I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin-
gle young lady seeking a pen pal
for correspondence, preferably
male. I am 23 years of age, fair
colored, height 5 ft. 2 inches. weigh
15 pounds and willing to ex-
change photos and will answer all
letters received. Erma Peterkin,
Mt. Horeb P. 0, St. James, Ja-
maica, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a quiet,
settled young woman, 36 years of
age, 5 ft. 3 inches tall, weigh 1.16pounds with a tan complexion.I am considered attractive and
single with no children or family
obligation. I would like to cm,
Th
organ Has
e Knack
Morgan State college freshman,
does every week and doesn't mind
a bit — even though the four cop-
perheads whose venom he extract
get downright cantankerous a t
times.
For the rangy, soft-spoken Bal-
timore-born lad's milking of snakes
is all in the interest of science.
Planning a future as a research
biologist, Burnett. an honorable
mention award winner last year
in Westinghouse Science Talent
Search, milks his snakes to get
venom for study purposes.
CAMP IDEA
Burnett got the idea last sum-
mer when he came across a snake
while serving as a nature instruc-
tor at Camp Druid Hill, a YMCA
summer camp. in Huntington, Md.
He decided the vicious little cop-
perhead would be a good subject
for research.
Finding another, he took both
home to 1111 N. Monroe st. where
two young ones, both now a little
more than six inches long, were
born.
Since the opening of the aca•
demic year at Morgan, the snakes
have been housed in the college's
Vivarium, a combination animal
greenhouse used as a study center
respond with a quiet settled gen-
tleman between the ages of 38 and
50, over 5 ft. 3 inches tall with
no children or family obligation
who would be interested in mar-
riage. I promise to answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Mi.a•
B. Humphrey, 3946 Fairfax, St.
Louis 13, Mo.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 6 ft.
tall, weigh 195 pounds, dark brown
skin, 30 years of age, single, have
home and a commercial artist by
trade. My hobbies are cartooning,
movies and writing. I would like
to hear from Young ladies be-
tween the ages of 18-28 who are
interested in correspondence. I
would also like to hear from oth-
er young men, who like commer-
cial art and cartooning. I prom-
ise to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. James B. Smith,
4606 Kress st., Houston 26, Tex-
as.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young lady, 21 years of age, 5
ft. 1 inch tall, weigh 115 pounds
and light complexion. I would
like to correspond with pen pals
from all the states. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. E. Lee, 233 Trenton at.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am 25
years of age and my profession
is that of mental nursing. would
like to correspond wit h young
ladies who are interested in medi-
cine and also marriage. I prom-
ise to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Leonard Heath,
Bellevue hospital. Windward Rd.,
Kingston P. O., Jamaica. B. W.
HERE IS ONE of four vicious
copperheads used by Morgan
State college student Vernon
Burnett, 19, of Baltimore in
by the department of biology.
Every other Tuesday afternoon,
Burnett goes to the Vivarium and
milks his snakes, which are two-
tone brown things with restless
fangs. The parents are about two-
feet long with smooth copper
sheened heads.
FORCES MOUTH OPEN
To milk the snakes, the student
researcher removes them from a
screened cage with a wire and
places them on a table, holding
them with prongs. Carefully hold-
ing the head away from him, he
forces the mouth open.
When the fangs are extended
Burnett moves the snake so that
fangs are placed on the edge of
a petri dish. As the snake bites on
the edge, venom comes out.
So far, the Morgan student,
whose research is being supervis-
ed by Dr. John W. King, profes-
sor of biology, has extracted about
250 millograms of snake milk.
This supply has been crystallized
and stored.
Burnett hopes to learn some-
thing about the effects of snake
venom on flagelates, plants with
whiplike structures for locornotion.
FEEDS SNAKES, TOO
How does he feel about milk-
ing the snakes? "I suppose I don*
feel anything," he says, He lost
his fear of snakee, he explains,
as a youngster in the Scouts.
Not only does Burnett milk the
snakes, but he feeds them, too.
He forces them to eat once a
week, first forcing their mouths
open, then dropping small bits of
2210 Jury
Court Feb. 20
Twenty-two youths and men
who were arrested Jan. 8, report-
edly as a preventative measure
against a possible gang war, got
their cases transferred to Jury
Court Thursday and are schedul-
ed to appear Feb. 20.
Boys Court Judge Alexander J.
Napoli transferred the cases on
requests of the youngsters attor-
neys, William Henry Huff and An-
tonio Gassaway.
The youths, including two girls,
were arrested at 63rd at. and Ver-
experiments he is conducting
on snake milk. The freshman
scientist extracts venom from
the reptiles once every two
PRONGS ARE USED to lift
snake from floor to laboratory
table preparatory to extract-
ing 'milk' for use in expert-
meat — beef — in. He then mas-
sages the meet to the stomach.
The snakes are most vicious on
the afternoons after they've been
fed, but Burnett handles them
skillfully — pretty much in the
manner of the few snake experts,
Florida A And M To
Mark Founders Week
TALLAHASSEE — The tradi-
tional Founders' weekend obser-
vance will be held at Florida A
& M university on March 8-10.
The highlight of the observance
will be the formal naming of three
newly constructed buildings. G.
W. Conoly, executive secretary of
the General Alumni association, is
serving as chairman,
non ave., by Woodlawn station
Police, who said they found sev-
eral cue balls and bowling pucks
tied in socks in their possession,
and a knife and hatchet.
Six, however, were arrested in
front of the police station when
they went to inquire about a
friend All denied intentions of
a gang war.
MANE AN APPOIKTMENp
VAIN A PSYCNIAIRISI
FOR FOUR YEARS... soe's
E EN 'THINK** SHE'S A CNICKE.
NI LAVIN' EGGS  
weeks and store- it away for
future use in the laboratory of
the Baltimore college. In ad-
dition to milking them, he has
menta. Tb* young scientist
first discovered his interest in
reptiles while a Boy Scoot Iii
Baltimore,
on the vary rare snake farm, In
the country and so far there
have been no mishap,.
Burnett's interest in biological
researeh began in junior high
school and grew stronger during
his Douglass High school days. At
Douglass he developed a tech-
nique for taking photographs with
a microscope and did it well
enough to win the Westinghouse
honorable mention award.
It's this growing interest in sci-
ence that's making Burnett a not
at all unwilling milker and feeder
— and raiser, too — of a grow-
ing family of slippery copper-
heads,
to feed them regularly and
this process is just as risky,
since the bits of food must be
BURNETT FORCES MOUTH
of snake open to expose fangs
which transmit venom. Ex-
pert handling Is required since
forced into their mouths then
massaged into their stomachs
by hand.
snakes are in angry mood be.
cause of handling. False more
could result in dangerous
snake bite.
THE BLESSINGS WILL COME..
When a man is honest with
God, he will be honest with his
fellow man. In so doing, be will
develops liberal attitudes toward
men of all race, color or creed.
He will demonstrate that he
loves his neighbor as himself.
God intended that every man
should share he the natural
wealth of the earth. Solomon
voiced this purpose of God when
he said, "Moreover the profit of
the earth is for an." These
blessinge are for any man that
is worthy and obedient to Him
and observes His laws, There
are no bargains or specials —
but there are values received
which give meaning to life.
• • •
Dear Prof. Hermant Find en.
closed a dipping front the week-
ly paper that publishes your col-.
umn. Please help me. Will he
come back? it J.
ANS. Dear Suclet It seems
to me that your friend left for
many reasons. Only one of
them concerned you. The min
understanding you had tan 
eastly be ironed out whet you get
• chance to talk things over. He
k amotoss to find employment
1 sad has really left for that reit-
! Mc Be patient a little longer,
I you should hear some good news
nem
• • •
S. B. W171 I get the certificate
Seen?
ANS. k always takes a little
time to get these papers to you
. . hence the delay, but I feel
that you will soon receive either
a pholoatatie copy or a duplicate
of some kind ...o f the original
certificate.
as.
ANXIOUS, I am so upset be-
cause I thought we were going
to move, now what will happen?
Do you think we should contact
a lawyer? Will the price go up?
ANS. Only one question Is
answered in the column due to
the limited amount of space,
However I do feel that you can
relax some, for everything Is
going to work out in your favor.
Since you have already obtained
the aid of a good lawyer he
will help settle this matter.
• • •
J. J. Will the business improve
during the New Year?
ANS. My Psycho-Mentalist
Crystal reveals many things and
many changes taking place dur-
ing this New Year. I would sug•
gest your writing for your daily
Horoscope to help you and guide
you. I feel that your business
will show a marked change foie
the better, however, so don't get
discouraged, John.
• • •
A. How about 1957 for me?
ANS. Your Lucky Stars and
Guiding Planet indicate a good
year . . . just try to profit by
last years mistakes and be a lit-
tle more careful In choosing
Your friends.
ln°4149`45 6f)
 Prof. Doodle
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Our Opinions
Eisenhower And Civil Rights
The politically explosive civil rights
Issue .was given only a .ceremonial dusting
off in President Eisenhower's state of
the union-message to the Congress qf the
United States last week.
The four-point program to which Mr.
Eisenhower -alluded is a repetition of the
proposals he submitted to the, legislators
last year during the expiring moments of
the 84th Congress. The Senate rejected his
recommendations and adjourned for the
summer.
The only noticeable difference is that
the language in which this year's program
is couched is less rhetorical and, we be-
lieve, intentionally less forceful than that
contained in the previous message.
Some of the recommendations overlap.
But we have no quarrel with that, though
we see no need for a bi-partisan commission
to investigate "asserted" violations of civil
rights when there is created a civil rights
division in the Department of Justice in
charge of an assistant attorney general.
Enactment by Congress of "new laws
to aid in the enforcement of voting rights:"
and "amendment of the laws so as to per-
mit the federal government to seek front
civil courts preventive relief in civil rights
cases" are the other facets of the Eisen-
hower civil rights program.
His declaration of these points was
voiced in such a monotone as to occasion
not even the slightest ripple from his Con-
gressional audience. He introduced his civil
rights program by saying: "We have much
reason to be proud of the progress our peo-
ple are making in mutual understanding."
. . ."Steadily," he said, "we are moving
closer to the goal of fair and equal treat-
ment of citizens without regard to race or
color."
While Mr. Eisenhower was speaking,
in utter contradiction to his assurances of
mutual goodwill, Negro homes and church-
es were being bombed by the Ku Klux Klan
and the White Citizens Council in Mont-
gomery, Alabama, while police in Atlanta
were jailing Negro preachers for their de-
fiance of segregation in public transporta-
tion. •
If the schools that refuse to comply
with the integration order of the Supreme
Court are to benefit unconditionally from
the passage of this bill, the net result
would amount to upholding and financing
segregated schools. This dilemma is of the
"r.,sident's own making. You cannot dis-
courage segregation on the one hand and
perpetuate the very policy that fosters it
on the other.
What is still more distressing is the
impression given by the President that he
is more concerned abovt the school con-
struction bill than he is with compliance
with the school integration order. This in-
consistency must be resolved if the Presi-
dent's leadership is not to negate the whole
concept of equality under the law which
the Supreme Court took fifty years to as-
sert.
Harmony Among Democratic Leaders
" What appears to be a good augury is
the news that Democratic leaders in and
out of Congress held a "harmony breakfast"
",irr Washington, D.C. the other day to
is edge cooperation on ways and means to
strengthen their party.
The congressional leaders who had re-
fused membership on the Democratic ad-
visory committee emerged from the meet-
ing not only with a full stomach but with
a fuller understanding of the purposes and
expediency for creating this consultative
body.
The fears that had harassed the Demo-
crats in Congress that their leadership
might be usurped were they to become
subservient to the will of an all-powerful
advisory committee have been dispelled.
The Democrats in Congress were told
that unless a liberal program were develop-
ed in advance of the .Republican national
policy, there was little chance of the Demo-
cratic party in whole or in part ascending
to national power in a foreseable future.
Attending the breakfast at the swank
Mayflower hotel were some of the most in-
flpential figures. Among them were former
Vresident Harry S. Truman, Adlai E. Stev-
enson: speaker Sam Rayburn of Texas:
Senator Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas, t h e
senate majority leader: Representative
John W. McCormack of Masslchusetts. the
House majority leader; and Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt, widow of the fourth-term
President who founded the New Deal.
There la no doubt in anyone's mind that
A liberal legislative program is the only
hope of retrieving the Democratic party
from the brink of a major and long time
political disaster.
The party's failure to incorporate a
strong civil rights plank in its platform at
their national convention in Chicago, to-
gether with the reluctance of Mr. Steven-
son to go beyond the narrow limits of the
convention platform must be taken into
account as a contributing factor to the de-
feat tif the Democratic ticket in its bid for
the presidency.
So long as the Democratic party re-
mains wedded to the backward and in-
defensible ideology of the Dixiecrats, so
long will the big city votes desert its col-
umns. Neither Republican nor Democrat
can capture the White House without that
big city vote which looms larger and larger
as the population shifts from a rural to an
urban pattern of purposeful living.
We warned the Democrats on the very
eve of their national convention last sum-
mer when hearings were being held on civil
rights preparatory to a definitive fotmula-
tion of that plank in the platform that
nothing but an uncompromising stand on
that issue would satisfy the liberal voters.
ALBERT BARNETT
Defender Honors Citizens For
Championing The Righ
IN KEEPING WITH ITS LONG.
,ESTABLISHED CUSTOM of pay*
Mg tribute to American citizens
of both races who have advanced
.the cause of true Democracy, The
Chicago Defender has named le
stalwarts — mostly Southerners —
on its Honor Roll for 1956.
John H. Sengstacke, editor and
ublisher of the Defender, an-
nounced the selections. He stats,d.
In part:
"No doubt sonic of the indi-
viduals and organizations named
In the Honor Roll did noi theni-
pelves realize the far-reaching
effects of their efforts But. in
'their achievements, in their in-
dividual resistance to oppression.
'and in their dedication to compli-
ance with the law, they have de-
monstrated the highest expression
of. democracy."
Topping the list of those cited,
was the Rev Martin Luther King,
jr . "for distinguished leadership
of the successful effort by the
Pietro citieens of Montgomery.
Ala„ to integrate the bus system
Of their community."
Others cited included Mrs. Ruby
Hurley, southern regional director,
NAACP; Mrs. Rosa Parks, whose
refusal to sit in Jim crow seats.
inspired the montgontery Bus
boycott, Mrs. James Gordon of
Clay. Ky.. who fought to have
Negro children admitted to the
public schools of that city; Dr.
Oilier N. Caemichael (white,) au-
ts Of Negroes
perintendent of public schools
Louisville, Ky., who was among
the first to comply with the Su-
preme Court ruling. outlawirg se-
gregation in public schools; II. .1.
Brittain, (white,1 principal of the
integrated high school at Clinton,
Tenn.. who urged compliance with
the Supreme Court Ruling;
The Student BoGy of Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical col-
lege. Tallahassee, Fla., who led
the hoyenti on that city's Jim
Crow buses; the NAACP, whose
state branches in the South
pressed the fight against higetry
and segregation laws despite re-
pressive measures directed
against them by the legislatures
of several states, and several oth-
er individuals who were cited for
upholding the highest traditions
of brotherhood and democracy.
In Los Angeles, for instance,
great strides have been made in
human relations, resulting from
the concerted and cooperative
efforts of all segments eit the
population and affecting all
phases of life In the West Coast
metropolis.
Names make news. and these
names have. been closely identi•
tied with the marked progress
made in recent years by the Ne-
gro citizens of L. A.: Travis T.
Lott, realtist and community lead-
Why Not Turn Around?
TELEPHONE MANNERS receiver. You have to make 'em
In the proce, of getting -your repeat everything if heads or tails
folks" 'ready' for possible deseg. As to be made of what they're irs •
regation and greater acceptance ing to say And they identifs
themselves as Negroes as soon as
might be well to mention an area they open their mouths. Then the>
have the nerve ti, get sor-•
cause one can't understand them.
They make telephone conversa-
tions twice as long as they
should be. And they suggest the
good points of having jim-crowed
telephone sets-ices.
Next comet the "PARTY-LINE
HAWG. They clutter up all col-
ored communities. They create
and sustain more hatred from Ne-
gro to Negro than wife and hus-
band stealing Even the children
of the "PARTY-LINE HAWG" get
a ghoulish glee out of being an-
noying. They too listen in on con•
versations. . .hold the receiver off
the hook to keep another from
calling. . .cut in on other people's
conversations. . .hold the phone
iieemingly for hours to describe
and discuss ''nothing". . .and gen-
erally prove to be among the most
ill-mannered, non-cooperative, dis-
gusting, smelly and skun Itish
breed of two-legged animal known
to civilized man. Who wouldn't
want to )im-crow something like
that? The Negro won't be "ready"
till something is done about his
"HAWGS".
And we can't lease out I h e
GRUESOME GREETERS. The
"GRUESOME GREETER" is one
of the Negro's biggest holdbacks
in the effort to move forward to
higher status. He gets his name
trom the manner in which he an-
swers the phone. Both the male
and female variety of the breed
make things tougher for the race.
The "GRUSOME GREETER"
may answer a call with a loud
and annoyed "Hal-low" that
would frighten an Army mule.
Sometimes it'll be a grumpy Snot
like, "Uh-hunh", or a demanding.
'Well'', or even is' list mostly
sounds like a cuss-word, like,
"Ilell-o". evidently designed to
discourage and cow the caller.
Maybe our schools would do well
to add another "must" course to
;the course of study. . how to talk
like a normal American on a tele-
phone. Ilunh?
Cut thie out and mail it to
"YOU KNOW WHO". Selah,
as citizens in a deinuerac>, it
of public contact which is mighty
important in every day living.
It's the area of "telephone man-
ners." Yep, "telephone manners. '
Too many of God's chillun. .
book learned and otherwise don't
gist much es idenee ot knowing
how to use properly that simple,
eversday appliance. the telephone.
In fact, just a couple of encoun-
ters a day on a phone with the
as erage "puhson of color" on the
other end is enough to make one
wonder just how too true the ob-
servation is that "we jes' ain't
ready yet."
For the sake of illustration and
emphasis, let's consider for a line
or so some of the many variety
of ()psis of -the Race" WhO are
now exercising and mis-using the
privilege of reaching for the near-
est phone.
First and most frequently en-
countered is the SATCHE
MOUTH, phone user. With A Voice
that is "cullud to the core," he
or she talks into a phone like
a guy calling a herd of hogs
two or three miles down the road
The "SATCHEL MOUTH" hollers
into the phone receiser like a
banshee throughout the conversa-
tion. Folks two blocks away share
this conversation. The SATCHEL
MOUTH is no doubt. more re•
sponsible for the upsurge in sales
of hearing devices for the deaf
than any other single factor. He's
an artist at bursting eardrums. He
seems to think he has to talk loud
enough to bridge the distance be•
tureen himself and his listener
.with the listener being sev-
eral miles away. Nobody has told
him that the sensitive telenhone
wires will convey a modulated tone
of voice even more effectively
than it will a loud one — it'll
even carry a normal speaking
voice all the way to Europe or
Africa.
Another too frequent pest
amongst "your folks" phone us-
ers is the MUSH MOUTH. This is
the breed that seems to have load'
id its mouth ‘vith a sack of cot-
ton seeds before picking up the
George A. Beavers, chairman of
the Los Angeles Housing Authori-
ty and the County Conference on
Human relations; Mrs. Nettie
Washington Douglass, granddaugh-
ter of famed Booker T. Wash
ington, founder of Tuskegee
Institute; Gilbert W. Lindsay. Se.
puty county supervisor: Atty. Lo-
ren Miller civic leader and pub-
lisher of the California Eagle
newspaper, and many other pub-
!ic spirited citizens of both races
As deputy to county supervisor
Kenneth Hahn, Gilbert Lindsay
was honored recently by being
named the outstanding Negri cit-
izen of Los Angeles, for 1950,
at the annual cdrnmunity Leader
dinner held at Beverly Hilton ho-
tel.
Active in the civic, church, fra-
ternal and political life of the
city, tieputy Lindsay was cited
for his work in improving liv-
ing conditions of his district.
Wilberforce Receives
$500 Industry Grant
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — As one
of the 53 colleges sharing in the
Union Carbide and Carbon cor-
poration gift of $28,500. Wilber-
force university' will receive a
January contribution of $500 The
er, Henri O'Bryant. prominent donation is being made to all mem-
church layman and manufacturer her colleges of the Council for the 
That
of ministerial robes and uniforms; Advancement of Small Colleges. sloopy
One of the great weaknesses of Columbus had an illustrious
thin age lies in the fact that too purpose when he discovered Amer.
few have magnanimous designs ice. a nearer way to India. He
and too many are longing for pen- was not seeking financial gain for
sessions and going in search for himself. Ile had no ship, no crew.
things pertinent only to the in. no finance, just a noble purpose,
dividual's immediate 'interests, a nearer route to India, a softer
The burning desire anti the and less expensive route,
frantic search for pleasure and for service to his country and to the
financial and economic security world. The founding fathers of
has about chcked out any desires America Mid a noble purpose in
which are acturate by noble pur- settling America, "LIBERTY!"
poses. The sad, also disturbing LONGED FOR LIBERTY
facts are revealed when onc asks They had a longing for the pea'
any student from thy first yeai session of liberty and they went
in school through the high svhool in earch of it. The keener their
just what he or she plans to be desire for liberty and the des'
in life. They will find in the first peration with which they sought it
place too many haven't given it a is indicated in the declaration of
thought and secondly, among those one of them. Patrick Henry's im-
who have plans for their future, mortal -Give me liberty or gi‘e
theni are making plans which do me death.-
not require too mucch strise and If human society is to be one
studying in preparation and, at the in which all men can be blessed,
same time, being in the most mon- it must extend its boundaries be-
es- yond individual or groups of in-
WHY MONEY! dividuals. The only way this can
Why the great desire to maks be accomplished is by stimulating
money? The answer is, for food, an individual longing and search
fen and show. All three come high. for a fixed goal which is bigger
The satisfaction these bring see than himself.
only temporary, therefore, their re • The starting point is in the home.
plenishment must be often also con The best tools are the best in
tinued. These are drives of appe• proper examples are the best in-
titc. You can only feed it or deny spiratter.:. We can never have
it. Appetite has never produced better children until we produce
aeything except dispair, better adults.
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SO WHAT?
chic's so dumb . . . She thought bar bells were
bartenders."
tor
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Goodbye, Yesterday, Says Simple,
Let's See What Tomorrow
"When you smell smoke ;here
must be fire," said Simple. "And
when you see sawdust, the mill
can't be far away:'
"Just what do you mean by all
this, I do not know." I said.
"I mean with Negroes setting
in the front seats of bases down
South, something is bound to hap-
pen," said Simple. "Montgomery,
Birmingham, Tallahassee -- es-cry
bus seat must be a hot seat. Wood
do burn!"
''Speaking of sawdust," I said,
"the mills of the gods grind slow-
ly "
"But grind some mills do,'' said
Simple, "and not just sawdust.
Some mills also grind muscle,
bone, flesh, and soul.''
"Which it exactly what I am
commenting on." I answered.
"You are fin off-teat commen-
tator," said Simple, "and I do not
always know what you mean. You
can be a puzzlement. Sometimes
I think you are with me, some-
times not."
"True," I said. "sometimes yea,
sometimes no in regard to you.
You arg not a inan with whom I
ran always agrcc."
"I cannot always agree with
myself," said Simple. -And when
I talk back to myself, sometimes.
I talk too loud."
"Out loud?"
"I ain't that old yet," said Sim-
ple. "I do itot go around talkiny.
really midland to myself. What I
do is I talks silent in my own
brain — out loud silent — and
sometimes I say, 'Jesse B.. lis-
ten! You are getting old enough
to know better. Now, sometimes
You do do better. too, but not
better enough
Jesse B., you got a long ways,
to go, and you didn't start fron4
Brings
so tar back that you are nit due
to he a lot further along. If you
had not stopped so often to enjoy
jour damn self so much on the
way, Jesse B., just think! You
might own your own house in Har-
lem now and not be dependent on
no landlord, neither landlady for
p plECe to lay your head. and
Joyce's.' "
"True," I said.
"Now, take Joyce. my wife,
who is a good woman — I owes
her a better living than I am
making. She tells me so herself
everyday. I get mad to hear
but I know it is the truth. Joyce
deservea the best. What I give her
is the best she can make of it,
but not the best.
"Take our kitchenette. We got
a bed that folds up and makes
like a couch, so our place won't
look like a bedroom when com-
pany comes. A man and wife,
white ol• colored, should not have
to fold up their bed every morn-
ing when they get up, particular-
ly on Sundays. You might want to
jump in it again—and there it is
all folded up, in case company
comes.
, "Dog-gone company. I say! But
a woman does not take that posi-
tion. A woman, no matter what
she is doing, wants to have things
looking well in rase company
comes. Women get all flustered
I say just let company knock un-
til you get the bed folded up. You
can be sure there's no white folks
coming visiting — and most col-
ored folks live just like us in
New York, Chicago. LOB Angeles,
anywhere.
"But Joyce says it looks like by
now we could at least afford a
hi- use with a bedroom. She is
right, Ill had not spent so much
•messisns
•••.•-•••
time in so many barrooms beton(
marriage, I could have a bed--
room after marriage. Oh, well,",
daddy-o, so much beer has gone.
over the bar, there is no use cry-
tag over spilt milk in a kitchen-
ette. Is there? I cry not, but some-
times I recalls. The beer wens
good!"
"But the memory is bitter," 11,
said.
"Not too bitter," declared Suns
ple. "The trouble about remem-
bering is that so many -wrong
things were SO good. It is hard
to regret what store FINE! It II
also hard to kick yourself in the
behind for what you got • kirk
out of doing. There is no kicks ne
kicks for kicks, nor sense neither.
If I kicked my gizzard out now,
it will not bring back one glass
of the beer that has gone throUgla
my gullet, nor restore nary dime
to my pocket. I regrets I has no-
regrets — but honestly I has nom%
not even when I think silent.
"But I agrees with the book
en how to get ahead in the world
— the time to start is NOW, dad-
dy-o-buddy-o-buy, not then. THEICI
is dust that the wind has blowed
away. Yesterday is leaves on old
trees that too many winters has
caught. Tomorrow is almost all
that as. because today is almost
gone by the time you get started,
and tomorrow is nearly here. The
two connects so close together,
today and tomorrow Si, clone, so
close! But what I really love is
tomorrow.
" 'But what if tomorrow never
comes?' says Joyce.
Aw, baby.' Says I, 'then
couldn't we leave our bed down
just for today — and, in case it
comes, make it up tomorrow?' "
 
 
DfA
Jackie Robinson seems to have
an unusual capacity for irritating
people who do not share his views.
In the last 10 days he has suc-
ceeded in enraging some sports-
writers because of the Look maga-
sine article and the bosses of the
Milwaukee Braves are furious
because Jackie remarked publicly
that if some of the Braves had
stayed in bed instead of an all-
night bistro they might have won
the pennant last year.
Incidentally, the 50 grand Look
paid Jackie for an exclusive scoop
story on his retirement from base-
ball was perhaps one of the
shrewdest advertising and pro-
motion deals ever made by a
magazine. The controversy which
it aroused brought Look more na-
tional attention than it could
have purchased in straight adver-
tising for a million dollars.
Practically everyone with whom
you discuss Jackie, be they
friend or foe, will agree that the
Dodger hero is smart. Some of
them will tell you that he Is too
smart. Still others will go further
and add an adjective charging,
that he is ton damn smart. T h e
latter even seem to resent the
fact that Jackie has any brains at
all
It may he that Jackie rubs
many folks the wrong way be-
cause he violates a sterotype in
the popular mind. We are said to
he a nation of hero worshipers but
out heroes must conform to a pat-
tern which sit have established
in our minds. In the area of sports
we seem is like oor athlete.:
dumb. Even if they hoppen to bn
smart, we prefer that they at 14st
appear stupid.
Joe Palooka in the comic strip
who trusts everybody, who In
eternally being victimized by so
some slickers, who is a nice coun-
try boy with all heart and no
head, is our American ideal when
it comes to athletes. The great ap-
peal of Joe Louis when Se first
hit the nation's headlines was
helped by the fact that the sports
writer pictured him as a big, in'
nocent, gifted child of nature who
came up barefooted out of Ala-
bama like some Paul Bunyan of
the cotton patch.
Babe Ruth and Jack Demp-
sey were both in the good old
tradition of all heart and no head
These idols could be worshiped
by children whom they resembed
in more ways than one. In any
centest of popularity between an
egghead and a muscle man, the
latter is bound to win anyway but
in sports It amounts to a law.
Gene Tunney, for instance, al-
most lost the respect of some of
his most loyal fans when they
discovered that he liked to read
Shakespeare
In the case of Joe Louis, those
who are close ohim say that
he Is much smarter than inany
people are led to believe. He is
smart enough, however not to
let the general public in on the
secret Perhaps he knows that his
tax cilfienities. for instence.
would he even worse if the gov-
ernment boys figured that he
was giving them the works
Anyway. Jackie Robinson has
viscounty-J.1 some of his lrimbly
because he was fortunate utmotigh
to get a good education and also
because he seems to be natural-
ly sharp mentally. Of course his
brain helped make him the great
athlete he is but it also helped
complicate his public relations.
One of the Cartlinal players (ION
ing Jackie's early days was
credited with the statement that
what he hated most about Hobbs-
son was that the "black s 0. Iss
outthinks us every lime."
I am told that baseball is a very
complicated game and that there
are so many tricks and so much
mental stress in the tight plays
that a good mird can work mit*
acles on the playing field. In
most -cases. however, it is the
manager who N supposed to have
the brains and the players
are supposed to be great when
they can follow instructions satN-
factorily. With Jackie Robinson,
however it is said that he need-
ed a manager to direct him least
of all.
However that may be. Jackie
will probably never be as univer-
sally loved and worshipped as
some other sports heroes whit
have not been tampered With be
any professors. It would probably
be tin-American if it were other-
wise.
Some visiting foreign educator
returned to his homeland and said
America was the only country
in the world that could make a
national hero out of a piece of
wood. Charlie McCarthy, and 'a
house pest. Mickey Mouse This
was perhaps unkind and unfair.
Imagine leaving out Elvis Pres-
ley and Marilyn Monroe, to name
a few.
1.
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—
Mrs. Minnie Norman of this city
spent the yuletide in Oklahoma
City visiting relatives and friends.
George M. Campbell, the SOD of
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Campbell
spent the Christmas holidays with
her parents and family and other
relatives and friends.
The guest list for the Christmas
and Yuletide season in our city
were as follows: WiPle Wilfong of
Little Rock spent the Christmas
holidays with his mother, Mrs.
Eliza Jane Job and his wife
and brother, . ad Mrs. Eli-
hugh Payton an,, other relatives
and friends before returning
home.
Mrs. Grace C. Peamer of Mi-
ami, Fla., visited her parents dur-
ing the yuletide season.
Mr. and Mrs. D. It. Corrothers
and Mrs. Jimmy Broshear of Se-
attle. Wash. and Mrs. Mary Mat-
thews of Salt Lake City, Utah were
visitors of their lovely sisters re-
cently.
Mrs. Irma Williams of Detroit,
Mich. spent the yuletide in the city
visiting her mother, Mrs. Irma
Brunson and brother, Thomas C.
Brunson and sister, Mrs. Vernet!
Wilson and brother W. D. Brun-
son, all of Warren. She reported
that she enjoyed being home
with the family again.
Rev. and Mrs. W. IV. Littleton
Of Eudora, Ark., was a guest at
the Mt. Zion Baptist church last
Sunday morning.
' Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Warren of
Oakland, Calif., spent the Christ-
mas holidays in the city with Mr.
and Mrs. Shelby Washington. They
have now returned home.
Mre. Ida Bell Green of Fordyce.
Ark., spent Christmas Day visit-
ing her daughter and son-in-law,
Mr, and Mrs. Alex Crockerham
and her sister, Mrs. Lucy Benton
all of Warren. She reported that
she enjoyed her brief stay,
Rev. N. H. McKay spent the hol-
idays with his wife, Mrs. It. G.
McKay. Rev. McKay is pastor-
log in Sharon, Miss., and enjoy- COLDWATER
ad being home with his wife. By EUNICE CALDWELLW. A. Jones, the sod of Mr.
The first quarterly conferenceand Mrs. Dan Jones has left for
was held at Mt. 011ie Sentabia lastborne in Flint, Mich., after en-
Saturday and at Bates Chapel C.
.30Ying the yuletide with his moth-
er and father.
The visitors of Warren th a t
spent the holidays out of the city
were Mrs. Rusia Ross in Wash-
ington, D. C. She 'has now re-
turned home and enjoyed her stay.
Sant Gulledge has returned
home after visiting his daughter
and son-in-law in California, Mr.
and Mrs. Goodie>, Hampton.
Troy Martin spent the Christ-
mas holidays in Chicago with
his daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. James Bailey. He has
sow returned home and reported
an enjoyable visit.
- Garland Momon spent the yule-
tide in Detroit, Mich. visitinghis brother and sisters.
Rev. King To Address New Orleans hill(
Anti-Carnival
Meeting Feb. 1
'
WINTER WONDERLAND —
In Chicago's Jackson park,
snow kissed trees and shrub-
bery take on a fairyland look
following snowfall. Only sound
audible when this photo was
chirping of a
in search of
Florida
' 'SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Wilson of
Chattahooche, Fla., are the proud
parent?"Of a boy, Dewhite. Mr.
WI Hubert Dukes and family of New
Jersey, visited his parents, recent-
ly. His father, David Dukes is a
shut-in at the Florida State hos-
pital.
Mrs. Maple Travis continues to
improve to the delight of her tens-
ity and friends.
j Mrs. Lillie Mae Green is up and
out again, after an illness at her
home. News is that Mr. Charlie
Scott is not doing well after suf-
fering injuries in a car wreck. He
is confined in the Griffin hespital
in Bainbridge, Ga. The column
wishes a speedy recovery for
him.
LeRoy Anderson, son of M r s.
Ella Anderson, visited her during
the holiday season. Also her daugh-
ters from New York City.
Mrs. Ardalia Gammons of Pana-
ma City, Fla., is touring Smith
Florida visiting her relatives.
Mrs. Lela Booth of Chattahooche
is the house guest of her son
anddaughter in law, Mr. and Mrs.
John Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Butler, son
7 and daughter in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
rie Emanuel has returned to their
home in Newark, N. J. Rev, C.
W. Perry suffered a hemorrage,
he is doing fine at present.
Mrs. Mannie Shelsby and chil-
dren visited Mr. and Mrs. Dan
McDonald last Sunday.
4
hardy sparrow 3 degrees above zero. Defend-
food. At the er staff photo by Rhoden.
time, the temperature stood at
Mississippi
ces Alexander; Eunice Martin;
Marion Davis nigham (new bride)
Claudine Aultman; Mildred Pra-
ter; Leatrice Buie (mamma
again) Ann Gaston; Polly Robin-
son and yours truly.
Tennessee
JACKSON
By GEORGIA MtVEIGH
Liberty AME church h a d won-
derful services Sunday morning.
Rev. Johnson preached an excel-
lent sermon which all enjoyed.
Out Alcorn A&M Collge 
sent: Rev. and Mrs. Curry Ilya-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority cele-
The following visitors were pre-
Zeta
way
 Delta Omega Chapter of Al- '
aes. South Bend, Ind., Mrs. Fred
brated Founder's Day Jan. 13, in Bishop jr, Mr. Moore and Mr.
Oakland Memorial chapel. A re-
ception followed the program.
On Saturday night, Jan. 12, Delta
Omega hosted a Greek get-to-
gether.
Orchids to Jennie L. Jackson
for-the party of the month. It
was bridge at her charming Al-
corn apartment for members of
Parma Nous Bridge Club. Pri-
Charles Curry all of the armed
forces. The Rev. C. D. McKelvey,
pastor, gave some encouraging
remarks. The members of this
church made large contributions
for the less fortunate people
and distributed among the poor
people.
The missionary Society met in
the beautiful home of Mrs. Lucille
Hurt OD South Liberty at. Afteror to the bidding the girls enjoy- the business was over a niceed a supper of baked ham (cured
menu of turkey, dressing, icein Georgia) broccoli; whipped po- 
cream, cake and tea were serv-tatoes: peach salad: hot rolls: ed by Mrs. Hurt and daughter.coffee; ice cream and cake. Mem- All present had quite a happy re-
D. 
is visiting in the home ofMr. and Mrs. Joe Carey and bers present in addition to thehis mother, Mrs. Laura Ev- union. Mrs. Georgia Kelley. pre-
Mrs. Mary Nealey motored to hostess were Ruth Iiisher (high sIdent: Mrs. Florence Ward, se-
Hamburg last Sunday to attend a riS ' 
score) Rena FortenbWrry; Macy eretary and Rev. C. D. McKelvey,
the Union singing there. 
Montgomery, Alice B Smith• 
Joseptrus Tall, jr. from Chick-
' Pastor. At 3 o'clock p. in. Elder
The ministers Wives alliance en- Martha Crews; Chase McJunIcins; Poindexter and members render-
go, is visiting in the home of his
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.tertained their husbands last Fri- g Sarah Barden; guests present wereday night in the lovely home of a`n- Audrey Simmons; Gloria Jackson;Rev. and Mrs. W. H. McKay on: Cornelia Carter.
i Hannah Boothe from Chicago is
Pine at. They enjoyed a marvel; visiting her daughter and son-in-
ous time.
On the guest list were: Rev.and Mrs. J. B. Hunter, Rev. andMrs. E. C. Rev. and Mrs.W. L. Strickland, Rev. G. T.
M. E. church at Coldwater on Sun-
day. The presiding elder preach-
ed a wonderful sermon, Rev. C.
Jones, pastor, the Rev. p. P.
Stockard, presiding elder.
Miss Gladys Carr is spending
the week end in Memphis, Tenn.
with her brother.
Mrs. Iguson SIMI is back home
from the hospital in Mound Bay-
ou,where she underwent an op-
eration, but is now doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Lesure
lost everything in a fire last Fri-
day night in Lowe, Mies.
S..
LNDLANOLA
Roy L. Evans from Spokane,
By MABLE HAWKINS
ed a nice program for us which
was quite interesting. Mrs. Geor-
gia Kelley, Mistress of Ceremon-law, Mr. and Mrs. Reed. Mrs. A little late but well received is ies.
Boothe is the mother of Mrs. the lovely English Christmas Lane College opened Thursday.Pearl Reed. card from Sgt. and Mrs. How- after an extended Christmas holi-The last rites of Mrs. Willie Ev- ard Robinson of Bedford. Eng- day vacation for students and fa-erton were held at Bell Grove M. land. If they ever come back on
this side we will be veddy veddyB church Rev. David Matthew!Blackman, Rev. and Mrs. S. P. i
Spottswood, Mrs. E. G. Gilliam officiated. The burial was in Mt. happy.
and Mrs. Mary Adams.
Mrs. Helen Holt and children,Connie and Charlie Holt spentsome time in our city during theChristmas holidays visiting h e r
culty. The holiday period was one
of much activity for the faculty
members and students. PerhapsZion cemetery. with Smith and Open house was held at Ky-, the most enjoyable social calendarDillon Funeral Home in charge. net Methodist church in Brook- was enjoyed by those who attend-On the sick list are Mrs. Annie haven Sunday, January 20. t h e ed their National Fraternity andMae Williams, Will Mack. Rev, well appointed house of worship Society Convention in various partsSam Seal. We wish them a is one of the most beautiful in the of the country, Among those go-parents, Mr. and Mrs. arland speedy recovery. district. Bishop Willis J. King of ing to conventions were MissG the New Orleans Area delivered Elaine Wade. senior of KansasMomon. Mrs. Sophie Young died at herMr. and Mrs. Virgil Washing- home on Lincoln at. The body was the message of the day. It is with City, Kan., Miss Wade w a ston and daughter, Vickey spent carried to the Catholic Center a heart hall of gratitude that we chosen Undergraduate Sigma ofthe yuletide visiting their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Washington
and Mrs. Everlean Little.
•
WEST HELENA
By SADIE E. BLAKELY
The Christmas program of theFirst Baptist church was sponsor-ed by the Sun Band and the RedCircle. It was a huge success.
• The Mission Will meet every sec•
mid and fourth Sunday.. We are
open for new members. Mrs.
Minnie Sherman is the presi-
dent.
Mrs. Lois Jamerson of St. Lou-ie, Mo., was a recent visitor of
Mass on Church it., with Father
Flornery officiating. Smith Funer-
at Home was in charge.
HOLLY SPRINGS
the joint Conclave of Kappa and and the widow of the late Rev.
The program given at Asbury culty who underwent an operationlast Sunday evening was very en- in Gary. Ind., while visiting her AKAs were Dean and Mrs. J. 0.joyable. Mrs. Golden was the Prin-
cipal speaker.
Rev. W. C. Armstrong, the pas-
tor of Anderson Chapel delivered
a powerful sermon on Sunday.
Rev. I. L. Rucker did likewise at.
Asbury.
The Rosenwald basketball team
defeated Byhalia on Monday with
scores of 82-32.
Mrs. Estelle Butler of this city. On the sick list we have Prof.IV. T. Sims. Mrs L. M. Reid,Mr. and Mrs. Lewis and Mrs.
Leola Jameson of this city motor-
ed to Du Val Bluff. Ark., lastSunday.
say thank you to all the folk who the year and was given a ;rip tohelped us in our efforts to build her Bald in Washington, D. C.the new church.
A get well note to Zipporah
' Thompson of Alekander High fa-
finished the History of Lane Col-
lege and has gone to the press
with hopes of having the book
for release during 75th anniver-
sary of the college. Continuing
their fine tradition Of free com-
munity concert. On Sunday, Jan.
13, at 5 p, m., they presented the
meister singer of Tennessee State
university in concert in the Lane
College Chapel sponsored as their
Founder's Day offering to the pub-.
lic. The group takes Special pride
in making this free concert a
real treat to the public,.
Following the concert se large
reception was held in the main din-
ing room of Saunders Hall. Re-
ligious week began in Lane col-
lege Jan. 20. The Rev. Ryce of St.
Louis, Mo., was the leader of dis-
cussion for the week at 11 o'clock
and 7 o'clock each day.
Our sincere sympathy is ex-
tended to all the Bledsoe families
for the passing of their father,
Mr. George Anderson Bledsoe, Ja
3rd. Their dear mother passed
Sept. 13, 1956. Let us pray that
God will sustain them in their
hour of loss.
The Interfaith Interracial meet-
ing will be held at Berean Bap-
tist church Jan. 28 at 10 a.m. The
ministers of the city, both colored
and white, will meet together and
fellowship one with the other. ,Ev-
erybody.
Liberty CUE church observed
"Education Sunday" Sunday Jan.
13. This is in keeping with the
general theme throughout the con-
nection, according to the pastor,
Rev. C. D. McKelvy, who says
the services were under the aus•
pices of the local chucrh hoard
of religious education. The morn-
ing message was delivered by
Rev. McKelvey, pastor. A see:
cial program for the afternoon
featuring the Lane college choir
under the direction of Prof. H.
Roy Pettigrew, also a senior. went C. Jones, head of MUSIC. depart.
to the Alpha Convention in Detroit, ment of Lane college. The guest
Mich. Going to Atlanta. Ga., to speakers vvere Dean Marie Penn
sister during the Christmas holi- Perpener and Prof. William E.days. At this writing she is still Jackson, Dean and Mrs. P. R.in Indiana. Shy. Mrs. Essie NI Perry attend-
Mississippi Zetas are eying the ed the Delta Sigma Theta Baul in
calendar, conies April 19-20. It will Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Perry has justbe Pine Bluff. Ark., for the South
Central Regional meeting. Move
over Soror Velma Dalton.
Minnesota
ST. PAUL -
Mrs. Estelle Butler' sad Hester pita] in Memphis last Thursday. By BETH WHITECole were visiting at True Vine The Boy Scouts of Troop No. 58 Frank M. Smith, president ofmet at Anderson Chapel last Tues.Baptist church last Sunday. The the local branch of the NAACP,pastor is the Rev. .1, R. Reynolds. day'Mrs. Earnestine Bailey of The choir met last Tuesday at will lead a panel discussion onChi-
ellea was a recent visitor of his the church, open occupnacy and other hous-
e ing difficulties at the ffallie Q.
Brown House Council on Thurs-
day.
Other speakers will be David
Locks of the St. Paul PlanningNow that the holidays ha v e
receeded into the background, Board; Samuel Schemer. execu-we
mother. Mrs. Estelle Davis of this
city. BROOKH A VEN
MISSISSIPPI MUSINGSMrs. Betty Maud of Chicago.
spent the holidays with her father,
Henry Well of this city. By ALICE B. SMITH
Mrs. Elizabeth Virgin and her
grandson. Melvin have made their
arrival back home from their vs. along with many others have be. live of the Minnesota Jewish Coun-cation. They were visiting Mr. and come calorie conscious and honest eil: and Mrs. Ester BradleyMrs. Collier of (hicago, ly we promise to check the count Peske, newspaper woman who isReeiclie Ervin, jr., who is now but one more lovely week end a publicity co-chairman far the Sj.th the Air Force was a recent like the one just past and we'll Paul United Church Women and
trintor of his parents. Mr. and just forget the calories. the St. Paul B'nai B'rith Women
Mrs. Boddie Ervin, sr., of this Members of Gamma Beta Zeta for the second annual Inter-Faith
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorori- Program and tea on Jan. 16.
* 'Leon Thompson who is now in ty were entertained by Soror Ma- It will be held at the Gloriathe army wee I recent visitor of tylde Buchanan, Sunday evening. Dei Lutheran church. The Dr.
* nether, Mrs. Alice Ruth of iJan. 3, present for the first meet- Clifford A. yealaon, outstanding
tide CRP. ing of the year were Sorors Fran- liberal, is the host minister.
Mrs. Burton and Mrs. Phillips.
Mrs. Davidson visited her sick
husband at Kennedy General boa-
Texas
J. C. Anderson. For the evening
aetvices there was a forum dis-
cussion from the caption: "Should
Religion Be Taught in Pubti c
Schools and Schools of Higher
Learning," Prof. Priscilla How-
BUNA
By ERMA LEE GODEAU
Sunday school opened at the us-
ual hour at both churches. The
superintendents and teachers were
at their posts of duty.
On our sick list we have Mr.
Henry Bennett His son from Oak-
dale, La., and his daughter
were here visiting him.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins and son
from Lake Charles, La., were vis-
iting the Godeau's family, recent-
ly,
The Watch meeting was held at
Pine Valley Baptist church and
also other visitors were there.
Mrs. Cotton and her sister mot-
ored to Silsbee to see their moth-
er,
Mrs. Evalina Newson's husband
died, Mr. Billy Newson on New
Year's day.
and is director of Religious Edu-
cation and Prof. L. Thacker is
president.
Merry High school won a brace
of basketball games here Tues-
day night with the girls taking a
47-23 win and the boys barely
easing by with a 55-44 tilt over
Winter Training of Martin, Tenn.
Brown was top scorer for the girls
with 19 points. Edwards was tops
for the losers with 13.
A panel discussion: "Should Re-
ligion Be Taught In P ubli c
School and in Institutions of High-
er Education? Those on the pan-
el were Mrs. Shellis Lane. Sirs.
Sophiria Batchelor, Miss Elane
Wade and Miss Rosie Bennette.
Mrs. Georgia Kelly Wiswom was
moderator; Mrs. Priscilla How-
ard, directress; Geo Thacker,
President. Rev. C. D McKel-
vey, pastor. • . •
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Mosby of
Ridgley, Tenn., ia visiting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Whitfield on Sunday.
Mrs. Doris Pierce made a brief
visit to South Bend. Ind., where
she was accompanied home by her
daughter. Linda Kay and Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Ellis, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ellis and
children and Floyd Bank of South
Bend, Ind., have returned home
after spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ellis.
Mrs. Willie Douglas returned to
the hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
for a checkup,
NEW ORLEANS — The Rev. tion also sponsors an annual Unit.
Martin Luther King, leader of
the successful bus boycott in Mont-
gomery, will be the principal
speaker at a mass meeting in
the Coliseum arena here Feb. 1.
The Ilnited Clubs, Inc., will
present the minister at the meet-
ing which will climax a drive
conducted by the organization to
blackout carnival activities and
entertainment this year. elubs
have been asked to donate mon-
ey usually spent for merriment
to a freedom fight.
The Baptist Ministerial Alli-
ance, headed by the Rev. P. NV
Raphaetgaud the Methodist Minis-
terial Alliance, under the super
vision of the Rev. C. 0. Green,
ed Negro College fund ball.
Some 75 per cent of the clubs
reportedly have agreed to a
move to refrain from having
a round of parties, and, instead,
donate money to wage a battle
for first class citizenship. .
The announcement of Dr. Mee/
scheduled appearance here came
as a surprise to many persons.
They felt that Remands upon
his time would prevent him ac-
ceting a speaking engagement.•
In addition to his responsibili-
ties as pastor of the Dexter Ave-
nue Baptist church and presi-
dent of the Montgomery Im-
provement Association, Dr. King
is fulfilling speaking engagements,
have rendered technical assistance planning forums, and helping oth-
and general support to the schedul• or communities with similar
ed mass meeting, problems
In keeping with the movement Other guests on the program
sponsored by United Clubs, 'Inc., include Rev. T. J. Jimmerson,
and aided by other organizations, young leader of the drive for an
social activities in the Crescent integrated tranaportation systern
City reportedly will so under in Baron Rouge, La.; Dr. IV: R.
wraps for at least a year.
Dr. Leonard L. Bruns is pres-
ident of United Clubs, Inc.
The period of carnival has been hitting for the NAACP during the
a *time for fun and happiness for Louisiana injunction: Dr Burns
the local population and many vis- and outstanding choirs from the
itors. New Zion - Baptist and Mt. Vets
The United Clubs, Inc., repae- Methodist churches Raymond B.
sents five of the leading social Floyd, of Xavier university, will
musician's union. The organize- serve as master of ceremonies.
Adams, M. D., president of the
New Oeleans Improvement As-
sociation which has been pintail
Baton Rouge
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD ;
Dr Kara Vaughn-Jackson, Na-
tional Jeanes Supervisor is naw
visiting the schools of East Baton
Rouge Parish with local super.-
visor, Mrs. I. N. Givens. Dr. Jack-
son is doing a splendid job in
the area of supervision, especial-
ly with parish and state supervis-
or and when convenient, w it )s
helpful discussions, demonstra-
tions, etc. with teachers and
school officials. She will give an
illustrated lecture Tuesday eve-
ning telling and showing educa-
tional activities in the countries
visited while she was in Europe,
England, Germany and other for-
eign areas last summer.
His relatives, friends and peo-
ple generally are, shocked over
the death in our city Thursday of
Atty. J E. Perkins, father of J.
E. Perkins and Huel A. Perkins.
and widower of the late Mrs. Vel-
ma Davis-Perkins. Although he
stated that he would -join Vel-
ma on Thursday,'' and although
he was hospitalized, yet, we felt
that his talk of leasing was just
talk. He will be missed here and
in Natchez, Miss, where he also
had an office and was doing help-
ful legal business. Ile had, not
too long ago, received special rec-
ognition from the Supreme Court
as an outstanding lawyer w h o
merited the honor shown him by
that tribunal.
The Board of Directors of the
Blundon Orphanage met in the
conference room of the Orphanage
Tuesday afternoon where business
of importance was transacted.;
Also, where we learned that
Miss Bennett of the staff of in-
structors, is improving, and it is
hoped that she will be discharg-
ed from the hospital this week.
The Friends of Delta auxil-
iary organization to Delta Sigma
Theta sorority held an interesting,
helpful meeting in the conference .
room of "Percy's" Friday eve-
ning In addition to important bus-
iness transacted, a quiz was con-
ducted by Mrs. H. T. Israel in
which all participated and enpaa-
ed. Mrs. Ada Delacroix ie still en-
joying her prolonged visit in Cal-
ifornia. She is now visiting other
relatives in Los Angeles.
We are pleased to see Civilian
First Class Clarence Baylor. au-
TEA MA'AM AN, Mrs. W11-
ham P. Quinn (2nd from rt
retiring president of the %om-
en's Board of Provident hes-
pltal, Chicago, shows prelimi-
nary Wane to Mrs. James M.
Allison while tea co-chair-
men, Mrs. William Walker
(left) sad Mrs. Chauncey Gil
es (right) look over shoulders
Scene was the WAB's annual
lastallatien luncheoe Thurs
day. The Women's Board tea
for 1957 is scheduled for
%mil 14.
er his long stay in Germany and
other overseas places. Ills three
years in Auxberg, Germany *cer-
tainly did something to iSiS speech.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clat%
ence Baylor are welcoming his
homecoming.
We enjoyed a visit from Mrs.
Si. L. Aldridge, former supervis-
or of Tangipahoa Parish schools,
now enjoying e I retireniant
which took place this session and
which she is using to advantage.
Traveling, working with commu-
nity people, organizing and work-
ing with Better Yard and Gar-
den clubs, in fact. keeping almost
as busy as when %he was earn-
ingasaiaryTheir many friends are eelcom-ga
ing the return home of Mr. andel'
Mrs. Wm. Yancey, who spent
some time visiting in the homes
of their two married daugh.
tern. The first visit was to her
daughter, Mrs. IV. M. Stiller and
family in Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
where they spent Thanksgiving.
The next was to their daughter,
Mrs. Eva Y. Woodard and family
in Jackson. Miss.. where they too
are leaching. We have named Mr.
and Mrs. Yancey the "prefession-
taolo galoduddelrys." but we -clo not say it
We are happy to hear that Mrs.
F E. Walker, widow of Dr. T. A.
Walker is improving after being
ill during Christmas holidays.
Also that Mrs. M a ry J.
Earles is doing better than whes
we visited each of them 
-
Our home is very quiet thia.
week after our dear Valencia had
to return to New Orleans 11 o r
continued attendance in Hume,De-
velopment Nursery School. But,
oh. how we do miss her.
Well, we have to rush around
today — the reason? Well. F. H.
Purnell is celebrating another
birthday. And of course, both
famiNes must scurry around for
thOe urhacpipty is csalsililons.addened over
the passing of Miss Leone Sara
Barmier). We knew she was
but none of us felt that the end
was near. A lovely life. An ar-
dent. earnest teacher. a devoted
daughter and sister, and a friend
of many. Yet she has left us. Her
.brothers, Dr. Raymcnd Benne&
and Dr. B. V. Baranco. Her sis-
ters. Mrs. I. B. LaMott, Mrs. It.
B Avery, Miss Vera Brume° and
her dear mother. Mrs. A. Ba-40
ranco. all have our sympathy. lei
The Southern University Grad.
uate school will get enderway at
the beginning of the second se-
mester. with registration dates
scheduled for Jan. 26 and 29, ac-
cording Is J. B. Cade, Dean of
the College.
The Dean stated that any per-
son interested in enrolling-. in
the school should send for appli-
cation blanks and additional its.
formation thrtnigh the Office of
the Graduate Schoota
He said the program of in-
struction will lead to the Masters
of Arts Degree in education or
the Steeters of Education Degree.
In meeting the requirements for
either of the degrees, the student
must earn from six to 12 Wirein Re erlaeti edatedfieflidesld.to'
'he orferediter
the two dagrees mentiemed ere:
Agriculture, Biology, Chemistry,
English, Economies, History,
Geography Music, Political SR.
eneeSpehTh  graduate school session 'wilt •
run concurrently with the leg.la• ailleize semester, which awill
ern. June 3, 1937,
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sion of the general assembly,
pledged that "as long as I occupy
the governor's chair, there will be
no breakdown in the pattern
of segregation in this state."
The governor's message declar-
ed that, in the two and a half
years since the U. S. Supreme
court banned racial segregation In
public schools, "the effect of this
unconstitutional and unlawful de-
tree has not been felt in Georgia
yet. The fact is no mere acci-
dent.
PROTECT ALL
"We are going to protect our
white and colored citizens in Geor-
'e
gia from mob violence, abuse and
unbridled intimidation . . by
Maintaining Georgia's sacred her-
itages and traditions."
He held that the state's "un-
precedented" prosperity is "unfor-
tunately being threatened ruthless-
ly through unwarranted and unau-
thorized interference by the fed-
eral judiciary in the purely intern-
al affairs of the states."
He added, "In this crisis, Geor-
gia stands firm . . our precious
institutions stand free and unsul-
lied in this perilous hour.
INDICT SIX
In the bus segregation incident,
the grand jury returned its true
bills against the six ministers —
Revs. William H. Borders, R. B.
Shorts, Joseph Johnson, A.
Franklin Fisher, Howard Bussey
and R. W. Williams — after call-
ing only one witness, Ganis V.
ilDrinniel, conductor of a Cityansit line bus.
Retired Star On
12 - City Tour
NEV YORK — (INS) — Jackie Robinson announced
last week he will make a 12-city speaking tour in an
effort to help gain membership and raise $1,000,000 for
the NAACP.
Robinson, first Negro to play in the major leagues
and who has just retired from 
baseball, said he is undertaking
the tour because of the present
"crisis" that exists in race rela-
tions.
The former Brooklyn Dodger
Star pointed to the "great advance
Made within the past t e n
years toward racial equality."
But he noted that there is much
need for further improvement and
declared "the entire world is
watching the United States to see
how we handle the segregation
problem ir the South."
Robinson began his tour on Jan.
N. His trip will take him to Balti-
more, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, De-
troit, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston,
Philadelphia and Atlanta.
Robinson is national chairman of
the 1957 Freedom Fund campaign
of the NAACP. He will head a
national committee seeking mem-
berships, life memberships and
contributions.
This year's drive continues a
10-year project lannehed in 1953
In response to a call by Dr. Chan'
ring H. Tobias, chairman of the
association's board of directors.
The steady drizzle that greeted
Memphians, Sunday, contrary to
the popular rationalization "I'm
not going to church because it's
reining," seems to have provided
an extra incentive for church -
goers. For, from here and
there Protestant, Catholic a n d
Jew trekked to their respective
houses of worship to enter into
communion with their Maker. For
some it was a regular day spiced
with stirring sermon and for oth-
ers, special observations, installs-
, lions and appreciations.
JACKIE ROBINSON
association's efforts to eliminate
racial discrimination and segrega-
tion by Jan. 1, 1e61. the cen•
tennial of Abraham Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation.
A national committee composed
of outstanding citizens of both rac•
es is being organized to work with
Robinson. Representatives of the
professions, the church, business,
the theatre.laboi sports and
Dr. Tobias set a goal of a mil- fraternal and civic organizations
lion dollars a year to finance the will serve on the committee.
ATLANTA — An indictment was returned here last
week by a Fulton Superior court grand jury charging six
ministers with deliberately violating Georgia's bus segre-
gation law, as a test of its validity against the recent U.S.
ak Supreme court ruling on transportation on public convey-
INIF Ince. .
' At the same time, Gov. Marvin es finishing their last runs.
Griffin, in his annual state of the Some buses carried Negro
state message before a joint sea- passengers only. Others carried a
few whites and no Negroes. When
Negroes and whites rode the same
buses, Negroes could be found in
the middle and onto the rear,
while the whites occupied the
front section.
While this seems as if the citi-
zens were working out their own
methods of integration, there was
still another group of whites,
headed by a local attorney and
state representative, which is seek-
ing to organize an all-white bus
system to operate on a "club"
plan.
CLUB PLAN
0. J. Goodwyn, who declined to
reveal names of persons who re-
tained him, conferred with city
officials and later with U. S. Dis-
trict Judge Frank M. Johnson,
jr., one of two jurists who rul-
ed bus segregation unconstitu-
tional here last June.
The proposed ems line would op-
erate as a "private" line with only
members of a club allowed to ride
— such membership being limit-
ed to white persons.
During the height of the boycott
some Negroes had petitioned the
city to operate their own bus serv-
ice, but the request was denied.
FLORIDA WARNING
The racial fued over segregated
bus seating in Florida simmered
Daniel was operator of- the bus
which the ministers boarded re-
cently and refused to take back
seats when he ordered them to
do so. They rode for six blocks on
the bus, before Daniel stopped the
vehicle and declared it was 'out
of service."
Freed on hail of $1,000 each, the
six ministers declared, "this is
what We wanted."
In Montgomery, Ala., resump-
tion of the city's newly integrated
bus service and the organization of
a new-all-white bus system to op-
erate on a "club" plan, are the la,
test developments in the city's
transportation picture.
SERVICE RESUMED
Bus service was resumed again
after a six-day stoppage, order-
ed after shots were fired at six
buses and some Negro churches
had been bombed.
The buses operated on a limit-
ed, daylight schedule, with the
fart trips starting at 5:15 p. m.olice guards are assigned to bus- ,
GUEST AT MORGAN State
college, Baltimore, Md. is
Isaac Kaltnli (center) a mem-
ber of bolo the Provincial and
General tivernments of the
EASTERN STAR BAPTIST
It has stood for 56 years at
E:schange and Cleveland playing
the unrivaled role that its founders
visualized more than five decades
ago. The church has a significant
history that could not be told
without the M years of devoted
service hy its present imminent
pastor, the Rev. W. M. Fields, Sr.
This church is the Eastern Star
Baptist church.
Members were proud Sunday as
they worshipped withing the
warmth of its walls. The appropri-
ate sermon by the pastor at 11
a.m. "I Will Dwell In the House
of the Lord," heightened the pride
and made them ev, n more con-
scious of the blessings betowed
on them.
Rev. 0. C. Criven of St. Ste-
phen Baptigt church delivered the
Arniversary sermon at 3 p.m. St.
Stephen's congregation was guest.
Next Sunday will be a regular
day with the pastor officiating at
11 a.ni.
The Executive Board of the NA-
down in face of a warning by Gov.
Leroy Collins that violence must
stop.
Police in Miami and Tallahas-
see, where Negroes are concentrat-
ing their efforts to break down
Florida racial barriers, reported
there had been no new incidents
in the past 12 hours.
Wednesday night a window in
the home of the Rev. C. K. Steele,
leader of the integrated seating
movement in Tallahassee, was
shattered by shotgun fire. Pre-
viously, a cross was burned in
front of the Negro minister's
church and his home stoned.
Gov. Collins, who suspended bus
service in Tallahassee New Year's
Day, called for immediate action
by city and county authorities.
"This kind of lawlessness is
inexcusable and it must be stop-
ped," the governor declared.
Collins restored bus service last
Friday as a "test of good will."
Tallahassee Police Chief Frank
Stoutamire echoed the governor's
words. The chief met each shift
of officers as they came on duty
and told them: "1 don't care who's
doing it — whether it's my boy
or your boy, it has to stop."
ISSUES WARNING
In Miami, Police Chief Walter
A. Headley said his men are pre-
pared to make arrests if Negroes
attempt integrated seating, but
stressed each case would be treat-
tional Baptist Convention is now in
session in Hot Springs, Ark. It is
being held at the National Bap-
tist Hotel and Bath House, there.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
Speaking in the stead of the
pastor at the Metropolitan Bap-
tist church, Sunday, way Rev.
Fred Lofton, the minister of S.
A. Owen college. And, an inspir-
ing sermon it was! Rev. Lofton
spoke at It a.m.
Rev. I. A. Watson, a member of
the church and a local dentist, de-
livered the message at 7:30 pin
Claiming the spotlight at Metro-
polite') Sunday. will be a Broth-
erhood Program at 3 p.m. Jame::
C. Evans of Washington, D. C.
will be the guest speaker. Atty.
H. T. Lockard is chairman.
The morning sermon will be de-
livered by the pastor, Rev. S. A.
Owen.
GREATER WHITE STONE
BAPTIST
"John On The Isles of Paomos"
was the subject of the dynamic
sermon delivered at the mornins,
worship at Greater White Stone
Baptist church, Sunday. The pas-
tor. ,Itev. A. R. Williams, present-
ed it
The Red Circle of Union Pro-
gressive Association met at the
church at 3 p.m.
Next Sunday, communion will be
administered along with the usual
service.
BEAULAH BAPTIST
The Junior Civic club of Orange
I Mound was installed Sunday, at
the Beaulah Baptist church. Wil-
liam Reed, president of the White-
haven Civic club, installed the fol-
lowing officers: Eddie Waddell,
president; Robert Haley, vice -
president, Miss Valerie Shields,
secretary: Miss Gwendolyn Glov-
er, assistant secretary; Eddie Wat-
son, treasurer and McKinnie Saws,
yer, business manager.
Rev. Alexander Gladney deliver-
ed the installation sermon.
Beaulah's membership will wor-
ship with Lane Avenue Baptist
church, next Sunday. Rev. W. C.
Holmes, pastor of Beaulah, will
officiate. Rev. J. W. Williams is
the host pastor.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
Sunday at 5 p.m.. the A-1 Circle
presented a program at Emman-
uel Baptist church. Mrs. R. F.
Dowl is the president.
Emmanuel's agenda for next
Sunday is regular.
FIRST BAPTIST BROAD
The Gospel Chorus of First Bap-
tist Broad visited with Princeton
Avenue in obeervation of its choir
anniversary, Sunday at 3 p.m.
A sermon, "Prayer" was heard
at 11 a m. Rev. J. W. William, a
member of the church delivered
It.
A regular day will . be held at
the church next Sunday,
GREATER MIDDLE BAPTIST
Installation of all auxiliaries
was held Sunday at the Greater
Middle Baptist church. Rev. Van
J. Malone of First Baptist Chel-
sea presided.
A regular day will be held next
Sunday.
CASTALIA BAPTIST
Youth For Christ, an auxiliary
of Castalia Baptist church, pre
sented a program entitled "This
Is Your Life" which depicted the
life of staunch member, Mrs. Zel-
la Veasey of 1565 Diana Circle,
Miss Josie Hamilton was narra-
ed "individually." tor.
Two Miami Negro youths, Jo-
seph Sands, 17, and Vernon Clark,
18, were put off a bus, but not
arrested, when they took seats di-
rectly behind the driver Wednes-
day night. It was the first attempt
at integrated seating in Miami.
Belgian Conga. At le ft is
President Jenkins of Morgan
and at right is Marcel Van-
denbuleke, Belgian exchange
teacher at Morgan this year.
JACKSON, Miss. — A Negro edi-
tor said on Monday, "1 need more
of the so called 'Uncle Toms' to
keep the Negro race from being
led over a precipice."
Percy Greene in an editorial In
i his weekly "Jackson Advocate"
I said, "The Negro leaders who have
pleaded moderation on the segre
gation issue and have sought to
maintain a free and respectful atti-
tude to white leaders have been
dubbed "Uncle Tom."
The name, Greene said, "was cal-
culated by the new Negro leader-
ship to subject Negroes to' ridi-
cule."
Florida A And M To
Mark Founders Week
TALLAHASSEE — Tile tradi-
tional Founders' weekend obser-
vance will be held at Florida A
M university on March 8-10
The highlight of the observance
I will be the formal naming of three
newly constructed buildings. G.
W. Conoly, executive secretary of
tile General Alumni association, is
serving as chairman.
One-third of all U S school
children go to school by bus.
VISITING MEMPHIS last week
for an indefinite number of
days was Dr. Asa Young, right,
chief of surgery for the Vet-
erans Administration Hospit-
al at Tuskegee, Ala, Dr. Young
chats here smith Chaplain I..
A. Thigpen, of 1946 S. Barks-
dale. lie has been a guest
of Chaplain and Mrs. Thig•
pen. whom he met at Tuske-
gee. Dr. Young has been with
the Tuskegee Veterans Hospital
For eight years. He is mar-
ried to the former Miss Caro-
lyn Dunbar, of Detroit, and
they are parents of four chil-
dren, Arthur Henry, 7; six-
yearaild twins, Carolyn L.
and Karen L., and Asa, Jr.,
3.
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Rights Bills
In Congress
Now Total 60
Federal Judge Denies
Autherine Lucy Appeal
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (INS) — The University of
Alabama's board of trustees was cleared last week of con-
tempt charges rising from their expulsion of the first
Negro to attend the university.
Birmingham Federal Court Judge Hobart (grooms
ruled that the University had the 
right to expel any student, and
etherefore, the decision of the board
to expel the Negro co-ed could not
make them liable to contempt
charges.
.ludge Grooms said if the stu-
dent was expelled justly and not
because she was a Negro, the
board's action was perfectly with-
in the rights of the university. He
added:
"While the equal protection pro-
vision of the constitution forbids
racial discrimination, it does not
grant immunity from equal appli-
cation of the laws because of
race."
Negro Attorney Arthur Shores
said he "hadn't decided" what
further court action he was going
to take:
A darkened federal court saw
motion pictures of Autherine Lucy
Foster accusing University of Ala.
hams officials of not using all
means at their disposal to stop
rioting which drove her from the
campus.
In an unusual procedure, uni-
versity attorneys succeeded
in showing a television sound-
AUTHERINE FOSTER
film in which Mrs. Foster repeat-
ed charges her attorneys had made
in court — that university officials
"conspired" to permit rioting on '
the campus.
The film was offered to back the
university's contention that Mrs.
Foster was not expelled from the
university because she is a Ne•
gm, but because she publicly made
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (INS) —
Board of Control warned students of
versity, a white co-educational school,
students, a Negro co-educational school,
lahassee's bus segregation controversy.
The action followed the Satur-
day afternoon arrests of a Flori-
da State student and two Flori-
da A and TO students for attenipt.
Southerner Says
Races Will Mix
COLUMBUS, Ohio — (ANP) —
A white, Georgia-born Methodist
minister last week predicted that
integration will soon become a
reality.
The Rev. John R. Howard, chap-
lain of he Methodist White Cross
hospital here, told a meeting of
the Columbus district of the Ohio
and Lexington conference in the
Maple Grove Methodist church
that there are voices and forces
at work in the South that make
integrationrseem a possibility in
our lifetime.
The Florida State
Florida State uni-
and Florida A&M
to stay out of Tal-
ing to sit together on a city bus.
Three other men, including two
students, one from each college,
were arrested with the three.
The Board of Control, which
supervises 'all state institutions
of higher learning, sent a letter to
the two universities warning that
any type of action that might
lead to "public strife or violence"
would be considered as "endan-
gering the welfare of our uni-
versities."
'The letter requested that the
schools' presidents "and other ad-
ministrative officials will take
note of this statement."
The letter was signed by Di.
Ralph Miller, chairman of the
Board of Controls.
An estimated 20 FSIJ students
have been attending recent meet-
ings of the Negro Inter-civic Coun-
cil, which is promoting racial in
movements. After Sat•
I urday's arrests 18 carloads of
Jackie s Firm
damaging charges which her at:
torneys later said they could
not prove.
The university contends It was
exercising proper disciplinary
control over a student when it ex-
pelled the 27-year-old former Set-
retary, holds after a federal
judge bad ordered her re admitted
to the school.
Mrs. Foster's attorneys contend
the university board of trustees
should be held in contempt of
court. It was on the same sort of
petition that the charges, which
resulted ,in her being expelled
were raised last February.
She had been barred from the
campus earlier, after three days
of protest rioting, 'for her own
safety."
A member of the board of true-
tees, John A. Caddell, testified
that Mrs. Foster was not the only
student expelled for charges level-
ed against officials during the fur-
or early last year.
He pointed out that the univer-
sity had expelled a white student,
Leonard Wilson, for his criticism
of university officials, The actions
were taken, he said, in the inter-
est of maintaining discipline at
school.
Mrs. Foster, who university of-
ficials had said narrowly escaped
death at the hands of a mob on
the campus, had sought for two
years to enroll in school. A federal
court finally ordered her admitted,
she was excluded after rioting,
the court ordered her re-admitted,
and then she was expelled.
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON—Nearly 60 bills
on civil rights have been intro-
duced thus far in Congress. High
scorer in the Senate is Sen. Hu-
bert Humphrey (D) Minn. with 12
bills.
Supporting the bills along with
Houmphrey were Sens. Joseph
Clark, Pa.: Paul Douglas,
Patrick McNamara, Mich.; James
Murray, Montana; Matthew Nee-
ley, W. Va.; Richard Neuberger,
and Wayne Morse, Ore; John Pas-
tore, It. I.; all Democrats and
Sens. Irving Ives., N. Y.: William
Langer, N. D.; and Thomas Ku-
chel, Calif., Republicans.
On the opening day of Congress,
there was such a crush of bills
introduced in the House (nearly
1500) that it was several days be-
fore they could be printed and
several ('ongrestmen vied for mul-
tiple bills on civil rights dropped
into the hopper.
Reps. John Dingell (D) Mich.,
and William L. Dawson (D) Ifl
each introduced six bills and join.
ed in other concurrent hills as did
Rep. Ftarratt O'Hara (D) Ill.
Congressman Isidore Dollinger
(D) N. Y. had a Score of five
and James Roosevelt (D) Calif.,
set a record of seven. Republican
John F. Baldwin, Calif., introduc-
ed one bill and Democrat Wil-
ham A. Barrett, Pa., set a mark
of eight bills on civil rights. Rep.
Edna Kelley (D) N. Y. dropped
Iwo into the hopper, one on travel
and one on fair employment prac-
tices.
GUARD BIAS
Cong. Abraham Muller (D) N.Y.
propose,d 11. II, 827, a bill to with.
hold Federal am' 4trom National
Guard organizations which prat,-
lice discrimination and segrege.
lion on account of race and color.
Republicans Peter Frelinghuysen,
N. Y., and John Keating, N. Y.,
each introduced one.
Apparently Adam Powell was no.
serving his fire for later in the
school construction bill which he
plans to introduce. He got on board
with just one.
Most of the House bills etpbrse.
ed .protection of the right to votes
establishment of a hi-partisan COM
gressional committee to strength.
en laws covering criminal abus.
es and also an executive commis.
sion to investigate complaints of
violation, and raising the Civil
Rights section in the Justice De-
partment to a full division with
an assistant attorney general in
charge; fair employment prat,
tires; anti
-lynching; the abolition
of the poll tax: and bills to amend
and supplement existing civil
rights statutes.
('on,'. Dollinger asked for wit&
holding of Federal funds front
schools which discriminate against
students because of race and color
in his H. R. 161, and he also asked
to withhold funds where there le
discrimination in housirg.
Congressman Roosevelt's mile
age contained H. R. 438, a bill US
strengthen the laws regarding cone
vict labor; peonage, slavery, and
involuntary servitude.
Back on the Senate side, the
Humphrey bills included all of the
above mentioned provisions, plus
one for the protection to members
of the Armed Forces ih uniforrti
against bodily attack, the same al
members of the Coast Guard now
have.
In addition to the Humphrey ome.
nibus bills, Sens. Thomas Henn-
Ings (D) Mo., Joseph O'Mahoney
(D) Wyo.; and William Langer (R)
N. D., sponsored three bills on pts.
litical participation; to reorganize
the Justice Dept. for the protection
of civil rights and one anti
-lynch.
ing bill.
DIRKSEN BILL
On Jan, 7, Sen. Everett Dist.
sen (R) Ill., introduced S 83, at• bill to provide further means of
securing and protecting the ci-
/ 
vil rights of persons within the Jim.
isdiction of the United States toGives $10.000 the Committee on Judiciary.,
Dirksen was joined by Sens.
Gordon Allott, Colorado; Frank
Barrett, Wyo.; Glenn Beat Md.:
Wallace Bennett, Utah; John
Bricker, Ohio; Prescott Bush,
Conn.; John Marshall Butler,
Md.; Homer Capehart, hid.;
Frank Carlson, Kans.; Clifford
Case, N. J.; John Sherman Cooper,
KY.; Henry Dworshak, Idaho;
Ralph Flanders, Vt.; Roman Hruse
ka, Neb.; Irving Ives, N. Y.; Wils
liam Jenner, Ind.: William Know.
land, Calif.; Thomas Kuchel,
Calif.; William Langer, N. D.
OTHERS SIGN
Thomas Martin, Iowa; Edward
Martin, Pa.; Frederick Payne,
Maine; Charles Potter, Mich.;
William Purtell, Conn.; Leverett
Salton stall, Mass, H:. Alexander
officers of the
Legal Defense
Fund at a press
conference held
at the Roose-
velt hotel. Pres-
ent t o accept
it was Arthur B.
William Black Spingarn, presi-
dent of the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund. Also pres-
ent were Dr. Channine H. Tobias,
chairman of the Board, and Thur.
good Marshall, director-counsel
of the Fund.
To NAACP
NEW YORK—A $10,000 contri-
bution was presented last week
to the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc., by Jackie
Robinson in behalf of William
Black, President of Chock Full o'
Nuts Coffee Company and restau-
rant phain. The donation is to aid
the organization in its legal work
in the field of civil rights.
The company recently signed
the former Brooklyn Dodgers'
baseball star to a two year $30,000
contract as vice president in
charge of its large personnel
s,aff.
Jackie present-
ed the cheek to
He was one of four speakers on Florida A and M students were 
a panel discussing the topic "A present at the Council's meeting one of every six businesses in
INew Look at Integration." Sunday night. the U. S. is automotive.
Smith, N.J.; Edward Thye, Minn.;
Arthur Watkins, Utah; Chapman
Revercomb, W. Va.; Andrew
Schoeppel, Kans.; and Alexander
Wiley, Wis.; all Republican with
the exception of Edward Martin
of Pennsylvania.
Sen. William Knowland(R)Callf.i
introduced a proposed amendment
to Rule 22 which would, in brief,
allow two-thirds of those present
to make changes. He was poined
in this by Democratic Majority
Leader Lyndon Johnson; but Sen.
Paul Douglas (D) Ill., has already
challenged this as unworkable, AO
said he would introduce his own
modification for tillibuster.
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SOCIETY
IVIerry,0
GokoRound
Marjorie I. Ulen
that given an artist with the line
Itaccomplishments of Miss Dobbs
„ and the acceptance by the cri-
terion of singers . . . the Met
. Memphians will be present
. . . in large numbers even
on a cold, cold night.
The regal olive-brown beauty
,••••stas radiantly gowned in a beau-
tiful white strapless gown that
featured a satin elongated bodice,
emblazoned with irridescent
Awns and rhinestones and a
.,.three-tiered tulle skirt that was
!;:outlined with sheer silver band
4-ending in a small streamered
,bow. With it she wore a stole
'-of the same silver lame . . .
FOLLOWING THE RECITAL
— At the reception held in the
Reception Room of Bruce
Hall following Miss Dobbs' re.
eital, hundreds of guests
greeted the talented and beau-
tiful artist. The receiving line
Included, right to left, Prof.
John W. Whittaker, head of
the LeMoyne Music depart-
ment, who introduced- guests,
Mrs. Whittaker, President;
Hollis F. Price, Mrs. Price,
Paul Berg, the accompanist,
and Miss Dobbs,
Mattiwilda Dobbs Thrills One Of Largest
Audiences LeMoyne Concerts Have Attracted
The long heralded appearance
of Miss Mattiwilda Dobbs came
in on the crest of our recent cold
wave . . . but the blustery ele-
ments of the evening didn't de-
ter the near capacity crowd that
turned out to hear the famed
diva. By now her resounding
success and acclaim here has
joined the history of her illus-
trious accomplishments. Members
of LeMoyne'.s Cultural activities
Committee, Rev. Lionel Arnold,
President Hollis Price and then-
tirere LeMoyne Faculty have right
- to be proud of their choice of the
1 lovely artist who completely cap-
tivated the hearts of the mixed
7 audience. Your scribe hereby goes Miles, with whom he grew up in
.- on record as saying she possess- Greenwood, Miss, The Major had
es the talent of Marian Ander- motored from his California home,
7 son, Leontyne Price, Doro- following a visit there after his
a thy Maynor, our own Vera Little recent return from duty in Korea.
. . . the famous Rise Stevens,
Dorothy Kirsten, Patrice Mun-
sel, et al . . . and besides was
fortunately endowed by her Cre-
ator with beauty, charm and
grace . , a combination rarely
found in any one person. She em-
bodies the recipe for any success- fluently . and has an enviable Following her signing with the
ful recital . . . and 'Our Town' 16 year record in the Army school last spring, she made her
— held in many quarters to lack-1 And to wind tip the news about 1 debut vyith the Metropolitan Opera
leg On the cultural side — proved interesting persons . . . we in- company last November, which,
if it affected her fee, Was well-
compensated for the turnout of
one of tfii„ largest audiences to
attend a recital at Bruce Hall.
Handel and Brahma, her strong,
clear coloratura was perfect and
beautiful in every detail and en-
hanced by her personal warmth
and regal charm and beauty.
In fact, ease and grace marked
the entire 5 part program—even
the aria, "Regnava nel silenzio"
from "Lucia di Lammermoor,"
her voice put over the dramatic
By MARJORIE I. ULEN presentation without any of the
emoting which usually accoinpa-
Before a near capacity audi- nies such operatic numbers.
once, Miss Mattiwilda Dobbs, lam- Her choice of an unusual group
of Spanish numbers following In-
termission gave minutes of pure
joy as she held the audience cap-
tivated with the haunting
pathos, nostalga and beauty
of refreshing and unfamiliar Span-
ish airs and in exciting Flamenco
dance rhythms that were includ-
ed in the group, attesting to her
love of Spain where she has re-
sided for the past two years.
SPIRITUAL RENDITIONS.
Closing with a group of spiri-
tuals, the artist injected fervent
feeling into the perfection of herTHE PROGRAM
voice as she sang "Let Us BreakOpening with a traditional clas- Bread Together," "Every Time I
sic group of numbers from Bach, Feel The Spirit," and her unac-
companied rendition of "A City
Called Heaven."
Resounding ovations led to two
encores, "Go 'Way From My Win-
dow," a Kentucky mountain song
and Gershwin's immortal "Sum-
mertime" from "Porgy a n d
Bess."
She was ably accompanied by
Paul Berl, who offered a wonder-
of her early years among Negroes ful background to' her recital,«simply stunning against the stark 
missionary urday . . . one highlight of their which was one of the best Mem-in Mississippi, doing 
",'",white of the distinctive gown. affair was their joy in donating $50 phis audiences have ever enjoy.is.ery la now work. It was at the Mount Her- to the local drive for the United ed.Her interesting 
:
man Seminary in Mississippi. for. 
-In the public domain . . . and College Fund sponsored by Le-. During intermission Miss Dobbsmerly a white girls finishing
":the Dobbs family has long been Moyne with which member John- was presented red roses by Ma-school, that Johnetta came under:-loted for their talent, and the etta served as chairman of the dame Frances Cole-Talbert Mc-the influence of the teach . . .:, fact that the six daughters of Sororities and Fraternities group Cleave, herself a former operathe t'while attending school a insti.%the family are all Spelman gradu- and private individuals. We hear star and internationally knowntution from the seeond through
-ates and have become outstand- she's raised over $600 . . . and concert singer and patron of thethe 5th grade. Then followed the
:.ing in their individual endeavors. n, was assisted by her friend Ethel arts — on behalf of members ofFor die past two years she has ,change c't abode e4 the Walker
 
Yenson, who volunteered her won- Pella Sigma Theta sorority, ofmil to Memphis . . . subse-
',lived in Spain, the home of her la----y derful help for the good of the which Miss Dobbs is a member.quent schooling , .. an change d a 
i •
nate husband . . . and her love 
Of names for the teacher and the cause! But getting back to the Another bouquet of roses was pre-
.:,Of the country was reflected in Links • • • Admit& gave each sented by undergraduate 'Deltas,student., for when Johnetta knew
-i. ber choice of a group of Spanish member New Year's gifts . . . a and a gift was presented by Dr.her as a child, she was lamer.;sirs on her outstanding recital. handkerchief and a string of Pearls Clara Brawner in behalf of theried. The sage continued with theComing here from an appear- 
. . . presented in a box bearing Spelman graduates of Memphis.Ja teacher marrying twice. From the net at Tuskegee Institute, she the verse ... "Each hair I spend PERSONAL DATAstory in the Scimitar, the twoleft Memphis Tuesday for a short with thee, dear heart, are like Miss Dobbs is the daughter ofid dhwere reun ted, an thereby end-
' visit with her family, before go- a string of pearls to me . • -" Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley Dobbs,d h fe a searc each other, Mrs. ,,
g
leg to New York and her appear- It was a wonderful meetin of Atlanta, Ga. Her father is the
ing ber li . ae: Grand Master of Prince Hall Ma-
Cone came to Memphis on herince on the Ed Sullivan Show brightened with s a
last Sunday night. 1%e all hope d and a deliciousP menu.Th P sons of Georgia and an outstand-
way to a speaking tour in Mis-
she will return to hlemphis again.' wYas addressed by  Mrs. Re igcrhouard mg orator; and Mrs. Dobbs is
sissippi, and while down this way
hoped that she would be able to White of the Memphis Better prominent in social and civic cm-
Schools Committee, whose pur- des of Atlanta. Following her
pose is to encourage and promote graduation from Spelman college,
among all citizens an increasingly where she was valedictorian of
active interest in the improvement
of local public education on all
levels. Her talk concerned inter-
est of education for children.
More about clubs concerns Rivers
King's lovely meeting of the Cri-
terion club at her home at :356
N. Dunlap last Saturday. Present
were Jim Ella Cotton, Elizabeth
Cox, Grace Parker, A m and a
Brown, Mozelle Parker, Georgia
Covington Abbie Jackson, and
guest Nellie Humes, Georgia Dan-
for she is ‘irtually assured of
SRO on a return trip.
MEMPHIS TRI-REGIONAL
MECCA
The minor in Music. 
was the taking of group pictures 
see some of the results of her
handiwork. Well, teacher and pu-
pil were reunited by the original
Phi Beta Sigma's decision to story, which led to a subsequent
hold their regional meeting here 
° 
their long search . . and the
ne in the same paper concerning
next Easter week-end, joining the f
Alpha Phi Alphas and the Kappa act that Mrs. Cone sincerely be-lph l' ves that she has been blessed
triumverate meeting, and unique
Phis , . . make it a Greek 
with these long years in order that
national tri-conventions held at
she would be able to see the frui-t,' that it is comparable to the tion of her early work. It pleased
Kansas City and Cleveland, Ohio. her too, that her former pupil
, Regarding the planning taking remembered every scripture she
place for the event, the Alpha had been taught in school, that she
ettes met Monday night at the : has a religion, in addition to a -P
:bome of Marion Gibson . . . and major in Sociology and Educa-
ene of the points of the agenda lion and a Jennie Tarpley and Arettatwo have visited together in the cY•
Polk.residence of the local Cones andto be used locally and in the I in the Kelso home. Among other WINDING UP THE NEWS
Popular T. J. Johnson is in Wash
ington for the Inauguration and
Shelby County Dental Society visiting his son and daughter, the
hheld election of officers in under her influence as a speaker, J, C. Smiths of Washington, andt e
modern offices of Dr. B. B. Mar- while attending schools in Missis- her niece Lorainne Gossin in NYC.
tin and elected a new slate of of- sippi. She appeared at the meet- The Rev. David S. Cunninghams
are preparing for their 25th wed-
ding anniversary come January
28 . . . and Marian Anderson is
slated for a recital here at Bruce
him will be Dr, I A Watson, Hall on March 28, under the spon-.
jr., as vice president: Dr. Fred- i at Tougaloo and Piney Woods sorship of Baptist Industrial
crick Rivers as corresponding se-,j schools in Mississippi. College at Hernando, Miss.
eretary, Dr. Venoy Sanford as re- THE CALENDAR OF MEETINGS Contact the Cultural Art Com-
mittee, Mr. D. DeBroe Wil-
liam's, chairman, for more in-
s. Yarbrough as chaplain, The ing at the home qf their sick mem. formation and tickets. That, we
executive board is headed by Dr. her Pauletta Cooke Atkins in her must circle on our calendar . . .
E. F. White, with Doctors A. K. honor , . . where they visited, another Metropolitan Opera Star
Smith, B. B. Martin, A. B. Mar- h5c1 fun and brought no end of in our midst.
tin and Cooper E. Taylor.
Sphinx the national organ of the
Alpha rhi Alpha.
WITH OUR DENTISTS
ficers. Carrying the banner for
the group will be Dr. Theron
Northcross, who succeeds Dr. E.
F. White as president. Assisting
cording secretary; hr. W. H.
Young as Treasurer and Dr. W.
achieved in his work.
Another was well-known, also
handsome Louis Martin, who vis-
ited the Tri-State Defender on of-
ficial business. Somehow, this
week's news abounds with talent,
looks and youth . . and the
story repeats itself in this case.
He's vice president of Defender
Publications, the editor and pub-
lisher of the Michigan Chronicle
newspaper of Detroit and a well-
read columnist, whose analysis
of "Dope and Data" and read
regularly throughout the country.
Another case in point was Ma-
jor Alfred Turney, who visited
his life-long friend Charlesteen
He's been in every major coun-
try in the world . . . including
Russia . . . speaks 5 languages
elude our Johnetta Kelso, a per-
son of many talents and facets
. . sometimes buried under the
social news that usually surrounds
her personality. From a recent
story in our local Press Scimitar
written by Clark Porteous, news
reached Memphis concerning the
adoption of a Mrs. Ruth- Cone, a
widowed grandmother, by the
local family of the Alvin Cones.
The 85 year old lady is a member
of the American Messanie Fellow-
ship of Chicago . . . was born
a German Jew and became a
Christian at 12 years of age. In
her interesting life of service to
others, Mrs. Cone has spent 25
He's with Military Intelligence . . en coloratura soprano, present'
heading for a two year stint at ed a superlative recital Monday,
the Pentagon, by way of Fort Jan. 14, at C. Arthur Bruce hall.
Riley, Kans., when he left here. Miss Dobbs' presentation was
the second concert in the current
series of the Cultural Activities
committee of LeMoyne college.
Memphians whose paths have
crossed that of Mrs. Cone is Ann
Hall and Mrs. Ida Olive who came
ing of the National Council of Ne-
gro Women last week, and will
continue the wonder of the joy of
finding each other when she re-
turns from speaking engagements
Sunday week found the Debon-
aires having a surprise club meet-
joy to Pauletta with their novel
More dental society news con- way of having a meeting in her
terns the motorcade to Nashville honor.
Sunday week that included Doc- Last Saturday the D'Acccrds
tors E. Frank White, G. W. West, were the guests of Charlesteen
jr., W. S. Yarbrough, R. Q. Ven- Miles at Tony's Inn ... the Ofay-
son and Cooper E. Taylor to a Afays were royally entertained by
one day meeting at Hubbard Lillian Campbell at her lovely
hospital and Meharry Medical home on Quinn . . . The Little
college, the guests of the Pan- Club elected officers Margaret
Tennessee Dental Association. This Thompson, president; Lorene Mc-
is the state society . . . and lavish Collins, vice president; Sally
entertainment was afforded the Thomas, secretary; Minnie And-
group by their hosty‘and friends. erson, treasurer; Annie Jean
THOSE INTERESTIN4 PERSONS Steinberg, business manager and
Lots of VIP's were ill our midst Carlee Bodye, reporter, when they
last week . . . including famed met at Tony's Sunday week with
Dr. Asa Yancey, chief surgeon at Annie Jean Steinberg.
the Tuskegee Veterans hospital The Coquettes Bridge club met
. . . reputed In many quarters to Saturday night week in the
be outstanding in his work as home of Mrs. Joseph Wilker-.
111%late Dr. Charles Drew. Among son at 2146 Rayner, which
eau este, in his behalf were those provided the proper setting for the
of e Lee A. Thigpens. with club to begin the new year. They
whom he spent most of his plan to give a dinner party Valen-
time . . . and the A. Maceo tine night to celebrate their first
Walker. He's young, ooh-sor anniversary.
handsome, brilliant but extreme- The Links were the guest of
ly modest of the record he has Alma Booth at Tony's last sq-i
I'
THE VAN DETTES made
their debut this year as a so-
cial club with a dance at the
Flamingo Room. They plan an-
other dance in the near future.
Reading from left are: Danese
Hancock, treasurer; Mary Web-
ber, Joyce Rayner, Carol Lat•
Ong, parliamentarian; Evelyii
Vavasseur, secretary; Thomas
Suggs, sweetheart; Jo Anne
Mayo, president; Myra Strong.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Tea, N. T. (Special) —
For the Ant time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to ram,*
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ems* after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of an—this
hnprovement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a peried of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
makesuch astonishingststementa
ae have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some ei
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (13io-
Dyne' ) —the discovery of &world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tisane se all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance Is
offered in suppository or otetvemstform called Preparation H.* Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with eye-dal applicator. Preparation H in
sold al all drug stores. Sitisf action
guaranteed or money refunded
•Ileg. I I Pal Off
her class, having majored in mu-
sic and Spanish, she attended Co-
lumbia university, from which she
received her Masters degree in
Spanish. When encouraged to turn
her talents to music, she won the
Marion Anderson Scholarship in
1947, and later scholarships from
the Mannes School of Music and
to the Berkshire Music Center in
Massachusetts.
Then followed a John Hay Whit-
ney Fellowship for two years
study with Pierre Bernac in Par-
is.
The rest is emblazoned in the
annals of music history since 1951
when she won first prize at the
International Music Competition
in Geneva. Laurels strew h e r
path from her appearance with
the La Scala Opera company at
Milan, Italy; honors won at a
command appearance before King
George and Queen Elizabeth, in
honor of the visiting King and
Queen of Sweden and with equal
successes in the major cities and
music halls of the European
continent.
Her return to the U. S. and
recital at Town Hall in New York
was ,acclaimed by critics and en-
thusiastic audiences of the East.
Under management to S. Hurok,
Miss Dobbs is currently on a
tour of the U. S. and each recital
is marked with the same acclaim
as was laid at her feet by her
Memphis audience.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
RECITAL
Following the recital, the love-
ly young artist was interviewed
by members of the local press
and honored with a reception in
the reception room of Bruce hall.
Here again her personal warmth
and charm predominated t h e
scene as hundreds of guests went
through the receiying line to greet
her. In spite of her arrival in
Memphis at 4 p.m. the same day
and the taxing recital just com-
pleted, Miss Dobbs remained to
greet the last guest in the line.
Receiving with her were J. W.
Whittaker, head of LeMoyne's mu-
sic department, who presented
guests to Mrs. Whittaker, Presi-
dent and, Mrs. Hollis Price and
vice president; Myra Smith,
business manager, and Leslie
Ransom, chaplain. Other mem-
Paul Berg, Miss Dobbs' accom-
panist. Assisting in greeting guests
were Mrs. Walter W. Gibson, Mrs.
Vasco Smith and Miss Alma Han-
son-
Two beautifully appointed tea
tables centered by spring flow-
ers held silver service sets and
were poured by Miss Margaret
Bush, Mrs. A. E--Aildrews, Miss
Mae Isom Davenport and Mrs.
H. T. Lockard, all members of
the college's faculty and staff.
AMONG GUESTS
Among guests seen chatting
during the reception were Dr. and
Mrs. Vasco Smith, Miss Grace
Young and her mother, Mrs.
Thomas Collins, M r a. M. L.
Adam-a, Miss Mattie Bell, Mrs.
Walter Guy, Miss Betty Johnson,
Dr. Clara Brawner, Mrs. Ander-
son Bridges, Mrs. A. W. Willis,
Richard Waller, Lewis 0. Swing-
ler, Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, Mrs.
Esther Brown, Miss LeEleanor
Reid, Mrs, Thomas H. Hayes, jr.,
Dr. and Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite,
Mrs. J. B. Olive, jr., Mrs. I. S.
Bodden. Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs
Peter Jones, Reginald Mo r r i s,
Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon, Mrs. A.
B. Carter, Mr. and kfrs. L. .F.
Briscoe, Mrs Fleming Polk, Miss
Gertrude Walker, Miss Maydella
Reeves, Mrs. B. L. Hooks, Mrs.
T. J. Johnson, Dr. and Mrs. W.
H. Young, Mrs. Klizabett Golds.
by, Dr and Mrs. N. M. Watson,
Miss Alison Vance, Dr. and Mrs.
W. W. Gibson, Mrs. U. L. May-
field, of Fort Worth, Texas, and
her daughter, Mrs. Frederick Riv-
ers, Mrs. Oscar Speight, jr., Mrs.
Julian Kelso, Miss Jewel Gentry,
Mrs. R. Q. Venson, Mrs. Caff-
rey Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs,
J. A. Hayes, Mrs. Floyd Camp-
bell, Miss Juanita Williamson,
Miss Erma Laws, Atty. H. T
Loekard, Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Thomas, Mrs. Mary Collier, A.
B. Owen, Mr. and Mrs. O'Farrell
Nelson, Howard Sims, Miss Jean
Hydel, Miss Alma Hanson.
Among other music lovers were
a group of music students of the
classes of Mrs. B. B. Jones of Ma-
nassas High school, the Misses
Earline White, Maxine McCain,
Virginia Lewis, Bertha Bradford,
bers are Barbara Donohue,
Mitchell. (Photo by MeChris-
ton.)
"NOW OPEN FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE"
11 A.M. til 3 A.M.
HANDY HOUSE
RESTAURANT
1092 THOMAS AT WELLS
••=P=i 11111111111. •••••• 411=1.
FEATURING
• Charcoal Broiled Steaks
• Real Country Ham with "Redeye Gravy
and ildt Biscuits"
• Fried Chicken & Sea Foods
— Fresh Hot Vegetables —
Served All Hours
Your Host Walt Doxey
For Reservations Phone JA 7-0566
MISS MATTIWIEDA DOBBS
— Miss Mattleilds Dobbs, CO-
oratura soprano, who made
her debut with the Metropol-
itan Opera company illat
November following triumphs
as the toast of music halls
throughout Europe, appears
Dorothy Deaborn, Helen Echols,
Linnie Thomas, Myrtle Miller,
Magdalene Greene, Benjamin
Carroll, Willie Cage, Gertnena
Hobbs.
Other guests included Rev. and
Mrs. A. McEwen Williams, Atty.
and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Mrs.
Eunice Snell, Mrs. Effie Flagg,
Marvin Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Arnold, Rev. and Mrs.
INTERMISSION HONORS —
Holding a bouquet of calla III. 
lieswhich was one of severs:
floral presentations made dur
ing intermission, Miss Dobbs
on stage at LeMoyne college's 1
Bruce Hall during s brilliant
and superb recital before a
near capacity audience, Mon- j
day Jan. 14. The recital was
under the auspices of Le
Moyne's Cultural Activities
Committee.
C. Nabrit, Mr. and Mra. John
Olive, Dr. and Mrs. Hollis le,
Price, Rev, Lionel Arnold. chair-
man of public relations for ths
college, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Whit.
taker, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Me.
Daniel, Mrs. B. F. McCleaves,
Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Andrews,
Mrs. Charles Iles, sr. and Lynne
Ulen, Mrs. G. L. Fowlkes and
many ,many others.
holds also the Personal KIN
presented by Dr. Clara Brew-
err, with whom she appears,
on behalf of Memphis alum-
nae of Spelman college,
For quality
without
question
First requirement when you
buy food and drink for your
family is quality: quality you
can trust ...quality without
question. That's why you—and
careful shoppers like yourself—
invariably bring home cartons
of Coca-Cola. For seventy
years, Coke has been quality
leadero in the beverage industry.
It merits your confidence, and
that of your family.
SOTTUD UNDER ARNOW'? OP ON COCA.COLA BOTTIING COWAN? IT
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN.'
oeaso" I. o nui.tonsa nork-roorli• e Ma, THE COCA-COIA COWAN" 40
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MR. AND MRS. MARINO H. CASEM
Miss McCain Is Bride Of Mr. Casem
Miss Bettye J. McCain, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Jessie McCain, of Gre-
nada, Miss., became the bride of
Marino H. Casem, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benito A. Casein, of Mem-
phis, at a 10 a.m. Mass at St.
Peters Catholic church in Grenada
during the holiday season.
The vows were pledged before
a background of white and red
gladioli. The altar was lighted
by white tapers in blanched can-
dlelabra.
Music was presented by Miss
Ursula M alveaux of LaFayette,
La., instructor of music at Utica.
Miss. where Mrs. Marino Casem
is secretary to the president and
where Mr. Casem, the groom, is
instructor of physical education
and coach.
. Given in marriage by her grand-
father, William Hardiman, t h
bride wore a white lace over
tulle and ivory satin with a fitted
waist line, featuring a scalloped
neckline with long sleeves extend-
ing to points over the hands. Her
tiered veil of illusion fell from a
cap embroidered with seed pearls
and rhinestones. She carried a
white orchid over a beautiful
White prayer book with a chain
of pearls and ribbons.
ATTENDANTS
Bridesmaids were Miss Otheria
McCain and Miss Maxine McCain,
cousins of the bride. They wore
red velvet sheath dresses that fea-
tured red tulle over the skirts ,
With headdresses of red velvet I
caps beaded with silver. They car-
President Returns
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Wil-
liam Lloyd Imes, president of
Knoxville college from 1943 to
1947, will visit the campus on Jan.
27 as vesper speaker for the
college's First United Presbyter-
ian church.
A new rich discovery of tin has
been reported from the Northern
Territory of Australia, about 160
miles from Darwin
MR. IND MRS. VERCV
WHITELOW — Mr. and Mrs.
Vercy Whitelow were honored
at a wedding reception given
by the bride's parents, Mr.
snd Mrs. Anderson Stevenson,
sr , Jan. It at their home at
Elsa Menager st. The bride is
the former Miss Helen Louise
ried cascade bouquets of white
carnations tied with white satin
ribbons.
Harvey Gaines Was best man.
Wendell S. Sawyer was grooms-
man. Billy J. McCain, brother of
the bride and Solomon s i ins
were ushers.
LUNCHEON AND RECEPTION
Immediately after the ceremony
a luncheon was served at the
home of Mrs. Jessie McCain,
mother of the bride who also en-
tertained with a reception.
The bride's table was centered
by a tiered wedding cake flanked
by white wedding bells and white
tapers. Huge baskets of white
gladioli decorated the entire home.
Mrs. McCain, mother of t h e
bride, wore an attractive blue bro-
caded satin gown with a matching
stole and a corsage of white car-
nations. Mos. Casem, mother of
the groom and Mrs. King, grand-
mother of the groom, both wore
red crepe frocks adorned with
rhinestones. •
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Mable Wilington. Mrs. Ruth
%Wenn, Mrs. it G. Rayford and
Mrs. Minnie Woods.
Out-of-town guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Boykins a n d
Miss Rusula Malveaux of Lafay-
ette, Las Mr. and Mrs. Casem of
Memphis.
RECEPTION IN MEMPHIS
Mr. and Mrs. Benito Casem,
parents of groom, entertained at
their lovely Trigg st. borne with a
reception. The bride and groom
were greeted by scores of guests
under the archway decorated will
silver leaves. On either side stood
white tapers in blanced candelab-
ras with huge standing baskets of
white gladioli.
The bride's table overlaid in
satin, was centered by a star tier-
ed wedding cake made by Mrs.
Casem. On either side stood glow-
ing white tapers. In the west cor-
ner of the Form a beautiful white
Christmas tree helped to light the
area.
For the Memphis reception, Mrs
Casem, mother of the groom,
Stevenson and a graduate of
Hamilton High school. T h e
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Whitelow, is also a
eraduate of Hamilton and 15
now with the U. S. Arm,
It. 'III, Okla. The couple
were arried Jan. 9, in Mem-
phis. Mr('hrislian Photo)
wore a blue lace over pale pink.
„Her corsage was of pink carna-
tions.
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
McCain, mother of the bride who
wore blue lace; Mrs. Sidney Wa-
ters of Grenada; Miss Mabel Wil-
mingon, Mrs. J. B. Wright of
Memphis and Savannah.
GUESTS
Guests in Memphis included:
Mrs. Memory Bishop, Mrs. E. R.
Kirland, Wendell Sawyer, Miss
Gertha Sterns Clarence Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott, Mrs.
Georgia M. McCain, Miss Mabel
Willimgton, Miss Wilma Haley,
Mrs. E. Wilson. Mr. and, Mrs. W.
F. Taylor, Mrs. N. P. S'antos and
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones.
Mrs. Ilenry James, Willie Mc-
Cain, Mrs. Josephine Wilson El-
mer Henderson, Mr. Gardner. Mr.
and Mrs. LeRoy Burns, Miss
Christine Ann Tanner, Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Leone. Mrs. Carrie
Rhodes, Miss Barbara Barconda,
Miss Ruth Reeves, Mrs. Berrie
Rice Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van-
nucci, F. Vancuccii 0. Spniille,
E. P. Porter, Mrs. L. Evans,
Mrs. Alie Wright, Mrs. M. Rol-
ber and Mrs. Mattie Day.
Shreveport
Teachers Feted
In Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Wilson of
Chicago have had as their house
guest for a part of the wintee
season Mrs. Amos Wilson of
Shreveport, La., the mother of
Mr. Wilson.
A wed known figure in Louis-
iana, Mrs. Wilson, who was the
former Miss Edvidge Earley of
Now Orleans. is now a retired
public school teacher in Shreve-
port.
Also active in community work
which includes the PTA, YWCA,
and church; she is the LaCherio
chairman of the Beta Epsilon Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
While visiting in the windy
city, Mrs. Wilson was feted by
friends and relatives at dinner,
luncheon, and theatre parties.
Wife Preservers
To avoid fires, never smoke when you I
are sleepy, and especially when you are
in bed. Always see that your cigaret is
out before you throw it away.
- THE
ACKSON
,SCENE
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
The down town store windows
may say spring but Ole Man Win-
ter is letting us know he is still
definitely around and in a big way.
SO don't make the mistake of put.
Ong that heavy clothing away so
soon. Your scribe finds herscIf on
the inside and I think many oth-
ers are doing the same thing.
Last Sunday afternoon in spite
of the cold weather, two very in-
teresting programs were well at-
tended. The first was the big day
at Liberty CME church. Educa-
tion Sunday was observed which
was under the direction of the lo.
cal church board of religious edu-
cation. The afternoon program
held at 3 30 p.m., featured Lane
College Choir and guest ,speakers
Mrs. Marie Penn, dean of wom-
en at Lane college and Mrs. J.
C. Anderson, wife of Rev. J. C.
Anderson, former pastor of St.
Paul CME church.
At 5 p m., on the campus of
Lane college, members of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity celebrated
the founding of the organization
with a musical program featuring
the Meister-Singers from Tennes-
see State university. Music lovers
look forward each year to the cul-
tural musical prorams the Kap-
pas bring to the community.
The founding of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority will be observed
Sunday, Jan. 27 In the Lane col-
lege chapel at 3:30 p.m. The
guest speaker will be Soror Othel-
la Shannon from M e m ph is,
Tenn. At this time the Woman of
the Year will be presented and
given the Delta Sigma Theta
award.
VISITORS FETED
The sister of Mrs. Lillian Park•
et-, Mrs. Kizer, visiting from Syl-
via, Kan., was honored with a
luncheon by Mrs. R. L. Draine
on last Tuesday evening. The very
attractively decorated table w a s
laden with fried chicken, roast
beef, pineapple salacl_baked mac-
aroni, crystalized apples, creamed
sweet potatoes, hot rolls and cof-
fee. Those enjoying this delicious
feast prepared by Mrs. I,illian Ma-
homes, church clerk of Sale in
Baptist church were: the honoree,
Mrs. Kizer, Mrs. L. Parker. Mrs.
S. Bachelor, Mrs. Bertha F,. Bridg-
man, Mrs. Catherine Ballard, Mrs.
Eva Broome, Mrs. L. B. Finley,
Mrs. Melvoid Benson and Rev. R.
L. Draine, husband of the hos-
tess, Mrs. Draine.
Feted with a very tosity dinner
while in Jackson at the home of
Miss Eva Broome were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Fregerson and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Bytes of Detroit, Mich.
Others present were Misses Gla-
dys and Vengic Collins, Ruby
Granberry and Mesdames Elnora
Jones and Mildred Puckett. Host
and hostess were Sam Broome
rnd his sister, Eva. Of course the
center of attraction was Master
Calvin Broome. son of Mr.
Broome.
The Jackson visit was a sad one
for Mrs. Fergerson end M r s.
Bytes due to the death of their
father, Mr. Bledsoe who resided
on Simms St
Mrs. Lucille Meriwether has re-
turned after spending several days
in Chicago, Ill. She cut her visit
short saying the weather was too
much for her.
Mrs. Elease Hutson spent the
week end in Carbondale, Ill., with
daughter, Bettye who teaches
there.
COMING EVENTS
Don't forget the kick off pro-
gram for the Merry High Band
Drive at the Merry High school
iuditorium Thursday, Jan. 31, at
8 p.m. Heading the drive are the
Teachers Fete
Parents In Pa.
cordance with an annual custom
the faculty of Downingtown In-
dustrial school were hosts to the
Downingtown Parents Club on
I Sunday afternoon.
Instead of being held as usual
in the home of one of the mem-
bers of the club, the meet-
ing was scheduled for the Mt.
Carmel Baptist church at 58th and I
Race Streets in Philadelphia.
In a program arranged by
Raymond A. Lemmon, head-teach-
PTA at Merry and the Jackson
Federated clubs.
A spaghetti supper is planned by
the PTA on Feb. 12 beginning at
5 p.m. This event will take place
at Merry High school.
Marion Anderson will appear at
Lane college in the 75th anniver-
sary recital on Feb. 7 at 8 p.m.
There are no reserved seats so
my advice is "Be Early."
The March of Dimes drive will
close at the end of this month.
Have you done your share? The
Mother's March will take place on
Jan. 29. You are asked to have
your front porch lights burning
letting mothers know you a r e
ready to contribute.
D E I. T A S CELEBRATE
FOUNDERS DIY — Members
of Alpha Gamma Sigma chap.
ter of Delta Myrna Theta so-
rority are shown In group
pose following their relebra•
lion ol Founders Hay on Jan.
13. Seated left to right: Eva
Paul Quinn
College Has
RadioFeature
WACO, Texas — The Paul-Quinn
hour is a weekly radio broadcast
of Paul Quinn College which fea-
tures music and speakers to ac-
quaint the public with the educa-
tional aims and objectives of the
church supportets institution.
Recently, Mrs. D. J. Adams,
dean of students at Paul Quinn,
discussed over radio station WACO
the philosophy undeilying the prse
gram of special education at Paul
Quinn college.
"The program in special edu-
cation has as its major aim,"
stated Mrs. Adams, "the assess-
ment of the total life potentials
of children who are handicapped
or who are exceptionally gifted,
and the development of these chil-
dren, within the limits of their
condition, to the optimum degreo
of effective social participation."
Mrs. Adams said, "It is only
recently that this work was intro-
duced into the state of Texas in
the public schools on an organized
basis. Even now', there are far
too few classes for handicapped
children in existence, despite the
fact that superintendents and sit-
pervisors are acutely aware of
the need. The reason lies obvious-
ly in the lack of trained person
nel to set up and conduct these
classes."
"Here at Paul Quinn, the at-
tack in this problem has been or-
ganized on a wide and compre-
hensive scope We are going to
set up special classes and we are
urging the teachers from these
districts to come into the program
SO they can be trained to admin-
ister these classes We are build-
ing a strong bulwark for the fu-
ture by recruiting the most prom-
ising of the graduating high school
seniors into college majors in
Special Education. We are train-
ing teachers of mentally retarded
as well as speech handicapped
children."
er, members of the staff discuss-
ed some phase of the school's
session, supper was served.
Downingtown's four major stu-
dent organizations are also plan-
ning to be hosts to the Parents
club. The Boy Scouts will take
over in February, the Girl Scouts
in March, the HiY in April, and
Tri•Hi-Y in May.
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH. 4-9463
COMO DRUG STORE
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
picked up and delivered FREE delivery, no limit-
ed amount.
'ft. Como. swim, We.. Pippin, druggist
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph. WH. 2-1721
vir APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGI
FOUNDERS 1) A I' COMMIT'
TEE—The Founders Day coni•
miller of alpha Gamma Sig-
ma chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority is seen at the
McChrislon, 'Rosa Robinson.
Lillian Jones, Maggie L Mc
Dowell, Mary W. Collier, pres-
ident; Gladys Greene, Othel.
la Shannon, Elsie E. Thom•
as, Ilelen Hewlett, Florence
1%1:Leine, Ruby Gadison and
Mildred Williams. Standing,
celebration held at LeMoyne
college Commons on Jan. EL
left to right are: Hrs. Gladys
M. Greene. Miss Eurline
Couch, Mrs. I.eola
left to right: Ramelle Eddins,
Aline Lowe, 'tartan McCuis-
ton, Gloria Glover, Bernice
%been, Annie !.. Willis, Ruth -
le Campbell Strong, Gerald-
ine Pope, Met•sl It. Glover,
Leola (illiam, Addie D.
Jones, Grace V. Collins, Mar'
Mrs. Annie Laurie Willis,
Mrs. Gloria Glover, is r s.
Mary W. Collier, president;
and Miss Maggie L. McDow-
ell, cbairnian. (Withers photo)
Ion Gibson, Marilyn Watkins,
canstanee y. nattier, Addle G.
Owen, ‘nnie Marie Allen,
Earlier ('ouch, Georgia Stew-
art, Hattie II. House, Ruby
Chambers, Barbara Gillum
and Evelyn Knox. (Withers
Photo)
Jost cant wait to start stirring and sipping, cen you?
Because even before yon taste coffee with Pet Evaporated Mffit,
your eyes tell you that this is just what you've been looking 44
Coffee with double-rich Pet MIN has such creamy coloe. suat
rich color..,
and when you sttr tt tn • m-m-rn! Pet Milk blends is sal
smoothly ft just seems to bring out ell the fine coffee flavorl
Pet Milk does marrrOlcass dsings kut coffee, beams meet
whole milk conoentratod to double &hosee. rich to golden country
cream ...
Just the thing for people wtx) low good collo"
for people who are proudest of the& week
makes good coffee better and every cap of coffee
, extra good...
PET MILK
America's first evaporated milk
for coffe• ;sr for (cooking tis lot babas.
••••••
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so they say 
By AL MONROE
-inna,o, AL HOW ARE you,"
was greeting on morning this
week. — YOU GUESSED it 'twas
the voice of Larry Steele back
from Las Vegas where his
"Smart Affairs" show set several
records including SIX consecutive
weeks at Dunes hotel n the famed
gambling city. — SHOW WILL
vacation for few weeks then set
out On tour of midwest that DLit
be climaxed by another stint in
Far West — as far as California.
—SECOND GUESSERS and pre-
dictions casts have singled out
DO less than half dozen cuties (ofi
both races incidentally) as new
heart-winners who'll make Har-
ry Belafonte their bread-winner.
IN CASE YOU are curious Har-
ry himself has had nothing to say
about his future domestic plans.
• • •
IN CASE YOU HAVE heard ru-
mors that 'twas either Jackie
Robinson or Don Newcombe FOR
THE "NO LONGER" on the team
(Brooklyn) this coming season
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED
in what a certain photographer
beard AT A PARTY AT HAYES
RESTAURANT in New Orleans
back in 1950. — THE REPORT-
ER: (speaking to members of a
party that included Newcombe,
Larry Doby and Campanella)
MY I ASK JACKIE TO join your
party for a picture?" — ONE OF
THE TRIO: "Why bother with
that guy! ONLY CHANGE the re
porter made in the statement at-
tributed to speaker at the table
was to say "guy" which is by no
means the correct word utered.—
WHEN FRANK SIN 4TRA left
New York for West Coast to at-
tend funeral of Humphrey Bo-
gart talented SAMMMY DAVIS,
jr., took over for the popular
crooner at Copacabana cafe.
• .1 *
''PEARL BAILEY is the gal.''
said "Bricktop" Smith, the inter-
nationally famous intimate-cafe
hostess and singer when a h e
heard Dorothy Dandridge was to
have title roll in proposed film
"The Bricktop Story." — "PEARL
IS AN ex-chorine with more know-
how based on experience," t h e
famous "Bruktop" told Defender
columnist. Leonard Lyons during
an interview in Rome recently.
IF LENA HORNE cares to accept
the offer she can make two ap-
pearances a year at Sands hotel
in Las Vegas at $17,500 a week,'
—WHEW! WHO WOULDN'T care
to accept that offer. — CHARLES I
JOHNSON of the team of Johnson
and Dean, who died in Minneapo-
lis. Minn., two weeks ago went to
his gave decrying failure to get
world recognition as creator of the
"Cake Walk" dance.
THE MARCH OF DIMES train
The RCA-Starliner carrying stars
galore singing and comic-ing in
hospitals and before locally pro-
moter FUND DRIVES in interest
of polio PAUSED IN CHICAGO
Friday. — AMONG THE STARS
pleasing the inmates at Chicago's
Respiratory Center, University of
Illinois hospital institution w a s
Lurlean Hunter, Chicago's own ar-
tist, ANN HENRY, who starred in
1956 edition of "New Faces" that
recently closed on Broadway, was
back in Chicago (her hometown"
for few days last week. — S If E
LEFT SUNDAY TO join team-
mate Tyger Haynes for a per-
formance on Canadian Broadcast-
ing Company television in Mon-
treal Jan. 25. — THE PAIR WILL
sing tunes from "New Faces."—
TUNES WITH rating in this corn-
er must include Al Hibbler's
'-AFTER THE LIGHTS GO Down
Low."
• • •
OLIVETTE MILLER, daugh
ter of the ex-Shuffle Along great,
Flournoy Miller, currently star-
ring with partner, Bert Gubson in
Chicago nightery circles MAY
SOON BE JOINED in a big "pack-
age" show with dad, Mantan
Morland and others for a tour of
the nation's hot spots. — ADD IN-
TERESTING and entertaining rou-
tines: CAB CALLA)WAY's drama-
tie act in Florida nightery a n d
LENA HORNE's musical $eek
with quartet of dancing boys In
New York's Waldorf Astoria. —
LENA TRIED OUT THE routine
in Las Vegas last season and kept I
it in action through engagement 1
at Chicago's Chez Parer with sac
cess. —Tins REPEAT WAS to
be expected. — WATCH FOR a
divorce scandal to hit the head-I
lines involving a famous Sepia
performer and the "stay at home"
wife of an May showman. — I
IN THE makings, this 
 is
advised. 'TWAS TRULY like old
times seeing Ethel Waters and Al-
berta Hunter chirping together,
once again, on the DAVE GARR°.
NAY SHOW "Today" on televis
ion Thursday morning. GEE.
WHAT CONTRIBUTIONS the pair
have made to "best in singing"
circles.
Lionel Hampton
On Bolger Show
Ray Bolger plays a good sa-
maritan when he takes over his
milkman's route and finds that
one small favor leads to two big
favors on the Sunday, Jan. 27
program of WASHINGTON
SQUARE (NBC-TV, 4 p.m., EST).
Gertrude Berg, Stubby Kaye,
Lionel Hampton and Richard To-
rigi — visitors to the Square —
have their own opinions about
Ray's abilities as a milkman,
which they express to Mama
Rosa (Kay Armen).
Hampton will play his famous
rendition of "Flying Home" on
the vibraphones, and all.the prin-
cipals will sing "Happy To Make
Your Acquaintance."
Calypso Beat Is
Broadway Hit
NEW YORK — (ANY) — Hot-
test entertainment in the Big
Town come 1957 is calypso. Rock
he Roll may have Harlem by the
bind leg, but calypso is grabbing
Manhattan's middle — where the
dough is. Calypso joints have
sprung up all over the city and
they are doing good business-so-
far,
Way down town at 37th and
Third ave., the Jamaica Room got
off winging and presents such'
calypso stalwarts as the Duke of
Iron etcetera last week. Maxim's
opened on 56th st., now a Trin-
idad is scheduled to do likewise
And the former Club 59 now
the Calypso Room.
THE INAUGURAL BALL for
Illinois Gov. Stratton, held in
Springfield. III., last week was
second in importance to Illi-
nois voters and officials who
attended the ceremonies in
Washington when President
Eisenhower was returned to
office a few days later but the
entertainment was just as co-
lossal. Reason? Duke Elling-
ton, shown directing his great
band, was the musical attrac-
tion. (in the left Mrs. Strat-
ton, wife of the tiovernor and
her two charming daughters
enjoy the Duke's music from
the first row of the ballroom.
after the program the state's
first lady and her daughters,
told reporter, they had never
heard better music.
DUKE ELLINGTOX
Ellington Introduces New
Hits To Nation's Viewers
"A Drum's a Woman" is the
title of Duke Ellington's latest
composition, and the Duke play-
ed a bit of it when he and his or-
chestra appeared on WIDE WIDE
WORLD Sunday.
The great jazz conductor and
composer was picked up by "Wide
Wide World's cameras in the new
Civic Auditorium in Omaha, Ne-
braska. From the stage there, he
exchanged views on "hot music"
with program host Dave Garro-
way in New York.
And then the Duke launched in-
to a medley of some of his all-
time favorite compositions: "Mood
Indigo," "Sophisticated L a d y,"
Pearl Bailey,
Anderson At
By ALICE A. UNNIGAN
WASHINGTON — (A N P) —
Marian Anderson, Pearl Bailey and
thousands of Negro Republican
leaders were in the spotlight this
week during the three days of
But entrepeneurs are afraid.
The thing ain't gonna last. There
just ain't enough calypso singers
and musicians to go round. Book-
ing agents are frantic trying to
find calypso and many i Georgia-
born boy is twisting his Dixie
dialect into some semblance of a
West Indian brogue.
Some theatrical writers attribute
the rise of calypso to Harry Bela-
fonte who has done several num-
bers that caught on. But Harry
is a novice in this field compared
with some of the old entertainers
who have stuck to Harlem where
West Indians. familiar with this
type of music, long ago preferred
it.
William War field
Iii Triumph Abroad
Robert J. Landry, writing
"Variety," the stage-lute's bible
pens an interesting story on Wit
hams Wufield. American bari-
tone and his appearances In Africa,
under sponsorship of U. S. State
Department.
Landry says: "He sang in white
dinner jacket or in formal tails,
depending upon the weather, and
was paid fees ranging from the
equiv alent of 82.63 in American
money to $1,100. His accompan-
let. Otto Herz, played on borrowed
grand pianos, on honkYtank up-
rights and on instruments with a
dehydrating lamp within the works
to prevent the tropical moisture
putting If suddenly out of tune.
Some of the dates especially on
the west coast of Africa, were in
forsaken outposts where ne far rie
anyone knows the American Wail
Sarah Vaughan Switch
In Managers Revealed
NEW YORK — George Tread- anist-songwritax Rubber Johnson, 
Hampton,
Inaugural
inaugural events marking the be-
lginning of President Eisenhower's
second term in office.
Miss Anderson, who sang at
the inaugural ceremony when the
I President took the oath of office
Ion the East Portico of the Capitol,
represented ony a small part of
the Negro talent displayed during
the observaqce.
Pearl Bailey, noted song sytlist,
appeared alternately at the two
Festival programs held at Uline
Arena and the Capitol Theater on
Saturday night prior to the swear-
• 
ing-in ceremony of the President.
Among other Broadway and
Hollywood stars appearing on this
two-hour variety show were Lionel
Hampton, famous orchestra lead-
er, and het well known dance
team, the Step-Brothers.
well, personal manager of singer whom he also manages, in Alex Th CI
Sarah Vaughan, said this week
that he had shifted her contract
from the Gale booking agency to
Willard Alexander's office where
big plans are being formulated to
open new horizons for her in the has drawn rave comments from
niteclub and TV field. disc jockeys already. The rock an
roll Drifters group's "Fools Fall
Along with Miss Vaughan, Tread- In Love" is their latest while Bub-
well also plated the bookings bar Johnson's latest disc is slated
the Drifters quartet and singer-pi-1 for early release,
ander's hands.
The new attractions that Alex-.4
ander 111,1 1,f'11:111, rl air all so* is•e-1 The Clovers are bowing in with
ord artists. Sarah's new release their first long play issue, this
on Mercury, "Leave It To Love" one collecting a fantastic bulk
of deejay mail calling it the beat
"group" offering of the season.
It's tagged a "must" for lovers
of contemporary music — Rock
& Roll, rhythm & blues, and
blues, and "pop. '
e overs
the first singer ever to give a
professional performance.
There were no theatrical man-
agements and no halls in many
of the spots Warfield hit for the
International Exchange program.
1 The dates were lined up IV corre-
spondence, by embassy contacts in
Washington and by a diligent study
of airline scheduled flights,, some
of the communities visited having
but one plane weekly, so that fact
I determined the booking.
Waifield sang in five languages
and came back with the conviction
that what is popular in an Ameri-
can or European concert hall is
nrettly likely to be equally popu-
lar in Africa.
There are 1,760 daily n e w s-
1 0:,ners in the U. S.: 316 morn.Ing, 1,454 evening. .
BILLY WARD, left leader of
the popular "Dominoes Quar-
tet,,
 and Liberace, world-fam-
ous pianist were voted "The
Most Popular" entertainers to
hit Las Vegas in 195e in a Pall
(conducted among critics who
patrol the "Vegas" seen e.
Here the two artists smile as
they receive results of the
"poll." In the background,
left, is Elvis Presley who ap-
pears a bit dejected even
though he was runner-up in
the poll. Liberace, just back
from tour of Europe stood 'em
In the aisles during his Las
Vegas stint. So for that MM.
ter, did the Dominoes and
Presley.
Dominoes Share Spotlight With
Liberace, Presley In Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS — Fabulous Hilly
W a r d, leader of the Dominoes
quartette, and world-famous pi-
anist Liberace took top honors in
the Greater Las Vegas poll as
"the most popular entertainers
appearing in Las Vegas during
1956."
Ward and his sensational Domi-
noes are cm rently headlining at
the Hacienda, newest of Vegas'
multi-indium dollar hotels 'Abe-
race recently presented his musi-
cal extravaganza at the Riviera.
The Wardmen. long a success
On records and in smart supper
clubs, hit Las Vegas like a tome-
d0 in 1933. completely stopping
the show at the Sahara hotel.
That two-week engagement was
extended to fourteen months by
1the elated management and gross-
ed the act more than a quarter
million dollars in salaries.. They
broke all attendance records.
When the plush Hacienda Hotel
was built its management acquir.
ed Ward and his boys on a loan-
out from the Sahara. The song•
and-dance magic of the group
and Billy's personal appeal. kept
the hotel packed nightly.
TR U Ir WILLIAMS of "Six
Teens," famed West Coast televi-
sion and radio singing group, sets
example for all teens. She has
joined the March of Dimes and
wants you to help her fight polio.
Millions of teens are members of
Teens Against Polio. The 1957
March of Dimes theme is "Let's
Finish the Fight!"
Pittsburgh
Symphony's
Coed Jaunt
HAMPTON, Va — (Special) —
The appearance here of the Pitts-
burgh Symphony Orchestra on
Thursday, Feb. 7, in Ogden Hall
of Hampton Institute will mark its
first v;sit to the Virginia Ponin•
sida
The full 88-man orchestra will
be under the direction of William
Steinberg, and will appear here
under the auspices of the HI Mu-
sical Aria Society.
''Solitude," "Do Nothing 'Til You
Hear From Me," "Don't Get
Around Much Any More," "Cara-,
van," "I'm Beginning to See the
Light," "I Let a Song Get out of
My Heart," "I Got It Bad and
That Ain't Good," and "11 Don't
Mean 1 Thing if You Ain't Got
that Swing."
His appearance was part of. an
overall program entitled "Ameri-
can Riches."
ZAG
witli
ZIY JOHNSON
DETROIT — There comes a
time in every performer's life
that he gets a chance to do what
he might call his 'dream' show..
Just last week in Chicago (it is
my opinion) Pearl Bailey along
with her husband Louis Bellson
had their dream come true.
To try to tell what a dream
show is would take the rest of
this column, so in short let's just
say that a dream show consists
of all the things you think neces-
sary with all the people you know
to be great in their field.
Well, those knowing Pearl Bail-
ey will remember that she first
started as a dancer, picking up a
step here or there from her broth-
er Bill. The show opens with Miss
Bailey sashshaying down the aisle
surrounded by six Hungarian vio-
linists and casually talking to the
audience and droppio the punch
line, "If the folks back home
could see me now."
This eel on for more than 10
minutes even after she has reach-
ed the top of the stairs to the
stage where she politely site down gh
amid the melodious bowing of the
fiddle Player. By this time she
has the house in an uproar, and
suddenly she looks up and tells
the fiddlers six, that she had
enough of that sort of thing, and
she beckons to the leader of the
band who happens to be the mag-
nificent Don Redman and says,
"Play Don."
From that point on you see her
with acts of the present day to the
ota time chorus girl and along
with her hubby Louis, she is in
nearly every act.
Ken Blewett, manager of a
Chicago theater writes, "If I rould
get a show like the one Pearl
Bailey and Louis Bellson brought
me last week I'd book another
one next week. The public new
knows what they want."
Friends-continue to send in.
showbills from the Copacabana in
New York with the enticing lbw
"We are at the Cope, where are Aft
you?" The latest from Millie Bea- gir
nett and Edna Mae Robinson.
'Who Is Dizzy?' Asks
West Coast Promoter
Dizzy Gillespie, currently ap-
pearing at Chicago's Blue Note,
cafe is sock° here, in New York
and most countries abroad but '
rings no bell in San Flancisco. ,
Gillespie's band was barred
from Frisco's public Veterans
Auditorium last week by a pair
of city officials who'd never heard
of the trumpeter.
Mannie Schwartz„ Oakland pro-
moter, had tried to rent the big
auditorium in the city's Civic Cen-
ter for a Jan. 26 concert—Gillespie
will play in suburban Berkeley ,
Jan. 25 and nearby San Jose Jan.
27. But William R Dorsett, busi-
ness manager for the American
Legion War Memorial Commis-
sion, which manages the building
in return for all it rentals, refus-
ed to let the 17-piece Gillespie
band in He said:
"I just don't know enough about
this fellow Gillespie. We haven't
any information on him. This is
the first time I ever heard the
name."
The city's mayor. George Chris-
topher, got into the act by staying
out of it. He said the Legion had
full charge of the hall, under an
agreement with the city, and add-
ed: "Besides, who ever heard of
Dizzy Gillespie, anyway? Not me."
The trumpeter eventually was
booked into a private Frisco hall
for the date, but not before
Schwartz said: "I asked Dorsett
how come the Opera House takes
Benny Goodman, Duke Ellington
and Stan Kenton and he doesn't
take Gillespie. He said I could
take it before the eommission.
milminommionimminnininiminuinumur
'Mrs. Patterson'
Revival Set For
New York Feb. 5
NEW YORK 
— (J(NP) 
—
The Davenport Theatre here will
present a new version of "Mrs.
Patterson," the Sebree•Greer
Johnson play that starred Ear.
tha Kitt two seasons ago The
play opens Feb .5.
The original production had
songs and incidental music.
The forthcoming presentation
will have a cast of white players
and will be done without music
under the direction of Trio Pro-
ductions.
Dandridge May Play' Bricktop, But •
Internciional Ace Prefers Bailey
By LEONARD LYONS
(Special Cable To Defender)
ROME: We were sittiqg in
Briektop's on the Via Veneto, lis-
tening to the pianist tap out Por-
ter's "I Love Paris" and Arlen's
"I Love a New Yorker." Then
Bricktop did her routine,. and
Joined our table. "There's going to
be a movie made about my life,"
said the lads who has had success-
ful night club careers in N. Y.,
Mexico City, London, Paris and
Rome.
"They say Dorothy Dandridge
will play me," she sighed. "She
can't go the way I used to go at
her age. I prefer Pearl Bailey,
She used to, be a chorus girl, and
can go She can play it up to when
I was 35, and then I take it from
there. Someone said that Doris
Day might play it. Doris Day play
Rriektop I'll fight it, mitres they
'let Ethel Waters play Sophie
the ereat Mute ir end hie ag-
gregation, currently touring the
West ('oast are attracting throngs
every place they app ar
A great recording tist, B. B.
has "On My Word of Honor,'
clicking like mad him. This
iendition stamps h as p p
singer unexcelled, acid shuws his,
ITucker." She'd worked with Clif-ton Webb, and last month asked
!him: "Who'll play Webb in my
lmovie?" Webb told her: "Only
Clifton Webb plays Clifton Webb "
The Duke of Windsor has been
a Bricktop fan since the early
'30s. When he was last in Rome
he asked her: "Brick, where von
were born?" She told him Kest
Virginia, The Duke beamed and
said. "That's just what I told the
Duchess, when we were in Hot
' Springs. I said to the Duchess
. 'You know, Bricktop was born
around here somewhere.' "
B. B. King Swings Hits
On West Coast Journey
LOS ANGELES — B. King, versatility. On the blues "kick,"
maestro King has such platter pa-
rade hits to his credit as "Did
You Ever ',eve a Woman?" "Ev-
ery Day I Have the Blues,"
"Woke Up This Morning". "Three 416
O'Clock in the Morning". "You -
Upset Me Baby', 
"TenLoag
Years".
•
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BATON AOUGE, La. — Texas
Southern made it two in a row
here last week when the Tigers
dumped the Southern university
Jaguar Cats by scores of 81-ul and
85-66.
The Tigers, defending cham-
pions of the Southwestern con-
ference, had their ace point mak-
er, Bennie Swain, bottled up both
nights but from the way events
turned out his high scoring was
not needed.
Capt. Roosevelt Hill's 30 point
attack featured the first contest
API which the Jaguars lead the
Weharupions for better than two
quarters.
The Tiger's quartet of Willie
Taylor, Robert Bobbit, Swain, and
HELEN LOWDER is patios
ink the Chicago Women's Bowling
VI midi an average of 154t. She
was one of the first to file en-
Fred Slaura collected 26, 19. 13
and 10 points respectively to stave
off defeat and to put the invaders
in the win column.
Taking no chances in the final
tilt, the Texas cagers jumped oft
to an early lead which increased
steadily as the game progressed
I Taylor again lead the Texans with
28 points and Bobbit trailed with
26 tallies. Both committed four
fouls and were hanging on
dangerously when the contest
I closed.
Captain Hill had considerable
difficulty finding the range and
had to settle for 20 markers Far
back at 11 tallies each were
Richard Williams and Clinton
'Brooks. Southern's season total
JOHN Q. PUBLIC is being ask-
ed to contribute to a fund to pay
lithe U. S. Treasury department,!Internal Revenue Service, for
hack taxes owed by one Joe Leets
Barrow, for mer heavyweight
champion of the world. The Brown
Bomber, as he was known in his
heyday, owes Uncle Sam a sum
in excess of one million, one hun-
dred thousand oilers ($1,100,000).
Just how come? Fight fans are I
asking when they scan the large
amounts Louis earned.
Some folk have written us about
this Joe Louis fund. We know
little or nothing other than what
we read. A press luncheon was
held Tuesday. The plan was un-
tolded whereby fans would he ask-
ed to contribute $1 to $5 or more
to the fund which will wipe out
the debt to the government. Those
behind the plan hope that the In-
ternal Reenue service will accept
an offer to settle for about 25 to
Cii) cents on a dollar,
- We are, as are a million others,
wondering how Louis got in such
a fix. Who were his advisers? Ac-
cording to reliable information
Louis is now making about $20,000
per year from the International
Boxing Club and around $100 per
week from a milk concern. For
a while Louis was a wrestling ref-
eree but state athletic commis-
sions put a halt to his wrestling
chores because of his heart con-
dition.
Even with his present income,
Louis wakes up every morning
heavier in debt to the treasury
department which has a lien on
his pay checks.
What the general public is inter-
ested in is "Who is going to help
lie pay our own income t for
1156 which is due April 15, 1957."
'fhe answer is plain "NOBODY".
And when it comes due we will
be like the old song the late Bert
Williams sang "1 ain't seed no-
body and nobody ain't seed me."
Thus we won't be in the boat by
ourselves.
With this tax problem at our
very door and pleas from the Boy
try for the city tournament
which will he held unfit r the
sponsorship of the Chicago
Bowling senate, Jan. e6•27.
How Come?
now stands at an alarming two
verdicts and nine losses. Texas
Southern triumphs against a lone I
defeat. •
Fayetteville
Defeats Bears
,Of Livingston
Scouts, the City of Hope, the
March of Dimes, the Heart fund,
the Polio fund, Red Cross. Jewish
Appeal, YMCA, YWCA, TB fund
and a number of other worthy
causes, we find, after taking care
of our church dues and lodge ob-
ligations, that we, too, could say
that our pocketbook is about emp-
ty at this time of the year.
Understand, Joe Louis isn't ask-
ing. Just two well-meaning fellows
from Norfolk, way out in Nebras-
ka, and Jack Dempsey, former
heavyweight champion who dodg-
ed meeting (fighting) Harry Wills
or any other Negro, who is down
as honorary national champion.
HOW DID JOE LOUIS, w h o
doesn't drink and doesn't smoke
and who was the toast of the box-
ing as well as the sporting world
— a credit to the ring game and
to his race — eer get in such
a fix? And how are people who
are having a tough time "keeping
their head above the water" go-
ing to help a man who carried
a "gang of hanger-ons" while the
going was plush. What excuse can
one offer for him. There were
lawyers, Mike Jacobs (now dead),
whom Louis explicitly believed in.
and there was the Internal Reve-
nue Service, itself, with free ad-
vice.
I How did Loins get in such a
'mess? Why is Ray Robinson in a
like fix although not owing near
as much? Why did Ezzard Charles
and other prominent fighters and
athletes finally have to settle with
Uncle Sam?
Now let in take one more neck
at Jackie Robinson, who quit base-
ball while. the "goine was good,"
Jackie will never be caught in
the fix the above mentioned men
He's too smart. And he has
not made near the amount that
Louis did. He will always be
"Jackie Robinson. a greet ',ler
league player, one of thei great-
est both in the field and at the
bat." He didn't wait to go down-
hill. Louis. Walcott and Robinson
(Ray never will regain his for-
mer prestige he held as cham-
pion) have had their chance,
By JOHN W. PARKER
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Vic-
tory is where one finds it. and
the Fayetteville State Teachers
Broncos grabbed ancther one in
their own back yard when in
Tuesday evening they spanked the
Livingston college Bears from
Salisbury, N. C., 72-59.
It was further evidence that the
Scott-Gaines teachers may be on
their way. Early in the game
the Bronco starters pulled out
ahead of their Salirbury rivals
and Coach "Gus" Gaines trotted
in an entirely new quint to ever,
off the halftime score at 36-27.
Fayetteville's elongated center,
John Morgan, struck gold ear-
ly and held on to eiaerge as high-
point man with 19 markers, while
his running mate, Co-Captain
"Ron" Evans came up with 16 to
beat the Bears' lop man. Mar-
shall Smith, who amassed 13
And the Livingston girlies made
geod their six-point halttime ad-
vantage to wrap up the women's
geme 54-46. Joanna Young, Fay-
etteville forward. mede 23 points,
but Livingston's Gladys Torrence
pumped in 27 scores to take scor-
ing honors for the lassie contest.
Gamble, Rutledge
Top Panther Drive
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas—James
Gamble and Wiilliard Rutledge
were again the key figures in the
Prairie View A&M college Panth-
er's 82-62 victory over Texas col-
lege here Thursday night.
Superb ball handling by Gam-
ble gave the Prairie View quin-
tet an effective forward ma-
neuver that gave them an early
lead which they held throughout
the contest Rutledge led in scor-
ing with 26 points and Gamble was
second with 23.
LOS ANGELES — A firm be-
liever himself in the world famous
institution of Boys Town in Ne-
braska, it has remained a burn-
ing desire in the heart of Henry
Armstrong, the only man to ever
hold three boxing division world
titles at the same time, to es-
tablish a similar youth project
somewhere near Los Angeles. It
appears now, that the famous
pugilist has the answer.
Recently, a corporation w a s
formed in the state of NeVada.
Principal assets of the corpora-
tion, is the person and personality
attributes of Henry Armstrong.
The corporate body of Henry
Armstrong, Inc., will be divided
into 150,000 shares at one dollar
per share.
The immediate purpose of the
corporation, will be to launch
Henry Armstrong, an ordained
minister, on a nation-wide evanee-
listical tour. Corporate officers,
many of whom observed the
short unorganized tour of the
Rev. Mr. Armstrong during 1956,
have planned an auspicious slate
of chatauqua type preaching en-
ugements during 1957 which is
destined to become world-wide in
scope before the year has ended.
REPRESENTS Capital—Mar-
tha Edna Miller, former Chica-
goan who is now a clerk in
the Army Signal Corps, in
Nashington. D. C , will be
the only tan among the four
delegates named to represent
the 600-member Association In
the nation's capital at the an-
nual ABC meeting in Dayton,
Ohio, in May, The Washington
assoviatkin takes in the metro-
politan area and adjacent
counties in Maryland and Vb.
ginia. Miss Miller helped to or•
pollee the local league and is
a member tit the Eastern
Traveling league.
Knoxville Beats
JIP
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Knox-
ville college downs Florida A & M
university, 84 to 82, in a nip-,
and-tuck battle all the way on the,
Knoxville college court Jan. 12.
Jackie Fitzpatrick, center, paced
the Bulldogs to victory with 29
points.
Other high scores for Knoxville
were Wimlish Owens, 19, and
Charles Frazier, 14.
High scorers for Fame were
, First stop on the '57 evangel's-
' tical crusade under the title "Now
I Fight For God," will be in Chi-
cago at the end of the current
month or early in February.
The corporation features of the
Rev. Henry Armstrong, creates in
him, the gospel in motion. He has
no desires to establish a church
anywhere. His sole and burning
ambition is to preach the word of
God to mankind everywhere and
to establish a Boys Town here in
Los Angeles.
To augment interest during the
evangelistic tour, the corporation
has made a religious record album
with the voice of the Rev. Mr.
Armstrong preaching, accompani-
ed by a male quintet and a choir
of saintly voices. These records
will be sold to build the Boys
Town.
Headquarters for the newly
formed Henry Armstrong. Inc.,
has been located adjacent the
Beverly Hills area, at 8983 Sunset
boulevard with Armstrong him-
self installed as its president.
A fund, called the Joe Louis
Fund, Inc., and designed to bail
the former heavyweight champion
out of his income tax arrearage
with the government was started
here last week by a group of
sportsmen.
The fund, set up as a nonprofit
corporation and thus tax free, will
be built up through contributions
by fans in the $1, $2 and $5 denom-
inations. It aims at paying off the
$1,119,000 in taxes, penalties and
interest Louis owes the govern-
ment.
DEMPSEY NAMED CHAIRMAN
The fund was formed by John
Younghoin, Norfolk, Neb , and
Roy Young, 19, Leroy Gibson and
James Collier 18 points each
Half time score was Knoxville
43, Fla. 38
TALLAHASSEE — Easter boll-1
days at Florida A& M university, DEFENDER
begin, Thursday afternoon, April, 
sot Jan. 26, 1957
111, at 5 p.m.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (ANP)—
Three Negro organizations last
week bitterly protested separate
performances of Negro basketball
teams before segregated audiences
here, and released a statement to I
the booking agents who arranged
the contest.
WRITE TO AGENTS
The protest, lodged by the Bir-
mingham Baptist Conference, the
Alabama Christian Movement of
Human Rights and the Emancipa-
tion Association of Birmingham,
objected to the scheduled basket-
ball contest between "Goose" Ta•
turn's Harlem Magicians and the
New York Olympians, at which
the audience is to be segregated.
Both basketball teams are com-
posed of Negro stars.
A statement by the organiza-
tions, said to be released to Malty
Bresica Enterprises in Memphis
and Jack House and Associates
here, said in part'
"In view of the struggle by Ne-
groes in the South (even at the
expense of their lives and fortunes)
to gain first-class citizenship and
the right to enjoy unsegregated
privileges as American citizens, we
vehemently oppose the appearan-
ces of the Harlem Magicians, or
any entertainer or group of en-
tertainers, to segregated audiences
here."
The Rev, J. L. Ware, president
of the Birmingham Ministers con-
ference, said that one show had
been slated for 3 p.m. Sunday and
was for "white only " He said the
second show at 8 p m, wan for Ne-
groes.
I RECALL COLE INCIDENT
I The message to the booking
agents stated: "We would like to
remind you of the Nat King Cole
incident, and trust that in your
wise judgement you will take ap-
propriate and necessary action to
not detrimentally reflect on our
severe struggle for human Christ-
ian dignity."
The Rev, J. L. Ware said that
in the event booking agents "dis-
regard our requests, we will make
a direct appeal to the entertainers
themselves."
Trojans Win Central Marauders
3 Games
In A Week
ETTRICK, Va. — The Virginia •
State Trojans won their sixth
straight home game Wednesday
night as they outlasted a strong
Bluefield five, 64-59, at Daniel Hall
gymnasium. Ettrick.
Leading 33-31 at half. VSC spurt-
ed to a 50-40 lead with nine min-
utes remaining. The Blues had
overcome an early 14-3 deficit to
lead VS(' 24-21 three minutes be-
fore half. Sparked by sub guards
I.orenzo Wood and Glen Spratley.
the Men of 'Troy quickly regained
the advantage and led by two at
halftime,
The Trojans staged a rousing
finish Tuesday night to down
Morgan Bears, 75-69.
VSC saw the visitors overcome
a 39-28 halftime deficit and go
ahead 44-42 midway in the third
quarter. The Bears, led by center
Jack Rozier, forwards Jimmy Long
and Charles Brightful, spurted to
a 57-48 lead with eight minutes
remaining. But Trojans forward
Gene Hollins and guards Johnny
Johnson and Cary Lee produced
key baskets which sliced the Bear
lead.
The Trojans staved off a last-
minute Shaw rally to edge the
Bears 81-79 before a screaming
crowd Friday night.
TALLAHASSEE — Exa mina-
TALLAHASSEE — The '57 sum- lions for the first semester at
mer session at Florida A&M uni- Florida A&M university, begin
versity will begin Saturday, June Monday, January 28 and continue
is. through Thursday, January 31.
George Reeves Jr., Denver. Colo,
Jack Dempsey. former heavy-
weight boxing champion before
Louis, has agreed to serve as na-
tional chairman. The publicity will
be handled by Max Cooper publici•
ty agency, which el.° is donating
its service. Appeels will be made
by commentators on TV fight pro-
grams and emcees on other lead-
ing television shows.
Louis and members of his fam-
ily will not take part in the drive
and will benefit nothing personally
from the drive. Thus the money
collected will be turned over to the
government without any tax at-
tachment.
Aaron Payne, Louis' attorney,
explained that the chief aim of the
fund drive is to affect a reasonable
settlement with the government.
It was suggested that a settlement
might be negotiated at 25 to 34)
cent!, on the dollar. That means
that the fund may not have to raise
the total amount due However, it
was pointed out that should the
drive fail in affecting a settlement
the money would be distributed
among the needy aged.
Discussing the settlement phase
of the drive, Payne stated
"The last figure received showed
Louis owed $1,119,000 in taxes, pen-
alties and interest. Every day that
increases, since the interest now
amounts to approximately $278 per
day. If Joe earned $1,000,000 a
Beaten In 2 Games
WII.BERFORCE, Ohio — Coach
' Gibbs' Central State college hoop-
sters were defeated 80•56 by the
Youngstown university Penguins,
and dropped a 71-62 decieion to
the Steubenville college Barons.
Youngstown university rolled up
a big first half lead, and then
coasted to a 80-56 victory.
Youngstown's Mickey Yugovich
took the scoring honors with 29
'points, and William Fox scored
23 points for Central State.
The Steubenville Barons aveng-
ed an early season defeat from
Central State by taking the sec-
- end encounter. 71-62. Steuben-
ville has only one defeal in nine
games.
was dumped 86 to 77, and Be-
thune Cookman was defeated han-
dily, 94 to 59.
Coach Ed Oglesby has used com-
bination after combination to con-
tinue his upward climb toward
the conference visitation crown.
The Florida quintet has won 11 of D
its 12 games and has a 4-1 SIAC
record. The lone loss was to Ben-
edict, 79 to 65.
Leo Morgan, Eddie Sim mo ns.
Jimmy Forchion, Leon Collier, p
acesCapt. Roy Young, Leroy Gibson
and Carl Evans have been the
main hoopsters to pace the Rat-
Hers. 
 T
Simmons, a second string for- 
0 Victory
ward, led the attack against the
Bethune-Cookman Wildcats in the
FLOATING — Donald Young,
IS) & T college Aggie, leape
high to sink a one-hand jump
shot against Johdeon C.
Smith university in a game
played in Greensboro, N. C.,
last week. James Jackson (3),
Smith guard, made a vain ate
tempt to block the shot. The
%gear.% won the game. iet le
51 for their eighth stiaight
victory to remain undefeated
in CIAA competition,
TALLAHASSEE — The Florida A and M gym here last Wednella
A and at university cagers emer- day night. Simmons scored seven-
ged victorious in the past three teen points and was equally as
hardwood tilts by sizeable mar- good on snatching rebounds front
gins to remain near the top in the backboard,
the bested SIAC race. Florida A and M university was
South Carolina State fell to the never in trouble against the Days
Rattlers, 83 to 65, Morris Brown tonians. They led 40 to 25 at the
hall and went on to take the con-
tent 94 to 59. John Sanders was
outstanding for the visitors. Ha
poured 16 points through the nets
but faded to keep pace with the
three teams used by Oglesby.
Saddler's Title
Taken By NBA
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — The Na-
tional Boxing association forfeited(
Sandy Saddler's hold on the fea-
therweight championship of t h e
world last week for the second
time in two years, stripping the
hard-hitting champion of h is
crown for failing to sign to de-
fend the title
At the same time, the New York
State Athletic commission said
it had ordered Saddler's mania-
' er, Charley Johnston to take San-
dy to the Commission's meeting
for a physical examination to de-
termine whether he was fit to
defend his title.
HURT IN ACCIDENT
Saddler was injured in an auto
accident last July and has not
year. he could barely pay the in-
terest (after new taxes). But it is
my opinion that a settlement can
be negotiated at a reaeonable fi-
gure."
LIEN ON SALARY
Joe, however, has no way of
earning that much money. His
main income comes from the $20.-
000 he gets from the International
Boxing club for publicity purposes,
plus $120.40 per week from a milk
company that bears his name.
Both of these have been attached
by the government.
The Internal Revenue Service
has also ruled that a trust fund
Louis set up for his two children,
Jacqueline and Joe Jr., could be
confiscated for the back taxes.
fought since. He last defended his
crown on Jan. 18, 1956, when
he stopped Flash Elorde of the
Philippines in the 13th round.
Fred Saddy, chairman of t lie
NBA's rating committee. said
Saddler had received plenty of
warnings to sign for a title de-
fense and that the final one ex-
pired last week. He said a title-
elimitation series would be set up
to determine a successor to Sad-
dler.
The NBA dethroned the lithe
champion for the first time on
Dec. 14. 1954, for not' defending
his crown within a six-month per-
iod.
However, when Saddler signed
to risk the title against Teddy
(Red Top) Davis, the NBA decid-
ed to recognize the winner as
champion. Saddler whipped Davis
on Feb. 24. 1955.
PILOT PROTESTS
Meanwhile, Johnston bitterly
protested the NBA's action de-
claring he would "sue every
member of the NBA for taking
away the livelihood of a boy be-
cause he was hurt in an accident
and hasn't recovered enough to
fight again."
Johnston said "I'm going to site
the NBA for a million dollars."
Paxton Lumpkin To
Play With Trotters
Paxton Lumpkin. former Chica-
go DuSable high school basketball
star who starred in the 1954 "Sweet
Sixteen" Illinois state prep tourna-
ment, last week signed a contract
with the Harlem Globetrotters and
will play with the Trotters south-
ern unit under Ermer Robinson.
Paxton. who entered Indiana
university hut later was ruled in.
eligible', played with the ( hicego
Comets, Midwest AAU champs.
ick Barnett
Tigers
By EARL S. CLANTON IIT
NASHVILLE — Johnny McClen-
don, Tennessee State's basketball
coach, got up from a hospital bed
to mastermind the Tigers to a 94
to 76 victory over a scrappy Ar-
kansas AM & N five here last
week, giving the Nashville team
a 14-3 record.
Fancy-shooting Dick "Skull*"
Barnett, and sophomore pivotman.
Jim Satterwhite, sparked Tennee-
see's offense with 25 points each.
Johnny C. Johnson, small Arkan-
sas guard paced his learn with 1?
points.
Coach McClendon's team set a
crown-pleasing pace in the gym-
nasium, and were ahead. 43 to 34
at the halftime period, after the
visitors had tied the score sit
times.
It was Satterwhite who dropped
in two free throws to put the Ti.
gem s into a 18-16 lead which was
increased in the remaining 10
minutes of the first half.
McClendon had been stricken
with a kidney ailment 48 hours
before the game, and he was re-
leased from the hospital an hour
and a half before the start of the
game.
Brown Will Defend
Title Against Smith
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — .1os
Brown, lightweight champion from
New Orleans, will lay his title on
the line against Wallace (Bud)
Smith, the man he defeated to
become champion. in a nationally
televised 15-round bout in the Mi-
ami Beach Auditorium Feb. 11,
it was announced last week. '
It will be the second meeting
between the two fighters. The last
time they met — Aug. 24, 1956 —
Brown won a split 15-round de-
cision and became the new light-
weight champion.
CERTIFIES JACK'S REQUEST
CINCINNATI. Ohio — Jackie
Robinson's request that he be plac-
ed on the voluntary retired list
was certified last week here by
Warren Giles, president of the Ns-
(tonal League.
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TEN BOXERS from Memphis
were in the preliminaries of
the Southeastern AAU bouts
held in the National Guard
Armory of Jackson, Tem. un-
der sponsorship of the Jack-
son Exchange club last Thurs-
day, Friday a n d Saturday
nights and the winners go
back this week end to fight
In the finals. Winners le the
finals go on to Montgomery
for the southwide bouts and
on to Chicago. Rye Ridblatt,
center second row, is coach-
ing the boxers for the second
year. Prof. Harry T. Cash,
prinipal of Hamilton High
school, has let the boys use
his personal gymnasium in
the basement of his home on
Parkway. They have no other
place adequately furnished for
training. Boys on front row,
left to right, are: James
Webb, open welterweight; Ce-
ell Boyd, open featherweight
Aaron Hackett, open ligh 4-
weight; John Boyd, open Ily.
weight and Robert Branch,
open bantam. Second y o w,
same order: Willie Dallas,
open middle; Joe Holt, nov-
ice middle; Coach Rhiblatt,
Joe Coston, novice heav y;
Willie Herenton, open wetter.
Another fighter making the
trip but not seen was Bobby
Rapier, open heavyweight.
(Newson Photo)
Skins Owner
Accused Of
Racial Bias
NEW YORK — A Negro group
threatened last week to boycott
National Football league games
next season unless Washington
Redskins owner George Preston
Marshall ended what it called "dis-
crimination against Negro play-
The Red Rooster Sports commit-
tee in New York. a group of fans
and present former Negro Ath-
letes, sent a letter to Tim Mara,
Jan. 13 at Lamkin, Miss. Mrs. of her mother-in-law, Mrs. Maryowner of the champion New York
Johnson is the sister of the late Neal, of 106 S. 9th se.Giants, asking him to intercede
with Marshall "in the interest of Mother Asaline Rodgers who de- The Southern Tones and othersparted this life July 11, 1956. will be at the New Mt. ZionMa securing qualified players on 5, 1r. and Mrs. Jimmy Ellis, who church located at 400 N. 9th at.,the Redskins, regardless of color.'
reside at 235 Jackson, were verySunday, Jan. 20 in behalf of thel •happy to have as their houseguest social club. Mrs. C. Booker, ores- pirate CThe group insisted that "the pat-tern of discrimination practiced by a Seaman William Ellis, their son, ident; Miss F. Johnson, secretary;the Redskins is about to result in
who is stationed at San Francis-
0, Calm 
Mrs. F. Boykins, treasurer; Rev. Hit Bad Slumpa league-wide boycott, which c H. Boykin, pastor.would seriously affect the atten- The Monsett Gospel singers will Sunday Jan. 27 there will bedance at a Giants-Redskins game render a program Jan. 27 at 330 a Bible se' ene program shown at On5 Lossesat Yankee Stadium." p.m. at the Wendell M. B. Church the New Mt. Zion church at 400
HAMPTON, Va. — In the throes
GIANTS ARE PRAISED 
of 420 S. 16th st. The public is N. 9th st. After the program thereThe letter praised the Giants for cordially invited. Rev. I. H. Hill, will be an open door for the Dixie Of a five-game losing streak aftertheir "own democratic practice of 
a highly-impressive start, t h eHumming Birds of Memphis in be-hiring" but warned that unless 
Hampton Institute Pirates attack-half of the W. W. club. Mrs.Marshall "has a change of heart 
looker T., Manassas,
Melrose In Prep Wins
Douglass,
Hamilton,
St. A. Bow
Elder James Rodgers, of Mem-
phis, is in the John Gaston hos-
pital. Relatives and friends wish
Elder Rodgers a speedy recovery.
Elder Rodgers is the pastor of
the Church of God In Christ in
Memphis and Knoxville, Tenn.
The Rodgers family and Payne
family of West Memphis attended
the funeral services of their aunt,
before Jan. 31, you and other Jackson Has On
owners will be embarrassed by I
having to cross a picket line to get
the NFL draft at Philadelphia." 
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Commissioner Bert Bell later
said that picketing of the NFL
meetings would be a "very foolish
and blundering thing."
He said:
"Professional football always has
been a leader in the hiring of play-
ers on their ability alone. At
present we have something like
40 or 50 Negro boys on our teams.
We were the first of the profes-
sional sports to hire Negroes."
Bell said he has never heard
Marshall discuss his personal
views on the hiring of Negroes.
The commissioner added, how-
ever, that is was his personal opin-
ion that Marshall would sign a
Negro player if the Redskin own-
er believed he had the ability.
In its letter to the Giants, the
group said the Redskins have ne-
ver had a Negro player and it
charged that the Washington club
has passed over outstanding Ne-
gro players in the annual draft of
college stars.
"In December of last year," the
letter said, "they (the Skins) pass-
ed over Jim Parker of Ohio State,
who is considered by many as the
outstanding lineman in the coun-
try."
Wellington Mara, secretary of '
the Giants, said "our team's posi- !
than on this is clear, We hire boys
for their ability. We can't tell Mar-
shall how to run his team any
more than he can tell us how to
run ours."
John Young chairman of the Ne-
gro group, said in his letter to
Mara:
"On January 3rd of this year,
Harry Wismer, part owner of the
Redskins, erased any doubt about
the team's discriminatory policy,
when he appeared before the Capi-
tal Press club in Washington and
admitted, when questioned, that
he had made many attempts to
get Mr. Marshall to hire Negro
players, but had been sarcastically
turned away -.
WEST
MEMPHIS
NEWS
Modern office buildings costing
half a billion dollars have been
finished or begun in New York
City in the last 10 years, adding
to office space that was already
twice that of any other American
traight
Court Wins
JACKSON. Miss. — In the surge
which carried them to 16 straight
wins without a loss, the Jackson
State Tigers have earned victor-
ies over members of five inter- I
collegiate conferences and one in-
dependent. The Tigers have taken
the measure of Tougaloo Southern,
Stillman, Mississippi Vocational
and Alcorn A&M of the SCAC,
Southern university of the South-
west conference, Fort Valley State ,
and Clark college of the SIAC,
North Carolina State of the CIAA
and Grambling and Tennessee
Ctate of the MWAA.
Jackson State is a member of
the very strong MWAA.* And if
history repeats, it will probably
be a member of the MWAA
which will stop the onrushing Ti-
gers in their bid for a perfect
season.
The Tigers lost four games last
season, the first defeat coming
after they had won 22, and all
the-se losses came at the hands
of MWAA member institutions.
Tennessee State and Kentucky
State each stopped the Tigers in
regular season play, Central State,
NAIA District 22 champions, stop-
ped the Tigers in the conference
tourney and Tennessee State won
an overtime game from the Ti-
gers for the District 29 champion-
ship.
But the Tigers had the diatinc-
lion of knocking over the then
number one ranked team in the
:nation when they defeated Mary-
land State and went into the Dis-
trict 29 finals. They believed then
they were the nation's number
one Negro college learn. To a
man, they believe the same today.
pastor, sister Carrie Love, secre-
tary.
• • •
Mrs. lawline Neal, of 151 N.
Freemont at., San Mateo, Calif.
is here visiting her sister, Mrs.
Ethel Nofthington, of 529 S. 12th
at., and her brothers, Joe Warren
and John Warren, of Parkin, Ark.
Mrs. Neal was also a houseguest
Mrs.
manager; Rev. H. Boykin, pastor.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Parker,
Sr., of 208 N. 14th has as their
guest their nephew and niece, Mr.
and Mrs. John White of 437 Foote
Park, Memphis.
The Jehovah Witnesses went to
Earle, Ark. Saturday, Jan. 12 and
spent four hours in field service.
Those attending t h e services
were: Mrs. Nattie Hoad, Mrs. Ora
Smith, Mrs. Q. C. Ross, Mrs. Bes-
sie Smith and Paul Blakely.
Mrs. Roberta Jackson of 632 S.
17th st. met the executive board
Jan. 14 at Pine Bluff, Mrs. Jack-
son is historian.
The Beauticians of Arkansas
are having their annual tea at
1110 Cross st, at the House of
Beauty in Little Rock, Ark., Feb.
10. All beauticians are asked to
send a donation in care of Mrs.
Austin Williams of 1110 Cross at.,
Little Rock, Ark.
WINS ALL
-SOUTHERN BERTH
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (ANP) --
John Fair, Fisk university's 195;
football captain, has been named
to the 22-man Southern Conferenc.•
"All Conference Squad." His se-
lection topped a brilliant grid ea
r reer in which he spearheaded
, the Bulldog, attack and led lac
/conference in passing in 1955.
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
Booker T. Washington rolled
merrily on, Manassas had anoth-
er win, and Melrose won a thrill-
er.
That was the picture in the
prep league last week.
Booker T. Washington beat
Hamilton 98 to 56 then downed the
Red Devils of Douglass High, 80-
61.
In the game with the Hamilton
Wildcats the Washington Pros
racked up a 23-15 lead at the end
of the first quarter, L. C. Gordon
picked up 10 of these, teammate
Lawrence Gray getting six.
Hamilton's boys tried to make
a real battle of it in the second
period. The sharp shooting of K.
C. Chandler, former YMCA cage
ace, brought the crowd to its feet,
but it was not enough to turn the
tide.
The Warriors won the B-game
50-26.
In their clash with Douglass the
Warriors' L. C. Gordon dumped
in 25 points for night's high hon-
ors. Lawrence Gray laid in 19 and
Guard Howard Mathis accounted
for 15.
Douglass center Charles Neal
was high with his team with 22.
MANASSAS WINS
Manassas took St. Augustine
with 10 points to spare. They led
at halftime, 31-26. Forward Sylvis-
ta Ford took high scoring honors
with 22. Grant Ward, forward for
the losers, led the Thunderbolts
with 16.
MELROSE AHEAD
Another game that was a thrill-
er for the fans was the defeat the
Melrose Golden Wildcats hand-
ed Hamilton, 66-45, in the Hamil-
ton gymnasium.
Melrose's fine player George
Martin, a boy who is a pleasure
to watch operating on the floor,
put in 22 Points for ngiht's high
honors. Teammate George Wash-
ington had 21.
Charles Brady, of Hamilton was
high point man for his team with
15.
agers
ed Morgan State in a home game,
and Elizabeth City Teachers' in
a non
-conference road tilt, over
the week end in an attempt to
right themselves before the sea-
son wanes.
Coached by Tien Whaley, t h e
Hues dropped successive January
games to Shaw, 84-67, North Car-
olina college, 82-79, and Eliza-
beth City, 71-52, after December
losses to Morgan and Delaware
State,
With a 3-7 CIAA record, tourna-
ment chances for the Pirates ap-
pear slim, and the standings in
the win and loss column have been
attributed to the inconsistency of
the cagers. In consecutive match-
es, the Pirates played their best
and worst games of the year.
SHARP SHOOTERS — Booker
T. Washington High school,
undefeated thus far this sea-
son, has relied greatly on this
trio to help keep their elate
clean. From left ar! Howard
Mathis, senior guard; John
Gray, junior center and Lay-
alous C. Gordon, senior for-
ward. Coach Bill Fosalkea'
Booker T. Warriors appear
headed for another prep cage
crown.
Booker T. Washingthn
NEWS
By DARMY BAILEY
The students of Booker T. Wash-
ington are busy on their semes-
ter exams. I ant sure that the
majority of the students are very ,
happy because of the fact that
there will not be any school next
Friday. This is to enable the
teachers to mark test papers.
COLLEGES TO AWARD
boss tough Mardi Gras Ball last
week at the Flamingo Room. The
dance was a sweeping success
with costumes galore The win-
ners of the best costume contest
were Celita Hampton and George
Newborn.
'rhe best dancers in first place
were Walter Grady and Minnie
Bell Daily. The second place win-
ners were Robert Harper and
$200,000 IN STUDY AID Earlene Armour.
Scholarship aid valued at over Some of those there were Prim-
$200,000 will be awarded to high ious Phillips, Lawerence Jackson,
school seniors this year by 23 Calvin Disroe, Sherman Richards,
co-operating privately endowed Pear! Crosby, Otis Gibso n,
Awards W11 be allocated on man.
Charles Ray and Beverly Cole-colleges in 11 states. 
CHARLES ELION 
opened the grounds to men and
the basis of scores made on the Doris Green, Jean Wiggins, Her-1 Crawford, Earnestine Willette women of color.
Cooperative Intercollegiate Exam- niece Washington, Roy Shotwell, Ruth Scruggs, The commission, under a re-
ination, to be given in 18 high Gladys Johnson, William Keen, LOVERS OF THE WEEK cent ruling by Superior Court
schools, including Booker Wash- Hoy Love, Lesley Armstrong, Roy, Remmelle Matthews and Ber- Judge Susie Sharp was forced toington, throughout the country be- allow Negroes the use of the golf
tween Feb. 23 and March S.
The examination program was
organized six years ago to help
eliminate some of the duplications
of examination f o r evaluating
high school seniors. The partici-
pating colleges use the test re-
sults 33 one of the criteria for
determining their scholarship
awards and several of them re-
quire all candidates for admission
to take the examination.
THE VAN DYKE SOCIAL
CLUB REORGANIZES
The Van Dyke Social club Is
to reorganize. It was first organ-
ized during the summer b u t
soon broke up because most of
the members were leaving the
city going on vacations. The pres-
ident of the club at the time it
was first organized was Stephen
Boone and some of its members
Dews Paces
Scott Five •
To Victory
TYLER — The revenge-minded
Emmett Scott Bulldogs of Tyler
downed the Booker T. Washing-
ton Bulldogs of Dallas, 69-54, in a
rematch here Friday night.
The Tyler Bulldogs jumped into
a 10-1 lead after three minutes
of play in the initial Period, but
found themselves leaving the play-
ing court trailing the Washington
Bulldogs 29-93.
The high scorer of the game
was Scott Bulldog center, Melvin
Dews, with 21 points. Breathing
down Dews' eeck f•ot sewing hon-
ors was Bulldog forward f o r
Scott, Billy Dan Biggs, with 20
points. Scott's guard, Travis Wal-
lace, had 11 points for the night.
High scorers for the Washington
Bulldogs were Alfred Cox, R a y
Laffity and Jimmy Emerson with
14, 13 and 12 points, respectively.
The Dallas quintet eked out a
56-50 victory over the Tyler five
in a pre-holiday melee in Dallas.
Friday night's victory gave tlisk
Emmett Scott Bulldogs their sell.
enth wins out of 10 outings for
the 1956-57 campaign. The Tyler
quintet "sa.s sce-ed victories over
Lufkin 48-44, Dallas-Madison 6.3-
61, DallasLincoln 59-46, Galves-
ton-Central 86-75, Henderson 84.
34 and Texarkana-Dunbar 61-52.
Emmett Scott has suffeilet losses
at the hands of laifkin 57-71, Dal-
las-Washington 50-56, and For
Worth-Terrell 59-98.
Coach Curtis M. Marks' Emmett
Scott High Bulldogs have dunked
a total of 634 °Milts in their 10
outings for an average of 63.4
point= • •=•.,
opponents have totaled 591 points
for an average of 59.1 per contest.
INTERNATIONAL nAvoR
Michigan State added an inter-
national flavor to its basketball
schedule in 1933 by meeting and Idefeating Meiji university of Jap-
an, 63-15, at East Lansing.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the MississippiState Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum housetrailers and you will find MADAM BELLthere at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lord faithin your husband, Wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,come let MADAM BELL *dyke you at once. She will readlife to you just as she would read an open book. Tell youwhy your Job or business is not a success, If you have failedin the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block belowColony Nigat Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look forsign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis InTipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN, 36 min-utes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask yourbus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's ',Ince. You cantake the Millington bus arid get off at the Post Office In Mil-lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAMBELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 9.TTI. TO 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the eight sign and the right name.
Henderson, Joe Louis Payne, lea-'
sie Holley, Joyce Arthur, George
Jones, Virginia Oliver, Mary Lou
Williams, Milton Fletcher a n d
many others.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Student of the week is Charles
Elion, a senior at Booker T
Washington, under the guidance.
ship of Mrs. Carroll.
Charles is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Elton, of 134 Kirk WANTED: A GIRL FOR
ave. He is a member of the Open BRIGHT EYES. WILL BE NICE
Door Baptist church where ths TO HER AND TAKE HER OUT
Rev. E. Stevenson is pastor. He WHENEVER SHE WISHE S.
is the secretary of the Sunday MERGENCY CASE, PLEAS,
School. HURRY.
Charles was elected the hand-
somest boy and most athletic boy
in his class. Former F AMU Ace
He played halfback on the Wash- 
011 Hospital StaffIngton football squad. He comes
to school well dressed and is lik- TALLAHASSEE — Charles Ma-
ed by all his associates, It would loney, a 1951 graduate of Florida
were Robert Atkins, Grant Ward, take a thousand pages to really A St M university, and 1950 all-Andrew Cummings, Isaac New- explain the amazing character of American, tackle selection on theton, Mauriece Thriilkell, David Charles Elion so all I can do Rattlers co-national championshipParker, James Harris and a few for myself and the students of team of that year, recently joinedothers. Booker T. Washington is offer a the staff of Christian hospital mThe Van Dykes were the broth-
ers of the Van Dettes, which is
an all girl club that recently gave
a successful dance at the Flamin-
go Room. The president of the
Van Dettes is Jo Ann Mayo and
the sweetheart is Thomas Suggs.
The sweetheart of the Van Dykes
is Crystal Strong.
Some of the new members of
the club are Willie E. Bates, Ty-
rus Ingram, and Lewis Hampton,
SABERS GAVE A BOSS TOUGH
DANCE AT THE FLAMINGO
The Sabers came out with a
salutation to Charles Elion.
TOP TEN ROVING CATS
(1) William Keen
(2) Mode Blanchard
(3) Benny Neal
(4) Fred Gaither
(5) Joe Dukes
(6) Charles Elion
(7) Roy Shotwell
(8) Primious Phillips
(6) Herbert Fields
(10) Jewel Brown
FOUR COINS ON A FOUNTAIN
Fred Gaither! and Delores
NOW 5000 WATTS
DIAL
1480
TIME
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NOW 5000 WATTS
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
SCHEDULE
DIAL
1480
PROGRAM
SION ON-008PEL PRINCI
HUSSY DORY SHOW
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
SOUTHERN wormsne
RVV. I. H. GORDON
NEWS
RITNICY DORY SHOW
RIM I. H. 0013DON
NEWS
CANE COLE CLUB
PRAYER FOR PEACE—SION OFF
AAAAA
PROGRAM
SION ON • SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
REV. W HERBERT BREWSTER
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
ORAL ROBERTS HEALING WATERS
JORDAN WONDERS
SP/RITUAL SUNBEAM!
REV. MOS BRUNSON
CHRISTIAN entimitteurr mrtrarn
SOUTHERN avowneee
OR TUT PARADE
PLATTER PARTY
MEET THE LEADED
rev 55105 'TERRELL
511311015 A B MrEWEN
PTV w 1411P/MT TIPEWETER
JAZZ 12141,11AITED
PRAYER FOR PEACE—SION OFF
ROYAL CROWN
America's Favorite Hair Dressing
mad Banks.
Bertha Daniels and Isadore Da-
vis.
Maxine Norman and Carol Hol-
man.
Earleane Wright and Larry Wil-
liams.
Mildred Willis and Rocky Jef-
ferson.
Helen Taylor and Jerry Harris.
WANT ADS
Miami as a laboratory technician.
Maloney is 26-year-old native
of West Palm Beach, who was
graduated from the Industrial
High school of that city in 1047.
Smash Barrier
On Course In
North Carolingi
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — (ANP)
— Negroes here gained unrestrict-
ed use of Charlotte Municipal golf
course last week as the Park and
Recreation Commission formally
course. Judge Sharp, in her de-
cision permanently enjoined the
commission from denying Negroes
use of the course.
However, the commission bought
reverter rights to portions of the
course. The land, for which the
commissioners paid $17,500, ori-
ginally was deeded the city with
a stipulation that it would revert
to the donor if used by Negroes.
A LONG ROAD TO GO
Clarence (Biggie) Munn be-ca
athletic director at Michigan St,
in 1954, succeeding Ralph H.
Young who had held the position
for 31 years.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STEINCK BUILDING
"WHERE 50I1(5 OKI YOU
GET PREFtfUNTIAL
SERVICE"
RELAX DE LUXE
BOURBON
de LUXE
rHE LUXURY BOURBON
Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you.,. relax. You're
at easel That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe .is
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
Bourton&Liu
Kerthelle
Sim itla
Itonrke
Whiskey
'WW1
ritEISOURRON DE LUXE COMPANY, DIVISION OF NATIONAL 0 STILLERS PRODUCTSORPORATION, LOU,SVILLE, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY86 PROOF
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GYMNASIUM DEDICATION
— Pinter Junior High school
dedicated its new gjmnasium
last Thursday with a program
which featured calisthenics,
gymnastics and dances. Pro-
gram participants include the
personalities on the stage
TWO OF THE TOP Tr -State
Defender newsboys leave the
Defender office at 236 S. %tell.
lington with their first load of
papers. They are Robert I,ogan
(left) 14, son of Mrs. Recite
Holt, of 415-H Wellington, and
Ralph Edward Confer, 13, son
of Mrs. Sarah Confer. of 115-6
Wellington, next door neigh-
heirs and Leath school students.
The boys are fast friends and
heir l.to, bit ..,
Mrs. Dante strong, Porter I'.
T. A. president; Miss Lucille
Hansborough, eleme n•
lacy schools supervisor; Mrs.
G. M. Rumpus, state PTA
president: Mrs. M. S. Draper,
state PTA secretary; Stand-
lite, sato. or it Mi. 41 s.
Shannon, Porter assistant
principal; R. B. Thompson,
Porter principal; Supt. E. C.
Ball, Floyd M. Cambell, prin.
cipal Melrose High school and
Rev. D. M. Grisham, minis-
keen competitore when It comes low 100 papers each every
to selling their Defenders. Re week and often sell as many as
cult is that they never fall be- 300 together. (Newson Photo.)
ter, Centenary Methodict
church. In lower photo a
group of girls perform a dance
routine called the "Harvest
Pole". It was one of the num-
bers on the program. (Hooks
Photos)
Announcement is made of the
opening of offices of J. W. Chris-
tian, Marketing Consultants, at 55
W. 52nd at., New York City.
The new firm, headed by Jos-
eph W. Christian, will he avail-
able for planning and execution
of assignments in the fields of
public relations, sales, sales pro-
motion, merchandising and mar-
ket research, with special em-
phasis on the expanding Negro
market.
Mr. Christian, who has had ex-
tensive experience in various phas-
es of marketing, advertising, pub-
lic relations and sales, has also
announced that his company has
been retained by Seagram-Distil-
lers Company in programs per-
Lining to the Negro market.
REPRESENTS SEAGRAM
Previous to establishing his own
company as marketing consult-
ants. Mr. Christian was a nation-
al sales executive for Seagram.
Before he joined Seagram he was
an executive in the business de-
partments of several leading Ne-
gro publications.
In announcing the new compa-
ny, Mr. Christian said: "Increas-
ed recognition on the part of man-
S. Africa Says
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa r Beloved Country", received the called by the Civil Liberties De-
- (ANP) — Charges against a court summons which alleged
noted South African author alleg- him to have violated the 1933 Pro-
ing him to be a speaker at an vincial Notice Act by attending or
unlawful meeting of Africans last
Dec. 6, has ended in the writer
Aimimmiak being summoned into court on
Jan. 28.
IRONS REPAIRED Alan Paton, author of "Cry, The
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PeRCOLATORS
A LSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS Up
APPLIANCES, INC.
/60 Union - A. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Orem Opekev Free Parking
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There is • reason why people
like to do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly serviris,
courteous treohn•nt and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
"Clo•,1 all est Osturdsi"
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Own•d Nome Operated
Author Snubs J
taking part in a meeting of na-
tive Africans without getting the
consent of the Mayor.
Paton is accused of being a
speaker at a meeting reportedly
im-Crow Laws
tense Committee, a non-European
body. The meeting was said to
have been called after a nation-
wide series of arrests netted 156
Europeans, Indians and Afri
cans who were charged with sedi-
tion and high treason because
they were against the govern-
ment's segregation laws.
••••mrsteeme*""teeeer"Imaernarer'",s-•w •
necoassesva
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO, FRANKFORT, KY, DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF.
Manassas News
By ALICE MARIE DOBBS
Well, things are awfully slow
around here this week because
everybody is cramming for exam-
inations and at this rate I'm sure
everyone will make good.
Gracing our spotlight this week
we have Miss Eddye Nell Feas-
ts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Feasts, of 1251 Lion at. Miss
Feasts is a member of the speech
department math club and the
English club She is a member of
the 10-8 -class of which William
Bell is the teacher.
For the last four years Eddye
Nell has maintained a straight
"A" card. After she completes
her study at Manassas she plans to
enroll at Fisk university where
she will major in mathematics and
minor in sociology and English.
Her steady boyfriend is Curly
Mayes, a junior at Manassas. Miss
Feasts holds this opinion on going
steady — "It's wonderful for the
mature ones, but strictly taboo
for those who are not."
Making a direct turn from the
subject of steady dating to our
basketball team, have it known
that our crew are "working Out
clean" since the Washington de-
feat. And if we have the right to
Canned Corn
Being Pushed
Jan. 23-Feb 2
The U. S. Department of Agri-
culture is giving its full support
to a sales campaign being con-
ducted by the industry and Can-
ned Sweet Corn with a special
Plentiful Foods program during
the period Jan. 23 to Feb. 2,—
under the title of "Case O'Canned
Corn Week," according to Leo
W. Smith of the Department's
Food Distribution Division.
Whether your choice is plump
whole-kernel or smooth erea in-
style, you'll find canned corn
dishes a real help in preparing
hearty, low-cost meals.
And, fortunately, if you're
among the Memphis and Mid.
South homemakers who make it
a practice to capitalize on canned
corn, therefll he plenty of this food
product for the next several
months.
The 1956 pack, according to
Smith, is record-large — almost
36 million cases. This resulted
from a large acreage and excep-
tionally high yields.
The large pack, plus a carry-
over of some 1,794,000 cases from
the 1955 pack, has boosted the to-
tal supply for the current mar-
keting season to nearly 38 mil-
ion eases.
agement of the need for broader
marketing strategy in our expand-
ing economy has underlined the
tremendous potential of the Negro
market.
"Our new organization, com-
prising a staff of specialists in
this field, wilt function with the
aim of helping management de-
velop this market on a sound ba-
sis."
LAGOS, Nigeria — (ANP) —
The tribunal of English lawyers
which has been inquiring into
charges levelled at Dr. Nnamdi
Azikiwo, Premier of Eastern
Nigeria in relation to his connec
lion with a banking institution,
last week foudnd him "guilty of
misconduct as a mir.ister."
The decision will produce politi-
cal disruption in Eastern Nigeria
because Dr. Azikiwe has vowed
that if the commission found him
guilty he would resign and call for
new elections.
So idolized Is Azikiwe by the
Mos who inhabit the Eastern Re-
gion, as well as by the members
of the national political party
which he heads, the National
Council of Nigeria and the Cam-
eroons, it is almost certain he will
be re-elected, perhaps by larger
majorities than before.
This would constitute a direct
flap in the face for Great En.
say so. allow one to say they will
continue their good work.
Everyone appeared elated over
the talent show scheduled for right
after the examinations.
For good reason, too. It features
such names as Emogene Wil-
liams, Johnny Wright. Carline
Pudy, Cassilene Coleman. t h e
Teen Tones and the Uniques.
EFSICE TALK
Carline Purdy is still making
time with Joe Neal — Jacqueline
still holds to her claim of not lik-
ing Marvin Gray — tillable Brooks
is getting rude — Gloria Williams,
who is your boyfriend? — Helen
Echols, tell me girl, who is the
lucky guy? — Levetta Cooper,
what is this I'm hearing? — Doro-
thy Holiday is a lonely girl — Syl-
vester Ford tells me that he's
lonely with his brown eyes and
Larry Turner, you look awfully
worried boy.
Musing;
Learning characteristics of chil-
dren from 9 to 12 (Cont.) These
children should begin to use re-
ference books. Should become in-
terested in factual information
about the history of race and the
world. Are becoming more con-
cerned with the real than the
purely fanciful. Like to make own
scooters and cars. They are be-
coming more interested in what
other people think. As they ap-
proach 11 and 12 they become
more interested in team games.
Dear Carlotta;
I am a married woman with
five children. My husband's broth-
er tried to talk him out of marry-
ing me. This was 21 years ago
and he's still trying to break us
up. lie's told terrible things about
my running around. I've never
stepped into a tavern or looked
at another man. This brother in-
law has been married four times
and can't stand to see any ore
else have a happy home. My hus-
bnd's sister has also been trying
to get into the act. She has been
writing all the relatives that Cm
JOSEPH W. CHRISTIAN
tam indicating as it would that
the people would rather have
"Zik" as their leader even if guil-
ty than bow to the dictates of the
imperial government.
Travel Lectures
At Va. College
PETERSBURG, Va. — A series
of interesting and informative lec-
tures on Africa, the Middle East,
India, Japan, Canada, Mexico and
Latin America will be presented
at Virginia State college, Peters-
burg, beginning on Feb. 5.
Co-sponsored by the VSC Chap-
ter of the American Association
of University Professors and the
Audio Visual Center, the lectures
will feature members of the col-
lege staff who have traveled ex-
tensively through many of these
countries. Heading the list of lec-
turers is Dr. Robert P. Daniel,
president of the college.
ForrestCity & Madison Briefs
LOVVEN74 C L AR K
The annual St. Francis County
4-H Club banquet was held recent-
ly at Christ Church school. All
county clubs and leaders were rep-
resented on this occasion. Toast
mistress for the evening was Miss
Judy Scott, County 4-11 Cub pres-
ident.
The program consisted of an in-
spirational talk by Walker Flem-
ing, principal of Palestine Ele
mentary school, awards twesent-
ed by Mrs. Edward Norman and
an instrumental solo by Miss Iris
Clark. After the banquet t Ii e
youngsters enjoyed a Friendship
party.
The Fifth Rural 1.ife Conference
'no good." llow can I get these
people to mind their own business?
Shall I write M them and tell them
off? The thing that irks me is
after 21 years of marriage, and
no proof whatsoever my hus-
band still says, "Where there is
smoke there is fire." Mrs. B. B.
Dear Mrs. B. B.
I feel that if after 21 years of
marriage and five children and
not a shred of evidence to support
your brother-in-law's cheap ac-
cusations, the husband is still
mumbling about "smoke a nil
fire" . . . he is just trying to
irritate you. Don't dignly the ugly
stories by writing to the relatives.
You need not defend yourself. One
nice thing about gossip ... when
they are talking about YOU
they are leaving someone ELSE
alone for a while, at least.
Fla. Band In
Pre-Inaugural
Activities
TALLAHASSEE — "A historic
first" occurred here last Tuesday
when the 132-piece Florida A&M
university band participated in
the pre-inaugural concert prior to
the inauguration of the Honorable
LeRoy Collins as Governor.
More than 10,000 persons In at-
tendance at the inauguration
gave a thunderous ovation when
the band, under the direction of
Dr. William P. Foster, played its
last selection.
The occasion also marked the
first time that the bands from
Florida's three state . supported
institutions of higher learning —
AdcM Florida, State university and
the University of Florida — had
performed on the same program.
The three bands were seated in
front of the Supreme Court Build-
ing facing east towards t h *
Capitol Building, "site" of the
inaugural ceremonies. The A.
and M. band was in the center,
flanked on the left by the llni-
versity of Florida band, and on
the right by the ESL! band.
The three bands, under the di-
rection of the FRY band direc-
tor, played together "in mass
formation," three selections
and Farm Bureau Leaders meet.
ing was held recently .at A. ht.
and N. college, Pine Bluff. At-
tending the conference from here
were: Mrs Ida Christmas, Mrs.
Alvah Smith, Mrs. Althea' Rispon,
F. S Jackson, Noah Dawson and
our county extension 'agents, Mrs.
C. F. Banks and John Clark.
• • •
Mrs. Venue' Cox entertained
the Semper Eidelis club at her
beautiful new home on South st.
recently The president, Mrs. Rob-
ert Smith, prenialed over a very
interesting meeting. After which
Mrs. Maysel Simmons, a former
president, conducted a very inn-
pressive candlelight initiation sees
vice for the two new members,
Miss Marilyn Williams and Mrs.
Pauline Smith.
The Nacirema club met in its
January meeting at the levely
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Isom,
After a brief business session, the
members enjoyed playing gamell
along with a tasty repast.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Mays left the city
recently to enter nurses' training
st E. It. Crump Memorial hospl•
tal in Meniphis. Miss Mays is the
1956 recipient of the "Cliffie J.
Bond" Award, sponsored by the
St. Francis County TB Associa-
tion.
Mrs. Asherry Wilson and son
of Memphis were the recent
houseguests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. West. We remember Mrs. Wils
son as Miss Oralene Phillips.
Dr. and Mrs. J. F.. Burke have
just returned from a vacation.
Mrs. Elna Shannon returned re.
cently front St. Louis, Mo. where
she visited friends.
Mrs. Hattie Leveeque has just
returned from Shreveport, Louis-
iana, where she visited relatives.
Mrs. R. J. ('hristmas returned
recently from Dundee, M 1 s s.,
where she attended the bedside
of her sister, Mrs. Sallie Bobo.
Happy birthday wishes go te
Mrs. Thelma Burke, Mrs. Wilma
Delaney, and Mrs. Tommy'
Blount.
• • •
We all mourn the loss of Hor•
ace Bond, whose funeral servicei
were held last week. He is saw.
vived by his widow, many rela-
tives and friends. Among the out.
of town relatives to attend the fa.
neral were his daughter, Mrs, Oo•
tavia Hudson, his sons, Nathan
Bond and grandson, Luster Mt
chart Fort (he is also the grfal•
grandson of Mrs. Ezzie Jackson),
George Bond and Joseph Bond,
all of Chicago.
Remember that thts Sunday ti
the day for the "Mothers March
on Polio." Let ne all dig down
deep and help fight this dread.
ed disease! When a mother knoclai
on your door p-p-p-please give.
Sirs. W. S. Suggs is city chair.
man and Mrs. U. S. Bond is Mills
ty chairman,
Kansas permitted women to vote
In school electiona as early as
1861.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONI
306 Poplar ire Lauderdale
Phone IA 5-6341
See LEE BAINE
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OP LIFE
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Coll For Information
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
UP et
MiRS
683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
/ BLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY 51, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER Plant, Frasier, Corn , Memphis. Tolt• Millington Navel
Base Bus, get off at corner old Millington Rd. and Beeisoiewe RI.
Offir• opposite bus stop, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE! Calomel
patrons may take advantage of special 25e cut Ws of Snorter Cob
Co. from bus stop (at signal light in Frayserl to my office.
3 BLOCKS WEST OF HIWAY 51 NORTH.
1 6 Tlisl-tSTAJTE.D2E6FFIFR Farmers Receive More
Profits High Social Security Info
On Hag Sales
Farmers subject to self-employ-
ment tax must have a social se-
curity number in order to receive
social security credit, says J. W.
CHICAGO — During the first Eanes, manager of the Memphis
half of 1956, newsstand dealers social security office.
made a higher monthly profit on He offered the following advice
JET than any other weekly news
magazine. Select Magazine, inc.,
places the Negro news magazine
in tenth place in their listings of
their Box Score of magazine sales
and profits. The nation's news
dealers earned an average month-
ly profit of $72,359.51 by selling
an average of 1,808,738 copies of
JET each month.
EBONY, another Johnson publi-
cation, is listed in 49th place.
News dealers earned $19,590.36 by
ailing a morthly average of 33C,-
506 copies of EBONY.
Clyde Currie
On Dean's List'
Clyde Currie, son of Mrs. Jos-
ephine S. Wilson, of Somerville,
Tenn., made the dean's list for the
first semester at Lane college.
Mr. Currie is a freshman at the
:admen, Tenn. college.
to farm operators who have a net
profit of $400 or more from self-
employment from the farm and
any other business:
If you do not have a social se-
curity card apply for one at your
nearest social security office. If
you have lost your card, ask
for a duplicate card with t h e
same number.
If it is not convenient for you
to go to a social security office,
you may obtain a blank applica-
tion at your post office. Fill it
out and mail it to the social
security office serving your area.
If you already have a social se-
curity number, do not apply for
another. Use the same number
to report any and all earnings.
Your account number must be
shown on Schedule F of your in-
come tax return to insure proper
credit to your social security ac-
count. Failure to furnish the cor-
rect number may result in loss of
benefits.
Pvt. T. Payne Marched
At, Ike's Inauguration
Pvt. Theodore Payne, jr., son of 'others of the 82nd's best troopers,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Payne, as having proved himself to be
2728 Select ave., marched with a outstanding in soldierly appear-
battalion from the famed 82d Air- ance and performance of duty.
borne Division, Ft. Bragg at Pres. The composite battalion began
ident Eisenhower's Inauguration training Jan. 9 for the parade,
Parade on Jan. 21. and continued their ‘preparations
He was picked, along with 700 through Jan. 17.
?Vt. Payne is a 2nd ammunition
assistant for 504th Airborne Infan-
try Regiment Support Company
and has completed five parachute
jumps.
wASHINGEON A N D
"SMALL BUSINESS"
fly C. WILSON HARDER
There is every indication tem-
per of new Congress Will be
somewhat different than those
of past few years. The outcry
by Rep. Alvin O'Kronsid (Rep.,
-Wis.) against bringing Commis-
hut Tito to U.S. for visit was
just one indication that at the
grass roots lev
el Co Ameri-
can conscien
again is on th
unirch.
, see,
By now,
nopoly
*nese has re:
c•I•ed all
governmental
favors It can
expect. Monop- C. W. Harder
oly business has been well paid
by government for part favors.
*5*
Nur comes time for an Amer-
Iran Reconstruction, every bit
as important as the one thaj ink
lowed Appotomax in 1885.
• • •
There is no doubt In minds of
many Congressmen nation's na-
ture lies in keeping open freedom
for private enterprise.
* • •
Yet toy at least 20 years go*.
ernmental action has encouraged
monopoly growth.
* • e
Provisions of tax lane, bale
Whig of credit. awarding. of gov-
ernment contracts, Washington's
, obsession with internationalism
have all had affect of stacking
Seek against free enterprise.
* • *
As matter of fact. Monopoly
business hes oven bed special
tax considerations. 
•as. 4'
• They have been altie to build
new facilities through a provi-
sion providing for rapid depre-
ciation of these facilities so that
•.• teatime Federation of red• • of Stamen
they can be paid for out of cur-
rent profits. Small business has
been denied this opportunity to
expand.
* •
While Federal Trade Commis.
Eton has spent untold thousands,
and probably millions, of man
hours In holding hearings, too
much effort has been expended
on prosecuting small firms whose
combined assets would prob-
ably equal only a small percent-
age of the assets of just one of
Ahe huge oil companies FTC has
'alleged is engaged in a world-
wide unspirecy to rig oil prices.
• • it
Painstakingly, FTC worked up
In exhaustive report on the
world petroleum monopoly, then
burled it. It almost took an act
of Congress to get it made, public.
• • *
Yet. In the intervening four
years, vary little effective steps
have been taken in this direction.
• • *
La other words, only most
feeble attempts have been made
to preserve fairness In the mar-
ket place, although there has
been a super abundance of lip
service in this direction.
* 5*
But there has been one fleet
In the menopoly-favoring strate-
gy pursued by government be-
reau.s. They have not fooled any-
one. Rest evidence of this fact
is that at nominating conventions
last summer, both parties adopt-
ed in their platforms the strong-
est small business planks in
history.
• • •
Thu both parties are cornmll-
ted to do something about the
persecuffon of American inde-
pendent business. The problem
has been recognized. In many
spheres the problems have been
defined. All that is needed now
Is action.
DR. LLOYD A. HALL, technical
director of the Griffith Labora-
tories, Chicago, has been appoint-
ed to the advisory board of Chem.
teal and Engineering News, week-
ly publication of the American
Chemical Society. Dr. Hall's ex-
tensive research includes studies
on meat products, oils and flavors.
LONGER HAIR
Men will like 1957 hairdos.
Stylists for a home permanent
wave firm (The Toni Co.) report-
ed today that this year's trend
is for longer hair.
Even if a hairdo looks short,
they said, it isn't because the
latest styles require longer hair.
Ty' cr co h .
• • "varrere.,
Oertels '92 Beer is so smooth...
you know its the finest quality:
Get the smooth beer! The smoother
the beer...the finer the quality!
Oertels '92 is so smooth and mellow...
so good tasting and refreshing...
you know it's the finest quality.
•
the
Smooth
"MEET THE LEADER" hon.
oree Rev. S. A. Owen, right,
minister of Metropolitan Bap.
list church and vice-president.
atarge of the National Bap-
tist Convention, receives rec-
ords made of his interview on
WLOK from J. E. Jackson,
manager of Banner Laundry,
program sponsor. The "Meet
The Leader" .program, heard
Sundays at 1:30 p.m. over
WLOK, seeks to give rem-
Nation to community leaders.
It is produced by Richard
Cole. It. L. Weaver is pro-
gram announcer. A recent
honoree of the program was
Matthew Thornton, "Mayor of
Beale Street". In addition to
the records presented the hon-
orees, a floral offering is sent
to his church and his wife
presented a beautiful orchid
corsage. (Jaffe Photo)
Telephones In Alaska,
Hawaii Keep Ringing •
Whether it's about statehood or
the weather, telephone users in
Hawaii and Alaska out-talk a II
others on the globe.
tnillion over the previous year
HOST TALKATIVE
When it came to using the
phone, Hawaii was the world's
most talkative spot. The United
And telephone users in Mem- States' island territory reported
phis rank high on the world's con-
versation list.
These and other facts are re-
ported in "The World's t e 1 e.
phones," an annual survey releas-
ed by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
At the beginning of last year
there were 185,433 telephones in Growth Recordthe Memphis exchange or 37 for
very 100 of the city's 507,000 s per-
sons living within the area served et In 1956by the Memphis Central offices
the report says.
BIG INCREASE
This represents a gain for Mem-
phis over 1955, a gain which has
been added to this year," F o y
Freeman, Memphis division com-
Morr than $40,000,000 was spent
mercial superintendent of South- in the state during the year and
almost an equal amount is ached-
uled to be invested this year,
according to Roy Freeman. Mem
phis division commercial superin-
tendent of the company here.
This program is a portion of
321/2 billions to be expended by
Bell companies over the country
in further developing telephone
service. Since 1945, Southern Bell
has now invested a total of more
647 conversations per capita dur-
ing 1955. Alaska was the second
with 448, outranked the 409 aver-
aged for the United States.
me Bell Telephone company here,
said. "This increase is a part of
the Company's service expansion
and improvement program which
has brought the total of isle
phones in its territory to over
5,340,000."
At the beginning of 1956, the
survey shows, there were 101 mil-
lion telephones in the world, or
two phones for every one in serv-
Southern Bell
Looking back on 1956, Southern
Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company in Tennessee today re.
ported a continuation of the larg-
est expansion and improvement
program in its history.
ice 10 years earlier. The- total than $249 millions in its Tennes-reflects a record increase of 64i 
see.operations, Mr. Freeman said.
In Memphis, approximately $8,-
160,000 was spent on new con-
struction and equipment last year.
Patterson, Estelle
Conference Speakers
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Dr.
F. D. Patterson, director of the
Phelps-Stokes fund, and Rev. E.
C. Estelle, Dallas minister, will beHawaii produces more than one the principal speakers for a two-
million tons of cane sugar each day career conference at Prairie
average year. View A di M college on Jan. 27-28.
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCI
12 Union A 
Serving Memphis 30 Teem
JA. 6-0341
•
ump for joy, Memphis!
are here!
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